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A laugh Is worth 100 groans »
In any market—Charles Lamb. <•.

The Kiwanis Club
Hears
An
Encouraging
Word From Mayor Payne
Regarding Industries
Frederick O. Pa.vne,
mayor of Augusta, and
candidate for the gu
bernatorial
nomina
tion. was guest speak
er at the Kiwanis
meeting last night, bringing to that
jolly and lively gathering his gen-

TWELVE PAGES

building, at The Brook, has its formal opening tomorrow, when the doors will be

thrown open at 8 a. m., to remain open every night this week until 9 o'clock.

of architectural and artistic skill and stands undisputably as one of the "show places” of
Eastern Maine.

On hand in addition to the very proud and very courteous officials of

the local staff will be a group of special activity representatives who will explain the
more modern appliances.

ation.

All of the equipment of the electric kitchen will be in oper

And the invitation to visit the new store is for everybody’s acceptance.

New Store The Latest
Word
Central Maine Power Company
will open doors tomorrow at its new
s'.ore which is located in the Ma
sonic Building almost directly op
posite its present location at The
Brook
Already' stock and mer
chandise have been arranged in the
store ready for the opening This
new’ store is one of the finest ln
Maine and is a splendid addition
to the city of Rockland.
This week is being celebrated as
the store's opening week and a
laige program of advance interest
to the public has been planned.
These w.ll include store demonstra
tions and cooking schools, at which
home service advisors, as well as
factory specialists from different
companies, will preside. The public
will be given an opportunity to

ENGLAND IN A MESS

Internal dissension which is rocking the world has found
Its way into Oreat Britain's war management, with Cabinet
shakeup. The merits of the case are of course not known on
this side of the water, and apparently not understood fully on
the other side, but the fact remains that the people are very
much up in arms and the press is extremely bitter in Its de
nunciation. If there is any “rottenness” it is certainly not this
time in Denmark, and certainly not in Finland, where the
Russian war machine expected to crush that brave little nation
in a week, but will be lucky if it accomplishes that end in a
year. Meantime Oermany is continuing its merciless on
slaught upon Allied and Neutral shipping. The sea toll Sun
day had mounted to 292 ships, with an aggregate tonnage of
1.035595. And this does not take into account the heavy loss
of life. Ships may be replaced; lives, never.
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,, lances for the home in actual op-

Double era
prflttion.
on

The officers of the Auxiliary to
ial presence and unquenchable spirit lllan at an' ,lme ***** 1923 He
of optimism
Hia message, com10 the
ol Canton Lafayette were installed by
pletely devoid of politics was in Van Baalen * Heilbnin. modestly Lady Edith Bickford, Battalion
thorough accord with the motto of °<ulttlng any reference to the acDeputy, a member of Halifax Aux
the Kiwanis fraternity of which he live part which he played in bring
ing that desirable industry’ to Rock iliary of Waterville, and staff, which
is an Augusta member
The attendance last night was land In a talk with the plant comprised Major Ernest C. Bickford,
exceptionally large, including five ma,lag(“r he learned that the corn- adjutant. Col. T A. Gilman, aide;
visitors—Senator Albert B Elliot of pany is simply awaiting orders be- | Lady Elsie Oilman, aide and Lady
Thomaston. Calvin Vinal of Vinal fore enlarging its equipment and Effie Page. A.PF. chaplain, all of
. Waterville.
haven and Mayor E. R. Veazie, payroll.
Passing to the subject of agricul-j The new officers are: President,
Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick and F. A
ture he told of scientific experimen- Mrs Constance E. MacPhail; vice
Winslow of Rockland.
The business meeting opened tatlon which is being made to dis- president, Mrs. Annie R Aylward;
when President John Pomeroy sum- ('0'*r by-products which can be ap- secretary. Miss Doris V. Hyler;
moned Pearl Studley to the head 1 P’ied ,0 the manufacturing indus- treasurer, Mrs Florence B Lovetable and presented him with a 100 tries an example is found in a new Joj" P^t president. Mrs Florence
percent attendance pin: Tlie presi potato starch product which ls al- T. Havener; officer of the day,
dent also expressed the club's sym most like cellophane. Futher ex- Captain Milton V. Rollins "R"; ofpathy with Mr. Studley ln his recent periments are being made with a flcer of lbe Guard. Colonel Luke S
view to increasing the tensile Davia. “R;” right aide to president.
bereavement.
Lieut. Oov. Artnur F. Lamb sug-! strength This and other endeavors
Nina H. Davis; left aide to

gested that the Club appoint one of,may revolutionize the agricultural
its members to act in conjunction jmarket It may mean 91 a barrel
with the Finnish drive and Presi-'for reeond grade and culled potatoes
dent Pomeroy named Owen John-' “ successful.
j
son.
Mayor Payne also referred to sea
In an unique presentation, the Products with especial reference to
nature of which mystified the mem. ; the experiments being conducted
bers for a time. Francis D. Onie re^c'P and Irish moss,
turned to Dick Bird the missing key “Be an optimist," said Mayor
to hls motorcar, properly encased.' Payne In conclusion. "Don't sit
It is to be regretted that space in down and say it can’t be done. Get!
th's heavily laden issue doe* not out arid drive."
permit a liberal abstract of Mayor
Followed a question period with
Payne's address. A prime booster an interesting exchange of views,
for Maine's industrial development President Pomeroy s questions be
lt naturally follows that much of trayed a keen interest in research
hls talk relates to that subject and work.

President, Mrs. Helen M Dyer;
chaplain. Mrs. Susie D. Davis; sentrj - Captain Nestor S. Brown "R;"
ri«ht a'de
vice president, Mrs.
Addic M. Brown; left aide to vice
Mrs Una M Rollins;
a’de to past president, Mrs
Lina T. Carroll; left aide to past
president. Mrs. F Helen Paladlno;
right aide to chaplain. Mrs. Alice
Mathews; left aide to chaplain Mrs
Shirley E. Bowley.
Officers of Canton Lafayette were
installed by Col. T. A. Oilman 'R"
and staff, comprising: Major Em
est C. Bickford, adjutant; Major
Ralph E. Gilman, aide; Major Hugh
F. Page "R" chaplain. These officers were Installed: Captain, Nell
F. Karl; lieutenant, C. Maynard
Havener; ensign, Oeorge C. Graves;
j clerk, Milton V. Rollins; accountJ ant. Albert E. MacPhail; guard.

THE THORNDIKE HOTEL
DINING ROOM
Ha* been remodeled to serve Quality Food at
Popular Price*
Specializing in Banquet*, Private Bridge and

Dinner Parties
Choice of Full Course Dinner* Sunday
4A6

DELINQUENT TAXPAYERS
* * * *

A list of all delinquent tax payer*, prior to 1939,
i* being prepared for the printer, to appear in the
annual city report. If you are delinquent and do
not wish your name in the city report, make ar
rangement* to pay before Jan. 15.
Lien claims will be served Feb. 8 on all real
estate on which the taxes for 1939 have not been
paid in full.

CARLO. NELSON,
Tax Collector.
3-4

Bv The Rovinr Reporter

At occasional intervals durtqg the
past year two men have stood at the
| railroad crossing near the (Waldo
boro underpass and waved greetings
to the engineer of the 5 p. m. train
out of Rockland. This was done pri
marily because the two men in ques
tion have never outgrown the fasci
nation which steam trains have for
them, and it has developed into a
custom because of the friendly spirit
of the engineer, Ray Haskell of Port
land. Mr. Haskell probably aoea not
know the two men. whom he sees
about twice a week, but he evidently
keeps an eye out for the car parked
near the crossing, and there’s no
mistaking the cordiality of the greet
ing received from him.

The custom above referred to ls as
old as the everlasting hills, whether
applied to a steam train, a steamboat
or -a bus. The progress of the Bos
ton boats on their Journey up or
down the .Penobscot river used to be
marked by a frequent exchange of
salutes. From the boat it was the
customary three whistles; from the
land It might be the ringing of a
bell or the waving of a handker
chief
And here again my mind
strays to that memorable Sundav
afternoon when the wrecked steam
ship City of Rockland was floated
from a ledge in thc Mussel Ridge
Channel, and towed up past Holi
day Beach and Owl's Head, to be
acclaimed by salutes from scores of
picnic parties and hundreds of sight
seers along the coast. I was in a po
sition to be thrilled for I was stand
ing on the steamship’s bridge with
the late Frank C Norton and J. N
1Southard.

Canton Lafayette and Aux-Vlew th.e la*st in eIcctrlcal appU'

lliary Have
Installation

The new

plant, located almost directly opposite the one which has just been vacated, is a model

Two of Rockland's three banks held their annual meet
ings yesterday, electing officers, and rendering to their stock
holders financial statements which must have been very' grati
fying. Rockland ls Justly proud of its banking institutions.

Mayor Payne’s middle Initial
Ht opening remarks offered much
should have been “O.” He’s certain- | cheer when he
that statistics
ly an optimist.
_______________________________ : showed Maine payrolls to be higher

“The Black Cat”

The Central Maine Power Company, housed in its new quarters in the Masonic

BANKS MAKE GOOD SHOWING

to the agricultural research with
' which he is now so prominently

Volume 95..................... Number 4.

THE CENTRAL MAINE CREETS YOU

When the public goes to the new quarters of the Central
Maine Power Company in the Masonic building tomorrow it
will be to exclaim with pleasure, if not actual amazement, at
the corporation's new store—an establishment which would do
credit to a metropolis, instead of a city of fewer than 9000
inhabitants. On this and other pages of today's issue the new
store is described ln detail, and with that description there
passes in review the story of the Central Maine Power Com
pany achievements in Knox County and contiguous territory.
We recommend the reading of every line of this compren—ialve story, and having done so we bespeak your pride ln a
business combination which has done and will continue to do
so much for the benefit and welfare of a community which
now enjoys privileges to be found ln comparatively few of
the so-called ' small cities." What wonders these captains of
industry have wTought may be Judged here on the small
scale; and by traveling from border to border of the Pine
Tree State it gives one a sense of bewilderment in trying to
comprehend what these men are doing for the development
of Maine. The Courler-Oazette’s congratulations are hereby
extended to the Central Maine Power Company, and we are
convinced that they represent also the hearty accord ot
this paper’s large constituency.

FRANK A WINSLOW
Subscriptions *3 00 per year payable
lu advance; single copies three cents. I
Advertising rates based upon clrcula- f
tion and very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Tbe Rockland Gazette was established
l'i 1840 In 1874 the Courier was estab i
llhed and consolidated with the Oarette In 1882 The Free Pre s was es
tablished tn 1835 and In 1891 changed
Its name to the Tribune These paper,;
consolidated March 17. 1897

—

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, January 9, 1940

The very attractive maroon front
of the store is framed with monel
metal trim. Venetian blinds used
all the way across the front give
Night view of exterior of building. This show window provides mass lighting of maximum effect. The
a very modernistic and pleasing
luminous type sign I* a recent development called “vttrollte” and “vltrohut." It has a maroon border and let- The cement article recently pub
lished in Hie Oourler-Oazette at
feet. Vltrolux and vitrolite glass ters are opaque while the field Is translucent material.
tracted widespread attention. Now’
signs are illuminated from behind
and are held in place by chromium display of electrical appliances for and Home Service Advisor. The explain every feature of this store frOm National City. Calif., comes
this letter, signed by Edward M
bars These were manufactured by ,hc home a modern all-electric second floor used in conjunction and its appliances.
The personnel of this Company's Davis:
Libby Owens Glass Company and kitchen and the extreme rear right with the Masonic hall is equipped
Eastern Division headquarters office I have been reading with Interest
are the very letest in store front
hand corner to a cashier's booth with a stage and an all-electric and store remains the same as ln The Courier-Gazette of Nov. 28. the
modernization.
story of "Pioneer Rockland Indus
Inlaid l.neoleum flooring, wains Orr the street floor proper modern kitchen where cooking schools and trie past with H. P. Blodgett as divi try." about the cement plant near
cots of press wood manufactured by island displays are used for dis special demonstrations may be held. sion manager of this eastern area, Snows shipyard. I lived in a little
the Oypsum Company, Brunswick playing the smaller of the many There Ls a seating capacity for ap L. E Jones as division sales man- brown house nearby, as I worked In
New ager; D L Adams, store manager. Snow’s shipyard I saw the cement
are held in place by aluminum electrical appliances. The very lat proximately 250 persons
j ••
— ...
a ..
o i plant built, from the breaking of
ground unt„ (he p,ant was fln.
strips. w“b walis of pressed wood est in lighting for the home is modern lighting has been installed and Miss Ruth Cluff. Home Service
advisor; E. R Gowell. industrial and . ished.
panels, giv; the street floor of tlie shown in a specially constructed throughout in this hall.
The basement will be devoted to power engineer; R B Mac Far land j I was a young man then. My wife
store a spacious modern appearance, -ilfht conditioning center. All store
the
display of used and recondi lighting engineer; E E Joyce, com- and 1 J”* bolh bving I am 84 and
The ceiling of this street floor is fittings and furniture have been
,
. . ..
...
, she is 77 years of age We rememconstructed cf a special material built especially for thts store and tioned equipment. The stockroom merrial and heating equipment
about the cement plant, and I
which absorbs a good percentage [ follow the very latest in modern Ls also in this section. Tlie gen- salesman The Accounting Depart- knew FrancLs Cobb well He used
of the sounn in tne room and less- design. The rear portion of the oral public is invited to visit this ment force comes under the super- to drive a (white horse. We are ltv‘J?J",Tnv"™^
ens the street noises so that groups street floor is devoted to offices of store during opening week and to) vision of A. J. Murray, and includes ‘expect
to live a good many more
view
its
modern
construction
and
Beulah
Ames,
Kathleen
Duff,
Lucy
of persons can converse in natural , Division Manager H. P Blodgett.
years. I wish for The Couriertones, and the sounds «o not travel J Divis'oa Sales Manager L. E. Jones, service features, in addition to the Ball, DorLs Sylvester and Leola Gazette and its staff a happy and
from one group to the other.
Accounting Department quarters. complete displays of electrical ap- Robinson. Russell Carter is cash- prosperous New Year.
per; Percy Williams, salesman; and Motoring through Augusta Sun
About three-qua-ters of the street land offices for the Company Sales- liances for the home
floor is devoted to a most modem men, Power and Lighting Engineers, Attendants will be on hand to Carl Cassens. collector.
day. Bob Webster and I overtook my

L.

•Maximum number of patients any
one day 51.
Minimum number of patients any1
, r» . . • _
. c.i
William T. White Remain* one day 21
Grand Entertainment Sat-

Hospital Meeting

At Head Of Local Insti Daily average 35.4 (Increase of
3% more over 1938).
tution—A Busy Year

Finnish Benefit

urday Night At Community Building

long-time friend, Oliver
Hall, a
this emergency are urged to attend former Rockland boy who now holds
Dance after the entertainment the office of State Librarian With
Music by a good five piece orches him as an escort we paid a visit to
tra. Refreshments will be served the gtaU, House where we were cor
during intermission
jdlally greeted by Gov. Barrows, in
Sale of tickets sponsored by thc splte of the fact that he was deAmerican Legion Auxiliary of votlng part Of the Sabbath to clearRockland ;
Donaldson's
express hig up the contents of an overloaded
office and McDonalds Drug store, desk.
Thomaston; Eastern Star at War- j
_o—
ren; High School and Fossett s Ice1 A North Haven citizen recently
Cream Bar. Union; American Le- has taken up crocheting and ha*
Waldoboro; Harry Edgecomb not engaged In this pastime for 40

-------> Number of surgical operations 709.
E. R Veazie, mayor of Rockland
At thc annual meeting of the
Number of patients died 52.
will
be the speaker at the enter
nox County Oeneral Hospital last
Number of patients died within
tainment held for thc benefit of thc
nl8ht these officers were elected: 48 hours after admission 18.
i William T. White, president; H. P. ; Number of days’ treatment fur- Finnish Relief Saturday night at
Blodgett, vice president; M. M.Orlf- ntshed 12551, as compared with Community Building. Albert Mefin, secretary and Joseph Emery. 11502 for 1938
I Carty wiI1 be master of <*r«nonies and Maynard Brown's store, Apple- years. He gives the readers thc
treasurer; Dr. W. F. Hart. Camden, ; An departments of hospital show A mu'‘ilcal and entertainment pro- ton; W. E. Carroll's. Rockport; privilege of guessing his name. Ask
Joseph Emery H. E. Robinson, John ' an increase volume:
igram wU1 supplement the speaking. |
Kennedy's. Dougherty's. Camden Harold!
Among the artists listed arc Miss
Burns, E. K Leighton and C. H. 1 X-ray
_______
w„„
106_ patients, 1288 exposures
Drug Co. and Camden
Fire Depart- j
—o—
j Clinical laboratory completed 6117 Emerson of New York and Warren.
at 0a™d““'
I Nestor S. Brown; chaplain. O. B. Berry, directors for three years.
When we remark to a friend that
• • • •
procedures, an increase of 554 tests Mr Constantine, conductor of Knox
1 it is a cold day, or a warm day we
’ Lovejoy; sentinel. Alfred Benner;
The statistical report submitted by over 1938.
County Mens Singing Club and 1
mep,infi lomorrow nigj,t of have said something obvious, yet
banner bearer. Jesse T. Carroll;
j picket. Roy E Mank.
Miss Ellen C. Daly, the institution's' The dietary department served Co^°”el Edwln ” Cooper.^DS.C. Rock|anfj Encampment on the Pa- we have the feeling that we have
“*"'“ efficient superintendent
. ... shows
.
and his. 1^...
lecture -about Finland's naj
jo
news of the day
Gifts were presented to Lady *■*
highly
76,651 meals
triarchal degree.
In August we employed an x-ray | tional life and customs, natural deBickford and Mrs. Louie Rogers, by the last year in thc 30's decade to
— o—
One year ago: William T. White
the Auxiliary. Mrs. Rogers acted as have been a very busy one, as a technician with some knowledge of frnses of the country, accompanied '
YOUR FAVORITE POEM was elected president of Knox Hoscomparison of the figures will show. clinical laboratory, work.. This has • by motion pictures in colors,
pianist for both installations.
------pltal. with Rev. Fr. James A. Flynn
The program included piano solos The daily average of patients, for been a piost satisfactory' addition to 1 Colonel Cooper, a former phoIf I hud my life to live again !i
,
by Cynthia Brown and Elizabeth instance, was 3 percent over that lor the personnel. We now have no de- ; tegrapher of thc U. S. Army, spent would have made a rule to read some as vice president. Milton M Grinin
%hT’To%^f‘Mth^ as «*«-etary. and Joseph Emery as
MacPhail.
Refreshments
were 1938. and the number of days’ treat lay of service as cases are, whenever • three months In Finland last sum- IS&r on~d.
tastes ls a ions ot happiness Charles treasurer —Gne hundred High School
served after the installations by ment was 1049 greater. The report possible. scheduled and in the case mcr. This is the best film taken Darwin
students broadcast over four Maine
of emergencies there is no waiting in Finland and It has been highly
Ladies Addie Brown, Lina Carroll in full follows:
radio stations.—Richard J. Foley,
THE unchangeabi.f
During the yearwe admitted1076 tor doctors. Thc employing of this praised by people of other cities,
and Annie Aylward.
patients ascompared with 970 the person has also added to'the efflcl- where It has been shown. It Ls an O never say that I was false of heart. janitor at the Post Office, died sud
Though absence seem'd my flame to denly.—Rockland learned of the sud
previous year. Types of patients : ency of the service available in thc oportunity to sec the country where
qualify
As easy might I from myself depart
den death of Ivan A. Trueworthy,
listed as follows: Surgical 505. Medl- laboratory by providing a 24 hour the Finnish people are putting up As
from my soul, which in thy breast
formerly of this city —Mrs. Bridget
cal 221, Ophthalmic 172, Obstetric service which could not be obtained such a good defence against tredoth lie;
Contributions for Finnish Relief 93, Births 85.
with coverage by one technician.
j mendous odds. All friends and sup- That 1» my home of love; It I have Costello. 92. died at her home on
will be accepted by this newspaper
Pleasant street —Homer E. Robin
ranged.
Accident cases treated and admitThe School of Nursing became ac- { porters of the Finnish people in
Like him that travels. I return again.
ln accordance with the Statewide ted 57.
tlve during the year and with the
Juat to the time, not with the time son and M. R. Pillsbury were elected
'•xchanged.
effort. All contributions will be
Accident cases treated and not ad next class in February will be at its abie study concerning the needs and 80 that myself bring water lor my presidents of the First National Bank
of Rockland and thc Knox County
listed:
stain.
full quota. With the affiliation ob- welfare of the hospital resulting In
mitted 48.
Previously reportt
........... $52.
tained and the academically better j SOund business principles affecting j Never believe. though in my nature Trust Company, respectively.—Clif
Accident cases out of State 61.
ford E. Marshall was elected presi
reign'd
Mr. St Mrs. C. W. St lv
.........
5.
Out of county patients admitted prepared young women, wc should every department.
All frailties that besiege all kinds of
dent of the Eastern Division Rifle
Ensign Otis................................ 10. 101.
I give the community good nursing > 7-0 my assistant and the nurses as
blood.
It could so preposterously be Club—Roland O Rackliffe
was
well as the personnel, I am grateful That stained
Out of State patients admitted 60. service.
To
leave
for nothing all tlxy sum of elected high priest of King BoloIn passing I would like to voice for splendid co-operation. Thc
$67
Surgical out patient dressings 169.
good:
appreciation of the fine contact with medical staff have been fine In their For nothing thia wide universe I call mon’s Temple Chapter. Ernest RogPrivate room patients 325.
Save
thou,
my rose; ln It thou art my ers was elected illustrious master Of
the Auxiliary.
co-operation and understanding of
Semi-private room patients 70.
Buy Yourself rich—through clas
***
—William shnkeapenre King Hlrams’ (Council.
The
year
has
been
one
of
considerour
problems.
Ward patients 596.
sified often.

Finnish Relief

The Courier-Gazette

A Busy Manager Works Here

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Ood is faithful, by whom ye were
called unto the fellowship of his •

Grover In The Lead

MANY STRANGERS COMING
The annual meeting of the Maine
Association of Agricultural Fairs will
be held at the Community Building
Wednesday and Thursday, head
quarters being established at Hotel
Rockland. The affair carries addi
tional local interest ftom the fact
that clarence Leonard of Union, who
heads North Knox Pair, is also presi
dent of the State association.
The other officers are: First vice

Head* Chatto By 50 Pina At
End Of the First Half Of
Match
A short time ago a nice, clean cut
fellow by the name of Chatto who
halls from Knox County's metro
polis issued a challenge to Cham
pion Phil Grover of Camden to roll
a 20-siring match for the Bowling
Championship of the county. Phil
readily accepted for he is a real
champion and bars no one whom
the public thinks can give him a
good match, and it was agreed to
roll the first 10 strings at the Com
munity Building alleys. 5nd the last
ten at the Star Alleys n Rockland.
Saturday night in toe presence of
a crowd of enthusiastic bowling fans
who jammed the g.-.'iery space al
the Community Building lanes, to
overflowing, the two contestants
started their first ten strings at 7 15.
The first two strings were nip
and tuck. Phil, with his straight
drive ahead crash ball, set up a
score of 205, and Chatto knocked
over the timbers for a fine 207 with
a ball that was smooth and even
with just the right amount of curve
at the proper time.
At this point. Phil began to per
spire freely, and he climbed out in
front of his opponent by 15 pins
In the third, and 24 pins in the
fourth. The champ was now 37
pins to the good, and although
Chatto gained 14 of these back tn
the fifth and sixth strings. Grover
again increased his lead in the
eighth and ninth cantos to such an
extent that the final of "The duel”
showed him leading by 50 pins.
Monday night. Jan. 15 at the Star
Alleys In Rockland the second and
last 10 strings will be bowled, and all
fans should be present.
The score:

With The Bowlers
The Rhoades Family
Waldoboro's Fishermen were too
much for the Waldoboro Fanners at
the Star Alleys last night, although
the margin of victory wasn't much
to brag about. Col weld, with a rab
bit's foot in each pocket had the
enjoyable total of 547. and the high
est string.
Waldoboro Farmers
A. Miller ..117 89 84 80 88—458
Campbell
83 115 S8 89 92-477
J. Miller .. 90 93 94 87 86—450
Benner .... 103 96114 95 107—515
Smith
.... 117 97 116 96 90—516

510 490 506 447 463-2416
Waldoboro Fishermen
Colweld
113 96 104 123 111—547
Bagley
91 87 109 85 105—477
M Wink
90 85 109 93 84—461
L'.aler
110 96 101 92 93—492
Genthner
89 1C6 135 82 101—483

by Squier

Dr. William Ellingwood, who wiU
act as toastmaster at Maine Fair
A; meiution's banquet Wednesday
night. No long waits between heats.

president. George 6 Williams, Au| gusta; second vice president, Dr. E
E Russell, Farmington; secretary,
i J. S Butler. Lewiston: treasurer. F
/ THCi STATE I
W. HUI. Bangor.
The following group meetings will
be held at 11 a. m. Wednesday.
Executives' Conference for fair
‘ presidents and race secretaries,
I George S. Williams presiding. Sug
gested subjects for discussion, tickets
and passes, entrance fee. horse rac
ing.
Livestock and Agricultural Ex
hibits Conference. Dr E E Russell
presiding.
"Premium Schedules for Farm
Produce at Maine Fairs." Charles
M White, Chief. Division of Mar
kets, Department of Agriculture.
BETTER ROADS—Three state*—California, Michigan and New Hampihir„—
"Agriculture," Ralph C. Wentadopted constitutional amendments at the last general elections, to prevent the
diversion of automotive tax funds to non-highway purposes. Four other states ; worth, County Agent.
have adopted constitutieasl bars to diversion, thus assuring motorists ot those
Fair Secretaries and Superinten
states that they will get full value in roads for their taxes.
dent of Grounds Conference, Eari
Hayes, secretary Windsor Fair, pre
ter instead of one. He will start im- thriller by Niclwlas Blake which siding. Suggested subjects for disAT LAST! - we at
GETTING TMt 80*0$

105 102 99 93 10t> 110 91 95 84 99
-987
In the last year and a half. Phil
Grover has met and defeated such
outstanding bowlers as Arico. Dandeneau. Prank Gardner of Rock
493 470 528 475 494-2460
land. and George Boynton and El
mer Johnson of Camden Now. can
Orson Welles, now in Hollywood
he add Chatto to this list?
to make his film debut as producer
director, writer ar.d actor fcr RKO
Radio in "Heart of Darkness", will mediately a film version of "The tells of sensational events in Engmake two feature pictures this win- Smiler with the Knife, new English land.
Erskine Takes Three
Erskine Academy's basketball
team.? won three games from Union
High in the Twi-County League
schedule Friday night.
The varsity boys won by a 32 to
9 score, the girls 29 to 17 and the
Jayvees finaUy came out on top
after an overtime game 11 to 9.
In all but the junior varsity game,
the Academy teams took early leads
and remained out in front. Fine
guard.ng by the Erskine guards
played an important part in the
victory as they held the visitors to
only two floor goals. L. Plaisted
and Kenoyer were high scorers with”
12 and eight points respectively.
The girls also finished on top by
some fine guarding and also smart
shooting by McLellan at center for
ward who scored 15 points and Low
den at forward who made 10.
Boys games:
Erskine 132)
F.
O
0
Hamilton, rf ......... l
2
0
H. Plaisted. rf...... 1
2
L. Plaisted, If ........ 5
12
8
Kenoyer. c............. 4
0
7
1
Car. Farrington, rg 0
1
7
C. Farrington, ..lg. 3

3

17

Referee, Hussey. Time, four 8's.

19c

BOXES

19*

PIHEAPPLE JUICE 2

You're smart to step at NADBN-WIBE
where yon get the most for your
money... quality foods, maxinom
values, personal service.

GREEN DIAMOND

MATCHES
SALMON

.

6

2c^s29c

.

CANS

25c

KID GLOVE POP CORN

NO 2
CANS

15*

. ‘w?’
JAR

25*

READY TO
EAT

2

1 9<

CANS

SPLENDID

FRANCOAMERICAN

Down they come
with the Christmas
decorations

ON THE MARK! Greatest concentration of Diesel locomotives in railroad history occurred at Washington,
D. C.. at the formal opening of the Seaboard Railway's winter service to Florida. These sleek Electro-Motive
monsters of the rails power thirteen deluxe and coach Mains to the Southland this season, the greatest number
of fast-schedule streamlined train* in Florida's history.

We darned near broke our necks
in bringing down these prices to
where they are today and now l»
the store Isn't packed with buy
ers, starting tomorrow, well be
flabbergasted.
Our finest suits and o'coats . . .
the top of the tree in quality .. .
ire down where you can reach
hem even with an after-Christ
mas checkbook.

Meaning a Saving of

$3.50 to $£.50

2

CANS

WAXED PAPER 4 ROLLS 25*

17^

WORCESTER

MEN’S AND BOYS’
MACKINAWS

SPLENDID CATSUP

SPLENDID PEAS

3

■

25c

PKGS

29c

BOTS

NO t
2^1
33c

.

■

2 PKGS 19c

14 OZ

....

(FANCY)

HEAVY WHITE

2

GLOVES

pair

25c

THREE CROW

NUTMEG

2*a°h2s19<

GROUND

NATION-WIDE—PURE

J(UY -

102
BOT 21«

.

VANILLA

RUFFLE him with mmhm
C A It C *
AMERICAN MADE

2 rat 25c

Up I. and Including 100 Wolf

STARCH COMBINATION

.

1 KG
1 PKG

CREAM
CUBE .

19*

PHILLIPS'

NATION-WIDE
NEW SKI GARMENTS
For the Girl*

.

IVORY SALT

DIAMOND IRON KLAD CLOTHESPINS

SOLAR BULBS
Dollars to be Saved also in

25*

CUT RITE

SPAGHETTI

$19.50, $24.50, $29.50

OVERCOATS
$19.50, $24.50, $29.50

NO 3
CAN

MINCEMEAT

SUITS

(EVAPORATED)

MILK

Union (17)

Totals ...... ........... 7

CANS

DOLE'S

VALLEY SWEET MIXED PICKLES

Totals.................. 2
5
9
Referee, Hussey. Time, four 8's.
Girls game: :
Erskine 29
G.
F Pts. I
Lowden, rf .............. 5
0
10
Dow, If ................... 2
0
4
McLellan, cf .....
6
3
15
Arnold, c................ 0
0
0
Brown, rg .......
0
0
0
Brooks, lg.............. 0
0
0

Pts. '
0
0
0
7
6.
4i

19*

GOLDEN BANTAM CORN

1
11
1'
4
2

F.
0
0
0
3
0
0

CANS

MACKEREL a 2

Pts.

29j

ORANGE JUICE . 1

ROSE BOWL

32

3

SUNSHINE

PINK

Basketball Battles

G.
0
0
0
2
3
2

A

Mrs. Donald Perry recently visited
her mother in Camden.
Mis. Edrlck Edgecomb and Mrs.
Albert Pease were reeent callers at
Willow Brook.
The Square Circle Club was or
ganized Jan. 4, at the home of Mrs.
Annie Pease and Mrs. Ruth Pease.
These officers were elected: Presi
dent. Ruth Pease; vice president,
Clara Hall; secretary. Claia Went
worth. Candy and comcakes were
served by the hostesses. The next
meeting will be held Thursday with
Mrs. Ida Pease.

Office of L. E. Jones, division sales manager of the eastern territory. It is lighted indirectly from cove equip
ment with fluorescent type lamps, a trough running lengthwise of the room

Chatto—

Totals................... 13

Charley Reynolds, Estelle Stevens
and Everett Clancey of Rockland
were callers Saturday night at Wil
lard Wentworth's.

SALABA
TEA

& We'k

102 100 114 117 1(B >100 92 102 106 96
—1037

F.
1
1
1
0

Mrs. Edna Ludwig was recent
' caller at Mrs. Ruth Pease's.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Oxton were
1 guests Sunday cf Mr. and Mrs.
I Loren Bennett.
Earl Ludwig and Malcolm Phillips
! w?re visitor-- in Gray recently,
cussion: Tickets and passes, pre i Dinner guests Sunday at U. G
i Pease's were Mr. and Mrs Sam
miums, ground rent.
At 2 p. m. will be held the general
‘ Frederick G. 'Payne, Mayor of Au
meeting. President Clarence Leon
gusta; .Future of Horse Racing in
ard presiding. Reports of secretary,
Maine as Been By <he Maine De
treasurer, committees and State Rac
velopment Commission,
Harold
ing Commission: invitations for 1941;
Schnurle. Portland.
appointment of nominating coroI Thursday forenoon will be devot
! mlttee; election of officers; introduced to unfinished business, the new
| tlon of booking agents, vaudeville,
president presiding. Lewiston and
i fireworks, public address systems,
Windsor have already applied for
carnivals, etc.; new business.
1 the next annual meeting.
Tlie banquet will take place in the
Community Building at 7 o’clock,
music being furnislied by Danny
Patt's Maine Lumberjacks. Albert
McCarty will be the song leader.
Dr. William E. EUingwood ol
Rockland will be the toastmaster,
and flavor Edward R. Veazie will
deliver the address of welcome Tlie
speakers for the evening are: Wei
come to Rockland Mayor Edward R
Veazie: Greetings from U. B. Trot
ting Association. Huger Duncan.
Executive Secretary: Purposes of
Agricultural Fairs, Attorney Gen
eral Franz U. Burkett; ''When Lish
Played Ox.” Dr. R. N Randall, Lew
iston; ' Fair Officials' Obligations to
the General Public and Agriculture,''

America’s Fine Quality Tea

Orover—

Totals .................. 14
l’nion (9)
G.
Simmons, lg.......... 0
H. Leonard, rg ..... 0
C. Leonard, c ........ 0
Lucas. If ................ 2
Esancy. rf ............. 0

Pease and Mr. and Mrs. Alton Pease
and family.

NORTH HOPE

Maine Association Of Agricultural Fairs Has
Annual Meeting Here Tomorrow

Son Jesus Christ our Lord. 1 Cor.
1: 9.

Farriss, lg ................
Fossett, rg ..............
McKinley, c ............
McEdwards. rf .......
M. Fossett. If........
Gay. rf.....................

Every-OtKer-Day
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GREGORY’S

TOMATOES

.

2

CANS

19*

LARGE
CAN

19*

LAWRENCE

HULLED CORN
GENERAL KNOX

MACARONI

.

2

19*

TEL. 294

416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

NATION-WIDE
1940 Oldsmobile Six Series 60

SERVICE

GROCERS
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Gave To Cause
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A BANKER 34 YEARS

Two Fine Lads

Capt and Mrs. Albert Webster are
in Rockland. Capt. Webster is ill. Local Finnish People Have
One Restored a Purse; the
Jerry Gross sailed from Miami
Other Thought He Was
Worked Hard—Mrs. An-;
for Cuba Dec. 27.
Paid Too Much
derson’s List
Albert Milne is acting as night
I
watchman nt McGuire's quarry.
A heartening incident has come to
Jan 7-14 Warren—Week of prayer In
Funds collected by local Finnish
the churches
Alice
Lan?
has
returned
to
Plainthe
ears of The Courier-Gazette.
people before the present Hoover ef
Jan 12
Thomaston
i Basketball)
Rocklund vs. Thomaston at High School
1 ville, Conn., after passing the holi fort are to be listed in these columns.
A
knock came at the door of a
gym.
Jan 14—Camden-Union church serv
days with her sister Mrs. Nina
home
in the center of this city one
A splendid piece of work was done,
ice at Opera House, benefit Finnish
1 Orcss
Fund.
|
morning,
about school time. The
assuring Knox County of a fine rec
Jan. 18—Camden—Chamber of Com ;
Gordon Richardson was recent
merce uanquet and ladles' night at
ord in a most worthwhile endeavor. I
owner
responded
and a small boy
Masonic hall.
guest of Betty Barter.
Today is presented collections j
Jan. 18 Monthly meeting of the Bap
asked if this was her pocketbook,
tist Men's League
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Merchant. made by Mrs. Selma Johnson, grate
holding up a purse bag. "No," she
Jan 19-20—First annual exhibit of!
| Carol and Charlotte were visitors fully acknowledged in the cause of
the Knox County Camera Club.
said. "It is not" "Well." the youth
Jan. 21-Fcb. 4-Evangelistic services
Sunday at Myron Pooler's.
Finland and humanity.
hy the Bonney Workers at the First
answered, "I found this in front of
Baptist Church
Stanley Trott has returned from S. Ruolioma .................... ........ $25.011!
your house."
Jan 23
Thomaston — Muslca’.e at
Medford and Is attending High Mr. and Mrs. Emil Rivers ..... 25.00
Mrs. John A McEvoy's.
"Let me look into It and possibly
Jan.
24—Membership meeting of
School here.
Mr. and Mrs. Axel Gronros.... 10.00
we can find out whose it is," said the
Knox County Fish and Game Assoclatlon tn the Congregational vestry.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Greenlaw i Edwin M. Hill .......................... 10.00
woman. Thereupon she opened the
Thomaston.
and Mrs. Robert Robinson of Bos- j Andersons. Cwl's Head .......... 10.00
Jan gSr-Camden Concert by High
I bag and found not only the owner's
School band and orchestra nt Opera
ton, who have been visiting Mr. and ' John Heino .............................
6.00
name but quite a roll of bills. "'Dlls
House.
Feb. 2—Candlemas Day
Mrs. Roy Greenlaw have returned ' John Ojanpera ......................... 5.00
belongs to the woman next door.”
Feb 5—City Government meeting.
home.
! Mrs. L. W. Messer. Auburn ... 5.00
T7ie lad went to the next door and
Feb 7-Ash Wednesday.
Feb 15-16 Junior class play.' "ProMrs. Fossie Nichols has had the Strand and Park Theatres ..... 5 00
knocked, and when response came
fe-sor. How Could You "
Seekins house wired for electricity. Mr. and Mrs. Edw . Blom ......... 4 00
Feb 15-16 -Rcckland High School
he said: "Have you lost your purse?”
Klppy Kurnlval
Mrs. Reed and sons Jclin and Sid Mr. and Mrs. Eino Lehto ....... 4.00
"No," said the woman: "I don't think
Feb
18-18—Camden—Outing Club's
annual winter carnival at the Snow
ney and Laura Austin have returned Uno Hvonen ............................ 300
so, but let me look. Why, sure
Bowl.
2.00
to Curtis Corner after visiting the Mr. and Mrs. Karl Maki
enough that is my purse, I must
Clarks’ Flower Shop
.......... 2.30
Harry Austins.
have dropped it when I got out of
Band rehearsals start tonight.
the taxi last night." In her excite
Maurice Crockett has returned to A. W. Gregory ............ . .......... 2.00
Perry's Market ......................... 2.00
Manchester,
N. H.
ment over the find the boy departed
Time to be spotting those out of
on his way to school. But her son
Betty Ann Powers of North Ston Gosta Meklin............................. 2.00
State cars. Give us a buzz if you
said “I know that boy,” and he was
ington
celebrated her seventh birth Victor Koski ........ ................... 2.00
lamp one.
rewarded.
day by entertaining at a party. The Mrs. John Thomas .................. 2.00
A fine lad and one to make Rock
time was spent in playing games. Blanch McDonnell ......... —.... 2.00
Women's Foreign Missionary So
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
Ander

land
proud.
Guests
were:
Geraldine
Davis.
Wyciety of Methodist Church will meet
son, Portland ..._..................... 2.00
Another nice incident was experi
lena,
Marilyn
and
Lynice
Rice
and
Thursday afternoon at 2.30, with
Morris B. Perry, who again heads the Knox County Trust Company
Mrs. Peter Heikinen................ 2.00
enced after the last heavy snow
Mrs. Guy Wilson at the parsonage
At the annual meeting of the Knox County Trust Company this morn Betty's sister Priscilla.
storm. Needing a patli cleared and
ing these officers were chosen:
Mrs. Sadie Robbins is home from Mr. and Mrs. N.Korhonen .... 1.00
on Beech street.
seeing a smart looking lad on the
President—Morris B. Perry.
Portland where she has been visit Mr. and Mrs. Richard Maki .... 1.00
Vice President—Elmer B. Crockett.
M. Oliver.™............. ................... 1.00
street, a woman beckoned to him and
ing
her
daughter
Mrs.
Chauncey
A. W. Gregory and Robert C
Treasurer—Earle McIntosh.
Mrs. Elina Makinen ............... 100
asked If he wanted a job. "Sure."
Stinson.
Assistant Treasurer—Iendon C. Jackson. Jr.
Gregory are attending the men's
Julius Polky _______________ l-OO
“Well, go to work." she »ald.
Directors
—
Charles
H.
Berry,
Charles
E.
Starrett,
Elmer
B.
Crockett.
Lucille
Stinson
lias
returned
wear exhibit of the New England
At the annual meeting of the stockholders of The First National Bank
Mr. and Mrs. Eli Kiskila ------ LOO
In less than lialf an hour a fine
Alfred C. Hocking. John C. Creighton. Earle McIntosh, Albert C. McLoon, Jamaica Plain.
of Rockland, this morning, the following directors were elected; Willis
Retail Clothiers Ass'n at tlie Parker Morris B. Perry.
European Bakery ............... ..... LOO I. Ayer, Foy W. Brown, Fred A. Carter. Kennedy Crane, Joseph Emery, wide path was shoveled and the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Dunton
House In Boston.
The results of this bank's operations for lhe year were satisfactory,
Leroy F. Chase ................. — L00 Edward F. Glover, Edward C. Payson, Homer E. Robinson. Joseph W. woman gave the boy 85 cents in
resulting in an increase in Cndivided Profits Account. The Christmas Guilford Were recent visitors
Helmi Lammi ______ —------ LOO Robinson. William Sansom. Philip L. Smith, William D. Talbot.
change.
Club
run
by
the
bank
showed
a
good
increase
over
the
previous
year,
and
town.
Charles H. McIntosh has cleared
The directors elected these officers;
Hilma Johanson .....------------- 1-00
"Oh!" said the lad, “that is too
the
club
for
1940
promises
to
show
a
still
greater
increase.
the northern end of snow covered
Gertrude Greenlaw has returned
Homer E. Robinson, President.
Julius Anderson ___________
100
much,"
and lianded back a coin. Of
to Boston.
Joseph W. Robinson. Vice President.
Chickawaukie Lake either for a
course the woman did not take it,
The sum of $876 has thus far been
Capt. Keryn ap Rice will be guest j Geraldine Walters daughter of Naum & Adams------------------- L00
Joseph Emery, Cashier.
hockey game or ice cutting. Rather
but gave him a compliment for such
Chauncey M. D. Keene, Assistant Cashier.
paid in the "Swap for Cash" contest speaker at tomorrow's meeting of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Walters, is W. H. Glendenning......... ........... L00
guess it's the latter.
The results of the past year's business were very satisfactory. The
to 278 winners.
the Lions Club. As a former mem home from Castine hospital where Newbert Restaurant .... —....... 100 deposits of the bank showed a substantial gain, reaching a new high point. | fine spirit and was made proud and
ber he is sure of a hearty greeting. she underwent a mastoid operation. L. E. Blackington .......4—........... L00 After paying the regular dividend on the capital stock the undivided profits happy that Rockland has such exA new arrangement of police
Philip Sulldes _________ —- L00 account
___ __________________________
cellent examples of future citizens
Miss Helen Coombs, formerly with
likewise showed an increase
beats Is in effect. Here's the pres
V.
A
Leach
________________
L00
President
Robinson,
who
continues
in
the
role
he
has
so
successfully
embryo, and she said to the lad,
The
meeting
of
the
Knox
County
Fuller-Cobb-Davis,
is
now
in
the
ent lineup: Northend, Harold W.
ST. GEORGE
E. B. Crockett ______________
L00 played since his election to that office in 1926. has been with the Rock You have earned the money in two
Philbrook; middle beat, Frank employ of Senter Crane, specializ Camera Club at 7.30 tonight will
Burpee Furniture Co.------- --- 1.00 land bank 34 years and has every reason to feel proud of his apprentice ways.”
K- B
take into consideration the matter
Bridges: Southend beat, Roland ing on Gossards.
Darold Hocking has resumed his Stonington Furniture Co........ L00 ship and stewardship.
Sukeforth; swing beat (alternating!
of the first annual exhibition, soon studies at Colby College after spend
FOR PARALYSIS FUND
Joseph W. Robinson-------------- L00 '
The Eastern Division Rifle Club to be held.
Edward C. Ingraham. The day
ing the vacation at his home here.
B L. Segal ................. .............. 100;
will
hold
a
special
meeting
Friday
beats are unchanged with Carl A.
Mrs. Annie Kinney has returned L. W. Pickett ..............------------ 100 j
The Bowery Ball will be held at
In Municipal Court yesterday Vic
Cliristofferson and Earl U. Chaples night at 8 o’clock in the club rooms,
from visiting her daughter, Mrs. Comer Drug Store ........ -........ L00
tlie Camden Opera House. Friday
tor
Maki
of
St.
George
was
fined
$100
regarding the State rifle shoots.
Past Commander Of Hunt
on the job.
Clyde Grant in Portland and has Main St. Hardware Co..........
night in the form of a costume
LOO ,
and costs upon conviction for drunk,
employment in Camden.
ley-Hill Post Dies—Held
Mansfield
____
___
___
____
L00
i
dance featuring rags and old clothes.
en
driving.
He
appealed
and
fur

Winslow-Holbrook Post A.L., has
A new series of beano parties will
Rachel Robinson of Tenant's Har H. M. Frost................................ L00
"Oat" Dean promises that his Happy
Department Offices
planned a highly iinteresting meet start Thursday night at Elks home nished bail.
bor was overnight guest of her Boston Shoe Store __________ LOO |
Hooligans will go to town with
ing Thursday night starting off with with larger and better prizes, Tne
Rev. George H. Welch, pastor for grandmother Mrs. Ella Robinson Stanleys' Oarage . ............. ..... LOO | After a long period of Invalidism,
rhythm
for young and old.
one of Mike Ristaino's Italian sup dates include Jan. 11, 18, 25 and
five years of the local Unlversalist Wednesday.
K. Nuppula -- ----------------- --- L00 which found him for some months,
The proceeds will be turned over
pers. The entertainment, in charge Feb. 1.
Mrs. Warrenton Gilchrest is con Frank Salo .......................... LOO
Church, is ending a five-year pas
to the Infantile Paralysis Fund and
a patient at the veterans' hospital
of D. L. Kelsey will Include ’songs
torate in Guilford Feb. 1st, having fined to her home with a fractured Mr. and Mrs. Jalo Ranta ----- LOO
the sponsors, headed by Mrs. Helen
by Ernest Munro Jr., music under
The annual meeting of the Chamin
Togus,
John
Ouistin,
past
com

arm.
accepted a call to Monson, Mass.
AC. P. (Brooks........................ — L00
Wentworth and John Wilson Jr. of
djrection of Frank. Young, a presen- i ber of Commerce will be held toA. W. Hathom was dinner guest Alfred Fredette ......... ............ 100 mander of Huntley-Hill Post, V.F.W.
Hope, invite the public to enjoy
tation of the Hoover Finnish Relief night at Masonic Temple, taking the
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary, Sunday of Mrs. Ella Robinson.
Mrs. Harry Ross ................. 1 00 died at his home on Front street last
a good time in a worthy cause.
campaign in brief by Alexander form of a ladies' night. A turkey U.S.W.V., will meet Wednesday
These officers of St. George Mrs. Joseph Cassidy------------ LOO Friday. The burial yesterday was
banquet
will
be
served
at
6
30
Gillmor, Kncx County chairman,
night. Supper will be served at 8. Grange were installed Wednesday Will Aho__________________ L00
with military honors.
Subscribe to The Courl’r-Gaaette
and motion pictures of the two
Committee, Mrs. Laura Ranlett, Mrs. by State Master and Mrs. F. Al Mrs. Ida Westberg........... ........ L00
The
deceased
was
born
in
Seleml,
Miss
Frances
Hatch,
who
slipped
world's fairs by Wilbur F Senter.
Mary Weeks and Miss Olive Carnes. dine Richardson: Master, W. L. Rob Robert Polky ............................. LOO
Italy. April 8, 1896. He came to
on ice on Main street Sufiday night.
inson: overseer, Alfred Kinney; William Makinen..... ............ '.... L00 this country in 1907 with his par- I
Glover block, just vacated by the will be confined to her home for
Gonia's stock reduction sale goes
Central Maine Power Company, will several weeks. X-rays disclosed forward, offering an ideal opportu- steward, Eugene Rackliff; assistant A. Makinen __________________ 50 eats, and attended tlie public
steward, Arthur Kinney; lecturer, Joseph Baum ........... . .....................50 schools. He learned the barber's
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
not be dark for very long. X. E. strained ligaments, but no broken ; nity for bridge prizes, gifts and exMrs. James Kinney; chaplain. Mrs. Jack Green ..................... ............... 50 vocation with Liberate Paladino.|
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
Jones and his smart crew had bones.
tra special values In dishes. All new Eugene Rackliff; secretary. Emma H. M. Glint.......... .............-............. 50
and worked at their trade here and
scarcely lugged out the last lamp
SHOW TIMES Matinees
fine merchandise. Gonia’s, 467 Main Kinney; treasurer, Wilford Robin- Mrs. K B Crie....... -......... ...
50 in Thomaston, both before and,
Saturday 240. Sunday 3 00. Every
The Belfast Packing Co. is hav , St., Rockland?
when carpenters who wear the
evening
at 8 00
son; gatekeeper. Albion Kinney; D»niels’ Jewelers ............................50 after the World War.
Glover uniform had begun trans ing a 65-foot sardine carrier built
Ceres,
Mrs.
Frank
Rackliff;
Pomona.
Annie
B.
Blackington
..
...............
50
Nov. 11, 1917, lie enlisted as a
Optometrists of the Rockland zone
TVES-WED.. JAN. 9-10
forming the ground floor into three at the Gray boat shop in Thomas
Helen Hilt; Flora, Sally Robinson; Dr- L- M. Richardson.................... 50 private in the 8th company of the
stores. The northern store will be ton. It is one of the best and up- icf the Maine Association of OpDON AMEt RE. ALICE FAYE
Hastings & Co........... ......... -........... 50 Regular Army, and was later trans
occupied by L. E. McRae, invest to-date boats on the Maine coast. ! tometrists will meet Thursday at lady assistant steward. Virginia Kin Cutlers’, Inc................. ..... ........
In
.50
ney;
executive
committee,
Ella
Rob

ferred to Battery A, 54th Artillery,
ment broker: the middle store by Capt. Frank Childs of Rockland is 17.30 p. m. in the offices of Dr Brad“
HOLLYWOOD
.
.50
Esa
Koski
_______________
C.A.C. He was sent Overseas In
the Ballard Business College, and going to run it for them. He was ford Burgess. 393 Main street, zone inson. Louise Kinney was assistant Doris Clark _____________ ...
35
CAVALCADE”
marshal
and
Charlotte
Caddy
and
chairman.
March, 1918 and was in the battles
In
the
Calista
Morrill
company
with
the southern store not yet leased.
Filmed entirely in Technicolor
35
Emma Lane ..... . ...............— ...
Johnny
Sheffield,
seven
yearThelma
Burns
emblem
and
regalia
of the Argonne, Scissons and Cha
The northern office on the second Mr. Hylan carrying sardines for
35
old stage and screen actor, plays
The Kickapoo. famed for Its ic® bearers. The officers of the Juve out____ ______ ______________ ...
teau Thierry. In the Soissons en the title role in "Little Orvie,”
floor will be occupied by the Me them last season. The new boat will breaking activities in eastern waters
TOURS. FRI.. JAN. U-12
35
out................ .................................... ...
nile
Grange
were
also
Installed
and
gagement he was gassed and on RKO Radio’s screen adaptation
domak Canning Company. The take about 1.000 bushels to a load. rescued the icebound lighter of the
MYKNA
LOY. WM. POWELL
they were: Master. Arthur Kinney;
other office already has a tenant, Another sardine carrier is to be Snow Marine Co. at South Brewer.
in
$176.50 March 31, 1919, he was discharged of the Booth Tarkington story
Total
at Camp Devens, having seen 17 dealing with the adventures of
built from the same model for the I
Ughter was freed from enclrcllng overseer, Elosia Kinney; steward,
the Old Age Assistance officials.
“ANOTHER
months’ service, the last six months a harum-scarum, lovable young
Stevens factory at Yarmouth. Both barriers Sunday afternoon by the Donald Hawkin; assistant steward,
THIN MAN”
ster and his adventures while
Nathan Fuller; lecturer. Oliver
of
which
were
with
the
band
of
the
MICKIE
SAYS
—
I would like to swap several let boats will be ready by the time the Kickapoo. which was sent for by of- j cline;
Maxine
attempting
to
acquire
a
dog
of
53d C.A.C
ters in the "Swap for Cash" contest factories open in Apiil.
his own. Ernest Truex, Dorothy
ficlals of the Eastern Manufacturing
8hirIey Barnes. lre£Lsurrr,
Coming: "Nurse Edith CaveU,”
He had held various offices in Tree and Ann Todd also are
for an S. F or H. Semac Semac.
Co. and Snow Marine Co.
THERE'S
TWO
WAVS
TO
DO
A
I
“
Stanley
A Livingstone,” "Drums
____
Sylvia Korplnen; gatekeeper, StanHuntley-Hill Pest Including the
The Rockland Farm Bureau met'
Aeaturcd.
147*149
JOB O' PftWriUG, AM' OUE WAN
Along the Mohawk," "Hunchback
Edwin
Libby
Relief
Corps
will
ie
Y
Jacobson;
Oeres,
Mildred
Enin;
commandership.
He
had
served
the
at the Farm Bureau Hall with 29
IS TO THROW TH' TNPE TfeElHER
Of Notre Damr.” "Swanee River,"
members present. Mrs. Harry Lev-! sponsor a beano party Thursday Pomona. Hilda Korpinen; Flora,
State Department as adjutant,
Quick, Slam it OU th' press
"His Girl Friday." "Ninotchka."
auo rush rr through, but
ensaler and Mrs. Edward Baxter ! afternoon, play to begin at 2 oclock. Ali<* Kinney; lady Assistant stewchaplain, and poppy chuirman and
THAT AIMT OUR WAY ’ WE
were in charge of the dinner. This 1 There will be free, special and door j ard, Lily Peterson. The State Maswas a delegate to the National en
TAKE OUR TIME AMP DO A GOOD
campment at Buffalo In 1937.
was th? annual planning meeting 'prizes and an addea prize offered by ter presented silver cerltficates to
JOB, SO OUR CUSTOMERS
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John Guistin

WALDO THEATRE

BOWERY BALL

BEANO
TONIGHT

,Strik9S

ADDING MACHINE
RENTALS

DANCE

Saturday, Jan. 13

IF QUALITY

This Store Has It

BURPEES
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
390, 781-1 or 781-11
110-112 LLMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
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(Correction |
Butler—At Danvers. Mass.. Jan. 6.
Emily W . widow ot Levi Butler, aged
86 years. 6 months. 15 days. Services at i
Russell funeral home at II a. tn. today, i
Interment In Pine Grove cemetery.
Appleton.
Tollamore At Portland. Jan. 7. Virgie
E Collamore. aged 59 years.
McLeod—At Quincy. Mass, Dec. 31,
Lula (Studley), wife of P N McLeod,
native of Washington.
Ludwig—At Waldoboro, Jan. 6. Kath
erine (Jackson), wife of Rof Ludwig,
aged 37 years.

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank the Ladles Auxiliary
and my many friends for their gift* and
cards sent me during my stay at Knox
Hospital; also Dr. Fogg. Dr. Kayuton.
Mrs Post and the nurses of the hos
pital for their many acts of kindness.
•
Miss Ruth A. Norwood
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tion and “just as good” are
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FUNERAL HOME
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TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
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WALMSLEY’S
Reliable Drug Store
373 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
TEL. 564
Opp. Knox Trust Co.
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They Have The Fair Habit

A Strange Fishing Scene Down In Newfoundland
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ing in the hall, and he decided that
the door had blown open, that some
Objects at rest have inertia; they one would presently come down and
are hard to move. But objects in shut it. Then the houses fell behind
motion may by the least force be him as he drove on.
diverted, and their whole future
In the illumination of an especial
course thus changed. It is so with
lives; for life is motion, and this is ly bright flash of lightning, he had
particularly true in youth. A young an impression of something white,
man’s most casual encounter may moving, beside the road ahead of
modify his whole life thereafter, in him, and just beyond the range of
his headlights. You often saw crea
splendid or in dreadful ways.
It was Mabel Gaye who performed tures along the road at night, saw
this function for Clint Jervies. Ma them usually as two red spots that
bel was of no least importance in were eyes, saw them later as dark
Clint's eyes. He had never met her shadows where a cat or a dog squat
till Enid Mason’s dance at the Som ted to watch you pass.
erset, and he saw with some dis
But this thing was not two red
taste upon their first encounter that spots; it was a white bulk. His
Mabel had had a little too much to headlights caught it now. Movingdrink. But the youngster who was yes, running.
her escort for the evening was in
He leaned forward more intently.
worse case than she, and in no con This was a person, running ahead of
dition to drive a car; so a little be him along the road. It was a wom
fore midnight Clint, who had on this an, running ahead of him through
occasion no feminine responsibilities the rain. There was a curious
of his own, volunteered to take Ma shapelessness about her; and he
bel safely home, and had Enid’s recognized the reason for this: her
thanks for that consideration.
dark hair was streaming over her
When he and Mabel emerged from shoulders, so that she seemed to
the hotel, it was raining, gusty have no head. Her feet, he thought,
HIS smiling duo just can't keep in the Spring, so twice a week you
squalls with an occasional roll of were bare. A woman in a night
away from the New York World's can find them for many hours in
Fair. They spent the summer playone
 of the Ford Exposition lounges,
thunder; and Mabel lived a dozen gown.
ing Novachords in Garden Court atpracticing faithfully.
or fifteen miles out of Boston along
He w’as within fifty yards of her
Gladys Stevenson cotnes from
the Ford Exposition ns part of
the Providence road, so that the now, overtaking her. The night
FerdeGrofe's New World Ensemble. Louisville, Kentucky. She studied
drive was a long one. As soon as gown, he saw, was not of silk or
in Europe and made her debut as a
The musicians—four at Nova- pianist with the St. Louis Sym
they were in the car, she went to satin or any soft material; it ap
chords
and
one
at
a
Hammond
or

very happy on Christ mas Dav bv the receipt of an album of phntoeraphs made in his native
sleep and stayed asleep till Clint peared to be a sober garment, en William C. Moor of 30 North Maili street was
phony Orchestra when only fifteen.
gan-found their work both arduous Virginia Oman is from the famous
country of Newfoundland. The subjects are picturesque and the photographic work is of an especially high calibre.
roused her to direct him through the tirely lacking in frivolity; yet it
and
exciting
for
no
orchestrations
Juilliard School of Music in New
last stages of the journey. When was indubitably a nightgown, and
for such an ensemble existed and
they reached her door, she urged by the same token there could be
land, is recovering lrom bronchial repertoires lor their twice-daily York and has had wide experienca
the New England Tel. & Tel. Co. in
on the radio and concert stage.
him to come in, and when he de no doubt that it was the only gar
pneumonia.
concerts had ’o be arranged. After
North Whitefield was weekend visi
Both the girls loved their work
clined this invitation, she insisted ment this woman wore.
all.
the
Novachord
is
a
new
kind
of
tor at the home of Game Warden
Weekend guests of Mr and Mrs. instrument which simulates all the at the Fair. "Mainly because nearly
on being kissed good night
A
A
Clint was driving slowly, and the
every Fair visitor stopped by to sea
A A A A
ftft ftft
and Mrs Arnold Davis.
Elbert Stanett were, their niece. sounds of an orchestra.
Clint thus far obliged her; but he woman ran swiftly, so that she kept
us at some time during the Sum
ALENA L STARRFTT
MRS. LOUISE MHJZS
Mrs. Fannie Bums is visiting her
Mss Marion Eaton of Lewiston,
said at once afterward: “I’ll have for an instant this distance ahead
With the Fair “winterizing" now- mer,” says Miss Stevenson. “They
to run along now. There's some of him. Then, like a wild animal
Correspondent
Correspondent
Miss Priscilla Fowler and Miss Bar you might think they would be found it very pleasant to sit under
son in Boston this week.
A A A A
happy to rest and relax. But not I the shade trees, watch the founconstruction on the road. I had to which perceives the hopelessness of
Z\ A ZN Z>
ft ft ftft
bara Thompson of Lewiston.
Gladys Stevenson (left) and Vir-' tains and listen to our musical
detour, coming out. It will take me straightaway flight, she suddenly
Mrs. Katherine J. Ludwig
i>i. art
Tel 4B
Crescent Temple, P. S . will meet ginia Oman. They're coming back novelty.”
an hour to get back to town.’’
turned aside off the road, and she
Mrs Katherine (Jackson* LudFriday night. Supper before the
"Oh, you don't have to hurry,” tripped and fell headlong, and
These officers were elected Friday meeting will be served by the H .Rcbtnson was clerk for the were, Miss Annette Haskell of this
Mrs Harold Flanders has re- wig. 37. wife of Roy Ludwig died
she pleaded. “You can dodge all swung around in one swift motion
that by going over Kenesaw HilL” and came to her feet again. Like turned from a visit with relatives in early Saturday morning after an night at the stated meeting of Ivy Knights.
church meeting and Miss Beulah' town June P Coffin and Dora J.
And to his questions, she gave a creature at bay she faced him, her Whitinsville. Mass,
illness of pneumonia. She was Chapter. OES: Worthy matron,
Coffin of Ashland.
Starrett
of the parish meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert A. Em
him directions how to find this by back set against the trunk of a
• • • •
Woman-S Missionary Society born in Chelsea. Mass.. the daugh Mrs Lina Smith; worthy patron,
Tentative plans are being made
mons
were
dinner
guests
Sunday
of
way. At a certain traffic-light he great tree.
for the minstrel show, which will
ter
of
Anson
and
Louise
Jackson.
William
H
Robinson;
associate
ma

High
School
Activities
met
Friday
afternoon
with
Miss
must turn to the right ... He nod
Mr and Mrs. Guy Ware of Christ
He would remember the picture
be presented in February. The
(by Madeleine Haskell*
ded his understanding, but good- she made, <He saw her face, a Edr.a Young. The hostess was as She moved to this town with her tron, Mrs. Edna White; associate mas Cove.
chorus has been practising.
patron Albert W White; secretary
humoredly insisted on departing. white oval framed in the dark shad sisted by Mrs. Helen Perry The parents about 11 years ago.
The
High
School
enjoyed
an
As

Rev. W. S. Stackhouse gave a reShe stood in the open doorway still ows of her hair. One strand of hair next meeting will be Feb. 2 at the
Mrs. Ludwig is survived by her Mrs Laura Starrett: treasurer. Miss
sembly Friday afternoon arranged
pleading, while he got into the car was plastered across her brow and home of Mrs. Gracia Libby and husband, five young daughters; her Tena McCallum; conductress. Mrs. port ^on a) night at the meeting
by the Student Council, and spon- j
at the foot of the steps; but when cheek by the rain, like a black
mother Mrs. Louse Jackson and Mildred White; associate conduct. ;of the Baptist Young People's Union
AS YOUR DOCTOR
ss Clara Gay.
sored by a representative of a bot
she saw that he was bound to go, band across her countenance. She M Mr
and Mrs Robert Hanrahan one brother. Ralph all of this place ress, Mrs. Helen Maxey; finance °( th^ tentative plans made at the
tling
company.
Mr.
Gregory,
the
she called softly:
PRESCRIBES—
brushed this desperately aside.
Funeral services were held Mon- committee. Mrs. Lina Smith. Wil- i1** 29 m€€tmg of commlttees from
“Well, good night! And thanks a
representative in this section showed
That nightgown, for all its severe have returned from Portland.
day
from
the
home
of
her
mother,
liam
H.
Robinson,
and
Miss
Hilda
'
vouth
or
8
anJzan
°
n
s
he!d
at
the
--t
lot! You were a peach to bring me simplicity, was pressed close to her
a movie on good salesmanship, and
John Grant has returned to CasMrs. Louise Jackson. Rev. O. G.' Aspey. Date of installation has1 Littlefleld Memorial Church in presented the students with free
home. Telephone me tomorrow.”
body by the wind; it was glued to tlnf after spending a vacation here.
“Sure will,” Clint promised. “I'll her by the rain. Clint saw that this
been' set for Jan. 19. Members of lRockland' for a youth organization samples of the soft drink. This as
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Parsons and Barnard officiating.
be seeing you.”
Oeorge Lodge and their wives Wlthin
Lincoln Baptist Associa- sembly was greatly enjoyed by the !
was, incredibly, a girl, not a woman son William are guests of Mr. and
St
He was perfectly sincere in this at all. A rather tall girl, slender
are invited. Each member of Iv>- tion. these plans subject to approval
students, and was instructive as
Always think before you act, but
promise; but as a matter of fact without being thin. She had run Mrs. Clinton B Stahl.
ot the ' weu. The remainder of the period
it was more than two years before gracefully, he remembered.
Miss Inez McCurdy operator at don't think too long about an Chapter, ts privileged to invite one Iat the ’uarterly
guest
j Association, Feb 22. at the First
he saw her again, and he had by
i was spent singing.
swering intersting classified offers
His heart was pounding, shaking
Baptist Ci.urch in Rockland.
that time completely forgotten their him. He pulled up the car and to butt in. But—don't you need
Ethel Wotton, a member of thc ■
Twenty attended the special town
o„, r
,
...
former encounter. Yet if he had opened the door on the side toward someone to stand by?”
.. '
.
Rev E ° Kenyon, rector of the freshman class, who sustained a
meeting held at Glover ......
hall Satur- } p .not taken Mabel home, and returned her.
“I’m all right," she insisted.
day afternoon, with Curtis C. Star-I
1
brok^> * :ast
and
Is
to town by way of Kenesaw Hill, ,
He nodded; but he said gently;
be guest speaker Wednesday night still in the hospital, is gaining
"What’s the matter?” he asked.
| rett. the moderator. Harold A. Boggs
there is no reason to think he would He spoke carefully, in a gentle tone, "I’m Clint Jervies. I'm—respecta
at 8 o'clock at the Men's Forum
The sophomore class conducted a
ever have seen June Leaford, and so that he might not frighten her ble. If you ever want help. I’d
I was unanimous choice for assessor
Supper will be served at 6 30
Kitty Leaford's death must have further. “What's the matter? Any like to—”
successful social Friday night at
to take the place ot Benjamin Watts
Recovery is hastened by an ac
Mr. and Mrs. A J. Nichols of Glover hall. Ice cream and cake
gone unremarked, and those three thing I can do?”
She said: “Let me out, please.”
, deceased, for the remainder of the
curately compounded prescrip
shuttered houses on the Hill might
Rockland were guests Sunday ol were on sale, the proceeds to benefit
Clint protested: “I don't mean to
“No, no,” she stammered. She
term, which expires in March. The
tion! You can rely on our phar
well have hid their dark secret
bother you. You needn't run away
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wyllie.
was breathless, panting.
1 the class. Music was furnished by
maceutical expertness and on the
selectmen were authorized to sell
to the end . . .
from me.”
Miss Phyllis Perry has resumed Misses Christine Jones and Verna
^~\tr For relieving disfresh potency of our drugs.
“I can give you a lift,” he urged.
part of the land not needed for
Clint left Mabel Gaye standing in
“This is where I want to go,” she
comforts of chest
her
studies at a school of beauty cul Robinson.
“
This
is
no
night
—
"
her own door and drove away. He
insisted. “Quick. Stop.”
1
school
grounds
on
the
school
lot
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colds and night coughs, rub
ture in Portland after a visit with
She appeared to change her mind.
chuckled and rubbed his lips with
The Bulletin of mid-year exams
Clint obeyed her. The car had
VapoRub on throat, chest, and
bought
by
the
town
last
spring.
htr parents, Mr and Mrs Arthur has been posted, and exam week will
the back of his hand where she She came toward him, and he scarce ceased moving before she
back at bedtime VapoRub'spoulMis. Nellie Orbeton is spending L. Perry.
had kissed him; and he thought so swung the door wide. “Yes, take slipped to the ground. She closed
tice-vapor action relieves conges
start Jan. 15. All students with an
the remainder of the winter in Bos
tion of upper air passages—eases
berly that someone ought to tell her me on,” she bade him. “Straight the door behind her. She called:
Miss Virginia Wyllie returned average of 85 per cent and over,
CUT RATE
on.
”
And
she
climbed
into
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car
soreness of chest and back mus
a few things, and was amused at
ton. Her brother, E G. Burns, who Wednesday to Colby College, mo
“Thank you.” Then she was gone,
whose conduct has been satisfac
cles—helps the youngster relax
his own puritanic mind. He had not and sat down beside him in the wide vanishing into the wood beside the
DRUG
STORE
makes his home with her in North toring there with her mother, Mrs.
into healing sleep.
tory, are exempt from the mid
always been so austere, and he for seat here.
j road.
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Warren,
will
be
located
for
the
Chester Wyllie, Miss Dora J Coffin years.
She was, of course, drenched.
got Mabel now to think about him
For coughing and irritated
ROCKLAND, ME.
He hesitated, all reluctance. The
nex£ few months at Webbers Inn. I of Ashland, guest for a few days of
“Put on my coat," he urged, and rain still pelted; lightning flickered
^throat caused by colds, put
self, as a young man is apt to do.
Visitors at scchool the past week
in
Thomaston
VapoRub on the child's tongue
Before Clint’s father died, the old started to strip it off.
her sister, Miss Katherine Coffin,
I remotely, or crashed close at hand.
to relieve the irritation. Then
“No, no," she repeated. “It’s not He saw something like a path where
er man must have suspected that
and Mrs. George Buck.
Mrs.
Alice
Peabody
will
be
chair

massage VapoRub on throat
Clint and his sister Clara were not far.” And she urged: “Go on. Quick she had disappeared.
man of the public dinner served
The third and fourth degrees will
and
chest.
ready for self-management; for he ly,„please!
. ..
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. . I But she was gone, and Clint rueWednesday
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Mem

be
conferred Wednesday night on
Far “sniffles" and misery
created the Jervies Trust; and Miss
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of head colds, melt VapoRub
Moss, an angular middle-aged wom looked at her sidewise m an to-1
in a bowl of boiling water. Have
furnish sweets.
East Warren, by Pleasant Valley
an with a surprising tenderness be credulous and delighted wonder. I
the child breathe in the steaming
neath her iron exterior, who had Her hair, heavy with water, lay |
A public supper will be served Orange of Rcckland Harvest supvapors. This loosens phlegm,
been Mr. Jervies’ secretary, be across her shoulders to dark rib
Thursday at the Congregational P*1 *U1 be served,
clears air passages, makes breath
came the actual it not the titular bons; her single garment was so
ing easier. Also massage VapoRub
chapel. On the committee are Mrs.
Plre which had its origin from a
head of that Trust She had been much a part of her that she seemed
on throat and chest. Millions of
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Robinson,
Mrs.
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crossed the flat top of Kenesaw Hill
“No, no, no," she told him, her along a lonely country road in thc
PLATE.
trustee,
Mrs.
Elmer
Jameson;
finan

he saw, dimly through the rain, voice trembling. "I’m not afraid. night and in the rain.
cial secretary, Mrs. Ilda Russell; as
See this full line of samples at
some houses set absurdly close to I'm not.” She whispered with a sud
It was too late to seek out the In
sistant financial secretary , Miss
gether, to one side of the road. Clint den passion: “I'm not! I won’t be spector and Miss Moss tonight; but
thought it was as though they hud afraid!"
Frances K. Spear; auditor, George
tomorrow, Clint decided, he would
dled near one another in this soli
W. Walker; ushers, Josef Vinal.
Yet he saw that she was desperate go to them with this fantastic tale.
tude for the sake of company. The with terror.
Michael Halligan, Forrest Spear and
front door of the middle one of these __ “Listen.” he urged, “1 don’t want
Herbert K Thomas Mrs William
(To Re Continued*
houses was open, with_3i light hurr^CHAPTER I
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A BASEBALL TEAM WHICH MADE A NAME

STAR- LITES

HOLLYWOOD

By Chuck Cochard

Holden and Ann Rutherford is one
of the very best in this Hardy famj ily series. There be tears—not as
many as "Gone With the iWind,”
but there will be some pretty tear
ful moments, You'll like it very
much.

F. L. Roberts called Wednesday
And during this great week there
Hollywood, (Exclusive)—The fln- is excellent. In order words we cancn William Lincoln, who is recov
est motion picture ever produced ! not find a single thing wrong with passed from the picture one of the
ering from a major operation at
. That's the very least that can | "Gone With the Wind"—it’s the greatest figures of the motion pic
Knox Hospital.
be said about the greatest film j greatest motion pisture we have ture business, Douglas 'Fairbanks
Mrs. Flora Ames has returned
Sr.. . . Never before have we seen
of all-time "Gone With thc Wind" j ever seen.
from a visit with her daughter,
. , . It was pre-viewed last week in ■ When it plays your theatre be 85 many famous people under one
Mrs. Louis Hanley in Thcmaston.
Hollywood and premiered in At- sure and reserve seats. . . It ls being rcof as there was at his funeral. . .
Mrs Hannah Anderson is spend
lanta. Georgia amid the greatest roadshowed for one year and will To° bad for us movie-goers because
ing a few weeks in Rockland.
ovation ln the history of thc mo- not be cut during that time—Feb- there will never be another Doug
Mrs. Walter Ingerson has re
tion picture business.
ruary of 1941. And while praising Sr —and one of the swellest “guys
turned from a visit with her daugh
For the first time ln our mem- ! the picture and the players there that ever lived.________
ter, Mrs, Walter Black in Portland
ory a picture has been based upon a B one more person who deserves all
The Fox Islanders 4-H Club of
best-seller and not one single thing the praise that can be given him.
TENANT S HARBOR
girls met Friday night with Mildred
was left out and maybe you can He is David .Selznick, the man who
Brinkworth.
Ralph Wilson passed Monday with
realize why even at its length of made it-a real genius of the motion
Mr and Mrs. William Lawry en
hih
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Willis
four hours there is never a dull mo- picture industry.
tertained Wednesday at a family
Wilson
ment ... So often adjectives of j
dinner party. Those present were
"Balalaika" starring Nelson Eddy,
Mr and Mrs. Watson Barter and
greatness are attached to a film
Mrs Albert Wooster, Mr and^rs.
Ilona Masssy, Charles Ruggles. Mrs. Thankful Harris motored
that when something truly as won
Pearl Calderwood. daughter. Urdine
Frank Morgan, Lionel Atwill, C. Monday to Boston.
derful as "Gone with the Wind” j Aubrey Smith, and Joyce Compton
and Mr. and Mrs. Chester Dyer of
Mrs ' Harry patterson went
comes along there are some who will
Ncrth Haven.
■ ay it is Just a lot of super show was previewed the night following Massachusetts recently,
Mrs. Norma Gray is teaching in
the press preview of "Gone With
manship—but not with “Gone With
Whitney Wheeler spent the week
Norway.
the Wind" and stood on- its own
end with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
the Wind."
Mr. ano Mrs Walter Staples who
feet to the extent that it is one of
You might be interested to know the finest films of the year. It Charles E. Wheeler.
were guests cf Mr. and Mrs. Parker
Rev. Perley Miller occupied the
Wadsworth have returned to New
that it cost exactly $3,975,000, That creates a new star jn uOna Massey
David Selznick bought the Margaret and jR gjjy.j
The music Is Baptst PuIplt Sunday morning and
Jersey.
Mitchell story in 1936 for $50,000 the best we’ve ever heard with the gave an excellent sermon. Douglas
Walter Oeary has returned to
Carlisle.
. . . The first scene was shot on Dec. exception of "The Great Waltz". Be Auld and Miss Arlene Falla had
Mrs. Charles Williams was hos
10, 1938 and the final shot was made sure and put it on your "must see" charge of tlie evening services
Mr. and Mrs. John Reid arc visit
on Nov. 11, 1939. . . Clark Gable was list.
tess Monday to thp Antique Club.
ing friends and relatives in Med
signed Aug 25, 1938; Vivien Leigh
The Night Hawks met Thursday
Jan. 26, 1939 . . Over 50 top players
with Mrs Wincna Peterson.
"Gulliver's Travels." Paramount’s ford. Mass.
John A. Fuller, one of this com
in the cast.
Miss Frances MacArthur of Bos
all-color feature length cartoon
Tlie story is exactly as Margaret produced by Max Freischer, is a munity's eldest citizens, passed thc
ton was recent guest of Mrs. Clyde
Macintosh.
Mitchell wrote it . . The cast is su- swell film and one that should at- hollda5's ln g00d health and checr
perb with Vivien Leigh as Scarlett tract those persons who like cartoons Mr Fuller ** 92 and is residing with
Miss Murtel Chilles entertained
—she Is everything Margaret Mitch- or animated films Of course you bis daughter, Mrs. Richard I. Peterthe Mother and Daughter Club
Back in the Gay Nineties Rockland had an amateur baseball club which was winning games from Statewide competitors and which was gen- ell intended her to be and a little won't want to miss the screen adap- E°n and Mr Pel<’rson at the old
Tuesday.
Samuel L Hall of Boston who is : erally considered to have at that time the best battery in Maine. The backstop was the late Horace L. Simonton, wha not only played that position more plus the greatest actress dis- tatlon of Jonathan Swift's immortal homestead here.
to perfection, but was the team's champion home run hitter. Thc pitcher was George E. (Chummy! Gray, whose powers of endurance were sueu
Mrs. George F Nichols is visithaving a 42 foot motor boat built that he could easily pitch three games a week. He disappeared one morni ng and it was learned that he had joined the Boston Reds in the New Eng covery in many a day. Clark Gable story. Of course the first thing to do
a Coombs and Son. boat shop, is land I eague. He became the star pitcher of the Buffalo tram in the East ern League and was in the majors when he contracted malaria and was plays Rhett Butler with all the ease would be to compare it with "Snow lng in her homc tow'n- Everett. Mass
guest of L. A. Coombs and Mr. and obliged to leave the game.
of a real actor and is marvelous. White and tlie Seven Dwarfs.” but for three or four weeks. She will
At the time the above picture was taken the late William C. French was manager.
Leslie Howard plays the weak Ash- that is an impossibility because Dis- alr0 vlslt ,he fam“y «f
Mrs. H. L. Ccombs.
Seated, left to right—Horace Simonton (deceased!, Frank H. Wilbur, William C. French {deceased), Frank A, Winslow, Philip Howard; back
ley superbly and the surprise of the ney has always used animals and w ley- D D in A5*rThe Lions Club met Thursday row—Philip Jason.---------- Gallagher, Chummy Gray (deceased), William A. Glover and William llyler dost at sea).
for supper at Union Church vestry.
film is Olivia de Haviland's finest birds and Fleischer has used human
~
~~ ——
Meanwhile
Congressman
Brew
performance
of
her
career
with
the
characters
You'll
like
the
charai
“
'
Installation of the Ladies of the
ductlon in the budget.
G A R was held Friday night, pre
ster is also concerned with the role of Melanie—last of the major ter Gabby
Potato prospects seem much more
Navy, the Merchant Marine and characters is Hattie McDaniel who
. . • .
ceded by supper served by Lizzie Kay
prcmis.ng than when Congressman
the Fisheries because of his experi- is unforgettable as the faithful
The last picture of Hollywood's '
Joyce Ames, Virginia 'White, ErneBrewster first came here with po
ence on the Committees dealing Mammy,
greatest preview Is "Judge Hardy
line Wadsworth, Emma Winslow
tatoes ending up the season at 40 with these subjects and they seem
The color is wonderful—the fln- and Sons" with Mickey Rooney,!
Past President Ola Carver Ames
(From the Office of Congressman on Agriculture Congressman Brew- cents a barrel and millfops of likely to bulk large this year.
1 est cvcr seen and the photography j Lewis Stone, Cecilia Parker, Fay!
was installing officer, assisted by
Ralph O. Brewster).
j ster w.ll be primarily concerned with bushels dumped upon the ground.
Beulah Drew as conductor. The newWith the return of Senator Hale i the agricultural program which is The present price is the most enoff icers are: President. Bessie Ames;
vice presidents, Lizzie Kay, Lora this week from Florida where he now in process of reconsideration ccuraging in many years in spite
Hardison; chaplain. Mae Lawry; spent the holidays the Maine dele- as a result of the Presidential re- of the short crop in certain sections,
■ "■ 1
conductor. Villa Calderwood; asso gation is all on the job here in
ciate conductor. Leola Smith; secre Washington and going full steam
tary, Josephine MacDonald; treas- j ahead.
urer. Margaret Coombs; patriotic
Senator Hale
instructor. Gertrude Hall; guard.
Senator Hale as ranking minEmehne
Wadsworth;
assistant ority member of the Committee on
guard, Ray Philbrook; registra. Appropriations has a strenuous
Franoei Oakes; pianist. Elodie Has- "'inter ahead in trying to make
sen; supper committee for next both ends come a little nearer meetmeeting, Feb 2. Mae Lawry, Kate lng than they have in recent years.
Coombs, Lucy Skoog, Blanch Da Hs long battle for budget balanc
vidson. Mabel Oakes; entertainment ing seems now to be bearing some
fruit as the Presidential budget is
committee chairman, Bessie Polk.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Boman en the most modest in many years and
tertained the "Buddies ' and ladies gives the economy minded members goMPttmi am /maw 23% in t/xytapt
at a dinner party at Lee Shore Iof the House and Senate somewhat
Ccontry Club Sunday night, after ot 8 foundation on which to build,
fNOINE
(N6!U£
which all enjoyed a Christmas tree Senator Hale will also be in the
SPUD
SPUD
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bo- thick of any naval matters that
/933
1939
man.
| come up.
------------------Senator White
GEORGES RIVER ROAD Senator White Is Just now pre-------occupied with reconciling the difThc meeting Thursday night will. ferences between the Senate and
EN6tN£ SPKD POJY 2/%-/9H TO 1939
be held in Waldoboro In the home the House over the Transportation
of Mrs Annf Kyllonen. All are Act as one of the Senate conferwelcome.
jees a very responsible position to
Powc'?
-----------------,,,
' which he was assigned as a recog1933
nized authority on commerce grow™
! ing ou[ of hiR experiences in this

SELL udtk

WAMTADS

New Motor Fuels Keep Pace

With Auto Development

There is no getting around it.. .

ELECTRICITY IS DOWNRIGHT CHEAP!

^ADCED

subject during his service both in
House and Senate. Both Parties
turn <o him for counsel in this
lUOKtt POWU? DMLOKD-UP 21% dJNCP /931
field and in shipping and radio
communications.
IHE tremendous advances made that the above drawing indicates
T In the performance characteris graphically how compression ratios,
Congressman Smith
engine speed and power of the
Congressman Smith will plunge tics of the modern motor car are average car have increased in the
matched by the Improvements ef
once more into the problems of fected In modern motor fuels, the past six years. These improvements
labor as or.e of the most influen technologists of the Colonial Esso make necessary the uso of new
motor fuels, they said, as a result
tial members in either party on the Marketers po , cii ci’ in announc of which they have developed both
• '
two new a new regular-priced gasoline and
Committee on Labor of the House ing the '•
•s said a new premium <»-<—’'-•>
which has been compelled to deal motow.th more knotty questions than
any other Committee during the
last two years.
Congressman Smith has been the
recognized spokesman from New
England on labor legislation and
New England has probably more
KATHRYN ADAMS had fate at stake in an equitable handling

reer. The attractive voune Dlaver made her screen debut in
Ginger Rogers’ solo-starring
film. “Fifth Avenue Girl,” has
a supporting role in “The
Hunchback of Notre Dame.”
PeJnVrict^

t
I
•
j

"How little we pay for the all around advan
tages electricity affords — from clean, cool, perfeet cooking to all star radio entertainment. It
does our laundry and cleaning, heats water and
saves our food. How could we call this modest
monthly bill anything but cheap!”

"Than, too. wa’re ahead of the parade in
comfort, convenience and style. We know
the electric way is the coming way, and we
enjoy it today — inexpensively.”

I other section because New England standards are admittedly thc
hiehest in the country
nighC!t *n the counlr>Congressman Oliver
] Congressman Oliver is a Conspecialist on the Mer-

of psychology in her sophomore chant Marine and Fisheries taking
year at Hamline University. St. the place formerly occupied by Sen
Paul. Minn.. Miss Adams (then ator White and Congressman Brew
Miss Hohn) entered the “Gate
way to Hollywood” radio pro ster on the Committee dealing with
gram. She did it more for a these subjects and the Coast Guard
lark than anything else, for she Alaska fish problems seem likely
had never considered either a to engage the immediate attention
stage or screen career. But after
she had gone into it the voune of the Congress and Congressman
student applied her psychology I Oliver will speak with authority on
training: Fate took a hand and
she won the regional trv-outs in this topic as he spent part of the
St. Paul. She did not win the recess in a study of Alaskan condi
national finals, however, but she tions with the Chairman of the
did get a contract with RKO
Radio. Director Gregory La Committee, Congressman Bland of
Cava soon cast her as the pam Virginia.
pered. hot-headed society girl
The New England fisheries seem
in “Fifth Avenue Girl.” Her likely to face one of the most seri
performance in her debut film
eaualled that of an actress with ous crises in their histpry and this
. years of experience. Naturallvmeans a major battle and Congress
I reserved, but with a liking forman Oliver will necessarily be in
people. Miss Adams r. 5 feet. 6%
inches tall and weighs 127 the middle of it.
pounds. She has deeD blue eves
Congressman Brewster
and blonde hair. Literature and
As a member of the Committee
music are her hobbies.

!

of electric appliances add
only moderately to our electric bill, in return
for all the pleasure, convenience and laborsaving it brings. That’s because the rate steps
down as we increase our use of electricity.”
“Increased use

Miami jusl a whisper from

Miami awaits you! Bask

the sunshine of golden days

llie renter of activities. Kales are

and (he cooling hreeie, of star

from $2.50 single, $t.00 double.

ry nights, lave in beautiful

Attractive season rates. 250 new

Miami al F.l Cmnodoro. This fa

ly redecorated rooms with tub

mous hotel is located in tlie heart

and shower hath. Our air-cooled

coffee shop is famous for its
fine moderately-priced

)

food.

Popular cocktail lounge.

------- the Personal Direction

JOSEPH It. ADAMS. MANAGE!!

€L COM
s

W

FIRST ST AT 2nd AVE

OPEN THE

YEAR

ROUND

You

may reach your

goal of an electric

home step

by step

with our budget plan
"Take our now I.E.S. Root lamp... what

an improvement to have really adequate
lighting in the living room, without glare!
And the cost of electric equipment adds very
little to our budget, because the payments
are suited to our convenience and are spread
out over a long period of time.**

CEHT
POWE

IHE
OMPAMY

THOMASTON
ft ft ft ft
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Correspondent
£££A
Tel. 190

Every-Other-Day
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Lighting Types Demonstrated Here

CAMDEN

MEMORIES OF THE SEA

ftftftft
GILBERT HARMON
Correspondent
Aft AA
Tel. 713

In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements In this culumn not
to exceed three lines Inserted once for
1 23 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
ditional lines five cents each for one
time. 10 cents for three times. Five
I small words to a line.
>
!

•LOST AND FOUND I

A public card party will be held
jg
gg*
Mrs. Ronald Messer entertained
tonight at the Congregational parish
BROWN and white collie found tn
numbers of the Tuesday Night Club
Thomaston. Leg was broken, now set
house. Refreshments will be served
Friday with supper at the Thomas
Owner may huve same by calling LEWIS
by
thc
members
of
th?
Good
Cheer
HASTINGS. Gay 8t place, Tel 1146 M.
ton Cafe followed by an evening of
______________________________________
2-4
Class.
cards at the home of Mrs. Lawrence
Rev. W F Brcwn attended a
Leach in Rockland. Mrs. Clifton
meeting of the Roger Williams FelCross and Mrs. Raymond Cross
lcwthip Monday ln Lewiston.
won honors at cards, and the others
in the party were Mrs. Herbert Kal
Mrs. Gladys Packard, who has
FURNISHED apartment lo let on
loch, Mrs. Guy Douglas. Mrs. Leach.
been a patient at Community Hos
Warren St
Inquire 11 JAMES ST 3 5
Mrs. Georg? Phillips substituting
pital. returned Sunday to her home
FURNISHED heated apartment to let
for Mrs. Lyford Ames, and Miss
in Lincolnville.
14 MASONIC ST. City________
3-5
Maerice Blackington.
The Friday Reading Club will
FURNISHED, three room apartment
to let. on first floor
THOMPSON. IS
meet this week with Mrs. Sydney
Williams-Brazier Post and Aux
Willow St._________
4.6
Faekard. Mrs Frances French will
iliary will each hold a special meet
LIVING, dining
two bed rooms,
be the reader.
kitchen, flu b cellar shed: garage If
ing Wednesday night at the Legion
•'ecetsary DELIA YCRK. Ill Pleasant
hall following an open forum meet
Tlie Baptist Crusaders will meet
»£._________________________________ 4-tf
ing at 7 30 to discuss and plan an
every Thursday afternoon at the
MODERN apartment to let. nve rooms
with bath: every convenience, heated,
entertainment to benefit the Fin
church after school. All children of
fireplace, electric refrigerator, garage
nish Relief Fund. Emil Rivers of
Furnished or unfurnished ns desired.
the 4. 5 and 6 grades of the Baptist
Residential location: available after
Rockland, district chairman of the
parish are welcome.
Feb 4
Inquire MIKE ARMATA. The
Men's Shop. Main and Park Sts , Rock
drive, will be present at this meet
Mr. and Mrs. Aldtverde Norton
land_________________
2-tt
ing to discuss plans. There is other
left Sunday to attend the Motor- The barkentine E. Marie Stewart was long a familiar iigurr on the Thom GARAGE to let on Main St., Camden.
important business to transact and
HASKELI. & CORTHELL
2-4
boat show in New York City and will
aston waterfront.
all membeis of both th? Post and
FURNISHED three-room apartment
then go to visit friends ln Phila
to let, toilet, piazza, shed; hot water.
the Unit are urged to attend.
delphia.
148-tf
Peaches, dried.............................. 33 12 Knox St . TEL 156-W.
FIVE-room apartment to let. hot
Enos Parks is ill at the home of
Peanuts, green............................. 22
The Baptist Young People's choir
and cold water, furnace; partlallv
his daughter, Mrs. Clark Staples in
------Peanuts, roasted........................... 20 heated; two or three adults. DR. KENT
will meet Tliursoay night at 6.30
147-tf
By Bushel As Provided By P.ur.s
58 111 Limerock St
Rockland.
for rehearsal at the church.
TWO unfurnished apartments to let
Mr. and Mrs. Weston A Yeung
Maine Statutes
Peas, smooth................................. C3 Tel 629-M, ELLA COLLINS, 25 North
Nelson J. Peters of Lewiston will
136-tf
Peas, unshelled, green................ 28 Main Bt.
were hosts to the Rcok Club and
be the speaker Thursday night at
SIX-room apartment and bath to let’
Peas,
wrinkled
............................
56
guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Standard weight per bushel as pro
(15 month: three-room apartment and
howing engineering and sales department office. Several different tj pes of lighting are employed here the meeting of the Townsend Club.
......... _.... . 60 bath. (10 month V. F STUDLEY 283
Potatoes ..........
Stanley Macgowan Saturday night.
which are used for demonstration purposes as well as for seeing
Ski-laden cars started pouring vided by 6ection 39 of the Revised
MAIN 3T , Tel 1154
149-tf
Potatoes, sweet
*................. 54
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Knights were
FURNISHED rooms to let. deslrinto town early Sunday forenoon; Statutes as amended by Public Laws
...........
.
.......
48
Quinces ...........
able lo-atlon. MRS. A. C JONES 3
awarded prizes for top scores at which is the outgrowth of tlie
Bangor sent tlie largest number al of 1913 and Public Law.s of 1915. Cut
WASHINGTON
126-tf
Raspberries ...
--------------- 40 Talbot Ave . Tel 576
Rook, and Mrv. Albert Anderson Junior choir of former years, elected
1 FURNISHED room, ln quiet neighbor
though Bowdoin and Colby Colleges
_____ ____ 44 hood tive minutes Irom Post Office
Rice, rough......
Robert L. Linscott has been ap were represented by big delegations.
and William G. Maloney won the as officers Thursday: President.
1 Bushel— Lbs. Rye ......... .........
97*tf
__________ 56 TEL 34. Rockland
pointed chairman of -the Finnish
consolation prizes. Late lunch was Glenice Lermond; vice presidents,
Skiing, skating and tobogganing all Apples ............................
44 Salt, coarse ....
ROOMS to let at 15 Grove St TEL
__________
70
Standing
Team
Relief
drive
for
this
town.
served. The other guests were Mr. Raymond Knowlton; Eleanor Nel
were at their best; the ski tow Apples, dried ............
25 Salt. Turk'sIsland .................... 70 579-W. MRS. FLORA COLLINS 144-U
W. L. P.C. PF Ave.
Twelve members of Evening Star handled a record crowd. Robert
and Mrs. Theodore Rowell, Mrs. son; secretary, Lucille Gillis; treas
Barley ................................
4b Salt. fine . ................ „................. „ 60
urer, Beverly Kirkpatrick: execu Felts .... .... 5 1 833 12380 476 0 Grange by limitation went to Lib-1 Chenevert> President of the Water- Beans ............................
Maloney and Mr. Anderson.
60 Salt. Liverpool .............................. 60
2379 475 8 erty Wednesday to attend the ville Skating Club started classes in
Grace Chapter. O.E S., has its an tive board, Walter Chapman, chair Youngs .... 5 1 833 1
56 Seed, alfalfa ..................... ........... 60
Beans, Lima..................
454
2
'
neighborhood
meeting
of
Slieepscot
:
figure skating which also claimed Beans, shell
nual meeting Wednesday night, man. Audrey Simmons and Barbara Hastings .. 3 3 .500 2271
28 Seed clover . ...........
60
... 3 3 500 :2267 453 4 Lake. South Montville and Georges many spectators. It is expected that Beans. Soy
Sullivan.
Elliots
with election of officers
58 Seed, hemp _ ............ ................... 44 SHENANDOAH wood-burning brooder
459
4
Lake
where
a
joint
installation
was
2297
5
167
....
1
Marks
Mrs. John A. McEvoy will open
and 200 chick, hover for sale, used one
these classes will be held each Bun Beans, scarlet or white. runner,
Miss Anna Dillingham was hon
Seed, herdsgrass ......
45 season BERT GREGORY. Gleu Cove.
1 5 167 2272 454 4 ably conducted by an officer of I he day. An effort Is being made to
50 Seed. Hungarian grass............... 48 Tel 361-R___________________________ 3-5
ored by a group of friends at a din her house for a musicale Tuesday- Graftons
pole .............................
State Grange.
have a ski instructor in attendance Beans, string...... ........
24 Seed. Timothy ..........
cows for sale, due to
ner party at the Thomaston Cafe Jan. 23. at 7.30. Tha proceeds from J League records; Young. 573;Marks
45 1 TWO Holstein
this month
FRED ANDER
Fon-du-lac Chapter. O.ES., Wed at the Snow Bowl as there are many Beans. Windsor <broad)
145;
Elliots,
530;
Yeungs.
2440;
47 Seed, millet..... ............................ 50 freshen
Thursday night. Following dinner, this delightful event will go towards
SON. Georges River Rd . Thomaston.
nesday elected as officers: Worthy who hesitate to take up this popu Becks
1
_
____________________________________
4»lt
Ycungs-Hastings.
4839
maintaining
th?
Baptist
senior
and
60
the party, consisting of Mrs. Robert
Seed, orchard grass..................... H HOUSEHOLD furniture for sale, new
matron, Margaret Calkin; worthy lar sport without learning the rudi
60 Seed, redtop................................. H 1 bedroom
Beets, mangel-wurzel .
Tuesday—Graf tons 1. Clifs 5;
Walsh, Mrs. Charles Starrett, Mrs. junior choirs.
suite, dining room set. safe,
patron. Mahlon Turner; associate ments in advance.
• • • •
Beets, sugar...................
60 Seed. Sea Island cotton.............. 44 piano, kitchen set. ELLENA PALMA.
Wednesday—Elliots 3. Hastings 3;
George Gardiner. Mrs. Charles
| 17 Brewster St
4*6
matron. (Mildred Turner: associate
60 Seed, sorghum .......
Grange Installation
Thursday—Youngs 5. Marks 1.
Wednesday and Thursday the Beets, turnip .................
Singer. Mrs. Grace Payson, Miss
............ 50 [ CAMERA for ^ale—Argus Mode: AF.
patron. Fred Ludwig; conductress.
12 Seed upland cotton
Nellie Gardiner, Miss Helen Carr
With about 175 members and I High totals for week: Pelt. 520; Esther Peabody: associate conduc Comique Theatre will show William Beet Greens
...... ..... 30 with caae and accessories. Perfect con
dition. and reasonable Write CAMERA
43 Spinach ....................
and Miss Dillingham, were enter guests in attendance. Weymouth Young. 509; Pierpont, 505; Robbins tress. Dorothy Creamer: secretary. Powell and Myrna Loy in "Another Blackberries ...................
............ 12 ’ rare Courier-Gazette
4-6
42
Blueberries
[
TOY fox terrier puppy for sale, reaThin
Man.
”
Today
only.
Joe
Pen

tained at the home of Mrs. Gardi Grange held its annual installation 505.
_______ 40
Marcia Hatch; treasurer. Josephine
| sonably priced
TEL 441.
4-6
20 Tomatoes..............
ner.
cf officers last night. State Master j High singles for week: Moody. 124; Finley, Plans will be made at the ner in 'The Day thc Bookies Wept," Bran and Shorts ..........
........... 56
j E flat alto saxophone aud case for
48
Buckwheat
.....................
Is
the
feature.
F.
Ardine
Richardson,
of
Strong.
1
Strout. 122; Felt. 119: Pierpont, 117; next stated meeting for installation.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Maloney of
........... 50 sale, perfect condition, mfg by c O.
Turnips. English ...
50 Turnips, rutabaga
Pleasant Point and Mr. and Mrs. was the installing officer, assisted , Felt. Grover. K Feyler. Robbins. Past Worthy Matron Marguerite | The Methodist Ladies' Aid Society Carrots ..........................
_____ 60 Conn; easy terms BAUB1DGE STUDIO
4*6
50 Wheat .....
Warren Knights and daughter, by his wife. Mrs. Christine Richard- ' 115.
60 MAHOGANY bed for sale, twin size,
j Payson will be the installing officer. will meet Wednesday at 2 o'clock Com. cracked
56
Com. Indian..........
with spring and inner spring mattress.
The Elliot-Hastings match was
Constance, were supper guests Sat son. as marshal. Mrs. Eleanor Cul
Evening Star Orange meets Jan 1 with Mrs. F.ora Stockwell.
The standard weight of a
65 North Main 81. TEL 887 M
4-6
32
There will be a union church serv Cranberries
urday of Mr. and Mrs Weston len of Rockland, as regalia bearer. marked by lack of high totals. Toots 20.
barrel of Flour is.............. 196 Ihs. 20 TONS Of cut hay for sale.
43
Currants
.....
.
.........
......
ice at tite Qiera House Sunday night
CHARLES COUGHLIN. 139 Rankin St .
Young.
Mrs. Dorothy Jameson, also of Rock Moody was high man with 487.
City Tel 36&-W.____________________ 4-6
12 The standard weight of a
for the benefit of the Furnish Fund. Dandelions ..... ..............
Mrs. John A. McEvoy returned land, as emblem bearer, and Mrs. Marks team lost the first and sec
barrel
of
Potatoes
is
........
165
lbs.
STANDIING pine for sale. 125.000 ft.
FRIENDSHIP
50
Feed
...............................
The speaker will be announced.
GEORGES RIVER KENNELS. Warren.
home Thursday after spending the Eva Ferry, of Warren, as chaplain. ond strings to Youngs team by a
The
standard
weight
of
a
56
_________________________ M
Thieves broke into Jamieson s Ga Flaxseed........... ............. ....
Mrs. Blanche Wilson, pianist, ar.d single pin. Graftons rolled a good
past ten days in Boston.
William H. Watson of .Boston has
COCN and cat hound lor sale; also
barrel of Sweet Potatoes is 150 lbs.
11
The Third
District Council, Fred Maxey, violinist, with Mrs. total but were unlucky enough to been visiting his parents. Mr. ar.d rage Sunday night between 9 and Bair ................................
5 hound pups GEORGES RIVER KEN
NELS.
Warren.
3*5
12
Kale
11 o'clock and stole about $32 from
American Legion Auxiliary, meets Emma Kinney of St. George, and bump into Felts on a night that Mrs W H. Watson.
D Ac H hard coal. egg. stove, nut.
Vladimir
Sokoloff,
brilliant
Rus

70
Lime
..............
.
..............
Mrs.
Ruby
Allen
of
Rockland,
as
the
safe
which
was
not
locked.
En

they
were
extra
hot.
Jan. 29 at 3 o'clock at the Legion
(14.50 per ton, del Household soft coal,
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Maker were
50 sian character actor, will play an (8 per ton. del Lumpy new River soft,
trance was gained by breaking a Meal (except oatmeal* .
hall in Rockland, guests of Wins soloists, furnished music for the in
Individual Record
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
per ton. del. Ask lor swap for cash
50 important role in "Heart of Dark S9
window in the rear of the garage Meal, com....................
tickets M B Ac C O. PERRY. 519 Main
low-Holbrook Unit Members note stallation ceremony.
Llewellyn Yattaw.
Top Ten
Av?.
Strings
i
PF.
St
■
Tel 487
144-tf
50
ness."
first
production
by
Orson
Meal,
rye
.......................
The officers installed were: |
and another in the office. Thc night
the change of time from the usual
Yeung ......... .......... 55 5536 100.7
FORD coupe 1936. for sale, excellent
35
Millet.
Japanese
Welles
for
RKO
Radio.
Sokoloff
is
Worthy
master.
Earl
Maxey;
overI
man left the garage around 9
1.30 to 3 o’clock Following tlie
condition, price reasonable. ETHEL
Robbins ....... ........... 55 5507 100.1
Innovations calling for a new
Oats ...... . ........ ........ ..
32 a member of Welles' Mercury The LUDWIG. 65 North Main St
154-tf
meeting supper will be served, and seer, Forrest Young; lecturer, Nellie Strout ......... ........... 50 4906 98 1 dramatic use of color in "Irene" o'clock and the break was discov
HARD coal for sale, (14.50: Pocahon
52 atre group, also widely known for
ered by Harold Cortheil who put his Onions ...... ...... ..............
the guests are invited to remain and Orff: steward, Carl Gray; assistant Grafton ......
tas soft lumpy. (9; dry fitted hard
5352 97 3 have been revealed by Producer-.................
8 his splendid screen characteriza wood. (10. J. B. PAULSEN. Tel
.
,
car in the garage at about 11 o'clock Parsley ....... ..........
attend the meeting of Winslow- steward, Clifford Allen; chaplain. Felt ............
5352 97 3 D.iector Herbert Wilcox, who plans The break was
5 Parsnips ................. ..
Thomaston 62.
144-tf
45
___
tions.
Dorothea Young; treasurer, Law
investigated by
Holbrook Unit at 7 30.
DRY hard wood per foot, fitted, (123
Ed. Elliot ... ........... 50 4843 969 several Technicolor, scenes in RKO
rence
Hahn;
secretary.
Minnie
New

Sheriff Ludwick.
Sawed (1.15, long. (1 05. M. B. At C. O
Edgar Libby returned FridayGrover ........
MM
Rad.o’s forthcoming comedy with
PERRY, Tel. 487.
144-tf
Tlie annual meeting of the Fire
night from Boston, where he was bert; gatekeeper. Eugene Fales; Po Roe.s ............
95 6 music. The *Alice Blue Gown"
4304
called by the illness of Thomas mona. Nettie Robinson; Flora, Betty Lynch ...... .......... 50 4687 93.7 number with Anna Neagle will be Department was held Saturday at
Fales: lady assistant steward. Eve
the fire station. .Allen F Payson
Venner.
Moody ........ ............ 45 4203 93.4 filmed in Technicolor—but only
lyn
Hahn;
executive
committee,
Na

was
re-elected chief, and the other
W.C.T.U. meets Friday night at
--------' Miss Neagle and, her costume will
7 o'clock at the home of Mrs. Nina than B. Hunt. Mrs. Carl Gray, as Morse of Pleasant Valley Grange, appear In full color. Everything officers are: Eugene Thompson, as
sistant chief; W. S Richards, clerk
Ceres, was not able to be present
Leach.
MAN wanted. (125 (first month. (Land
Fred Pernald of Goodwill Grange.! else in the scene, including other and treasurer; Leon Poland, stew
scape Service work; handle orders for
to
be
installed.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Burnham went
old. r.ew customers; STUARTS NUR
Char.es
Gregory
of
Penobscot
View
players
and
the
entire
sett.ng.
will
ard; Ernest Herrick, captain of com
Following the ceremony remarks
SERIES. 253 Union St.. Newark. N Y.
to Portland today, called there by
•„_____________________________ 4-lt
were made by State Master Rich Grange, and District Deputy Fred be in black, white and shldes of bination No. 1; Daniel Hills, lieu
the death of Mrs. Burnham's
RELIABLE man or women wanted to
grey, lending dramatic emphasis to tenant of Combination No. 1; Lovell
ardson, and gifts were presented tq Maxey.
hsndle established grocey route in
brother, Virgie Collamore. Funeral
the sole note of bright color pre- Thompson, capain of Combination
Tockiand Earnings should average (25
him and retiring worthy master,
sendees are being held this after
weekly No Investment required Write
4/
Welles has changed the locale to f .nted by Mbs Neagle in her blue No. 2; Charles King, lieutenant of
Carl
Gray.
Mrs.
Nellie
Orff,
lec

The J R WATKINS COMPANY. Newnoon at 2.30.
trk, N J
______________________ 4»lt
Combination No. 2; captain of hose
turer, then presented this program: th? United States and altered thc gown.
Henry Knox Chapter. R AM. will
WAEHINGS wanted to do at home,
No.
1,
Joseph
Cote;
Herbert
Thomas,
Tap dance, Ralph Stone of Rock novel so that it is now an adventure
wet dry or Ironed; price reasonable
hold its monthly meeting Friday
44 WILLOW ST. City.
2*4
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette captain of hook and ladder; Clar
land; piano duet, Jean and James story cut cf tomorrow's headlines.
night in Masonic hall at 7 o'clock.
ence Mitchell, lieutenant of hook and
BY BEN AMES WILLIAMS
Gillchrest. tlie waltz "Les Sylphes"
R » ♦-•
The Baptist young people's choir.
ladder; William Fitzgerald and
and march 'Taps;'' ballet dance by
Percy
A
Luce,
finance
committee;
Joan Slader in costume; accordion
Herbert Thomas, 'Walter CalderX
duet James and John Dana, "Whis
TANDING by themselves on Kene
w ♦
- - -.
wood and Martin Richards, relief
pering Hope" and "Over the Rain
CLEMENTS Chicks are “tops" for heavy
committee;
Charles
C.
Coombs,
pres

saw
Hill,
three
dilapidated
man

egg
production
and meat. Reds. Rocks.
bow;" accordion solos, "Accordion
Clem-Cross b»by pullets, cockerels.
ident of the Fire Department Club.
Maine-U.
fi
Pullorum
Clean Based on
Parade,’ John Dana; and "Espana"
sions cast an evil shadow ot gloom over
• • • •
years of flnest breeding. Pullet chicks
and La Espanzeloa," James Dana;
tn
all
breeds.
Free
catalog
tells all.
Chamber ol Commerer Banquet
the surrounding countryside. Sprawling
Write today CLEMENTS BROTHERS
tap dance, Allan Wilkie of Rock
Rtv. William E. Berger will again
FARMS. Rt 33. Winterport. Me
old houses, they were sinister and darkly
land; sings ' South of the Border '
be master of ceremonies for the
and "Give My Love To Nellie, Jack"
foreboding.
*
Chamber of Commerce banquet to
Paul Simpson, playing his own gui
be held at thc Masonic hall Jan. 18
tar accompaniment; Scottish dance
Inside one of them lived pretty June
at 7 o'clock. The hall will be deco
aa* ... a. a- eby Joan Slader in Scottish costume.
rated throughout.
Leaford, surrounded by taciturn, close
YARN lor rugs and hand knitting.
Further remarks were made by
A fine entertainment has been ar
Samples and knitting directions free.
Mrs, Richardson, past deputy James
mouthed relatives, one of whom was a
H A. BARTLETT Harmony. Me 155-10
ranged, also special music and group
Dornan of Pioneer Grange, Union,
SKATES sharpened. H. H. Crie Co.
'singing led by David Crockett. Hon.
maniacal murderer, cleverly striking at
fer quickest service, leave at 406 Main
j Lloyd Richardson, master-elert of
Wil, be given by The Courier-Gazette in con
St.. 3rd floor CRIES Iron shop
2-tf
! Francis Bate, county attorney of
those who stood in the way.
•
, Penobscot View Grange, F. L. S.
A gripping mystery
HAULING waste and ashes, dependa
Kennebec County, will deliver the

R ••• •••
... ... ...
R
♦
TO LET
;
F ... ... ...... ... ... ... ... ...

Standard Weights

Thomaston Bowlers

J

* 'Pe.nge'tJZMtki Dn

FOR SALE

♦

WANTED

THREE

SHUTTERED HOUSES

•EGGS AND CHICKS'

S

UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE

"Three
Shuttered
Houses'

SWAPCASH

; MISCELLANEOUS ;

R

••• R

LETTERS

nection with its subscriptions.

story which proves to

be one of Ben Ames
Williams' best ... en

hanced by the love af
fair of two young peo

ple surrounded by an
unknown danger. .

Their fight against a
murderer will thrill you.

SPECIAL OFFER!
For a Limited Time Only

500 Sheets 8*2x11
Yellow Second
Sheets
A clean, smooth sheet, for busi
ness—for school—for typewriter.

Only 37c

SERIALLY
IN THIS PAPER

With each full year’s subscription, paid at this
office, or by mail.

TWO LETTERS GIVEN
With each entirely new subeription, paid at
this office, or by mail. (By entirely new sub
eription is meant a subscriber not directly or
indirectly on the list within six months).

FOR 500 SHEET PACKAGE

We Ilo Not Break packages

Mail Orders Filled—15c Extra

The Courier-Gazette

See Page Four

ONE LETTER GIVEN

ROCKLAND, MAINE

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

j address, using as subject one of vital
importance and of great interest,
i The incoming and outgoing presi
dents will speak.
A turkey dinner will be served by
the Eastern Star. A complete out
line of thc Chamber's activities from
the time the Board of Trade be
came a Chamber of Commerce and
its affiliation with the U. S. Cham
ber up to the present day will be
given in unique style, this resume
will be put on over a broadcasting
outfit in radio style.

The ultimate solving of the mystery
by two of fiction's best known charac
ters, Inspector Tope and Miss Moss, is
one of Ben Ames Williams' most thrill
ing stories. How they are helped in the
solution of the crime by Clint Jervies,
in love with June, is one of the heart
warming features ot the detective tale.

You'll be completely engrossed by
"Three Shuttered Houses."

Freddie Bartholomew, top juve
nile favorite, lias been rewarded for
his performance in “Swiss Family
Robinson” with a featured role ln
“Tom Brown's Schooldays." The
title role in this production by Gene
Towne and Graham Baker for RKO ,
Radio falls to young Jimmy Lydon. I
I

I

z

SERIALLY IN THIS PAPER

Please Turn To Page Four

ble service.
ARTHUR ADOLPHSEN.
Tel 1389________________________ 156-tf
DENTAL Notice —For the present will
make appointments for Tuesday. Fri
day ami Saturday. DR .1. H DAMON,
Dentist over Newberry's 5 Ac 10c store,
Tel. Rockland 415-W or Waldoboro 87.
___________________________________ 155-tf
WATCHMAKER — Repairing watchae
locks, antiques all kinds. Call au4
lellver. 8 ARTHUR MACOMBER, 21
Amesbury St., Rockland, Tel. 95A-J.
____________________________________ 144-M
SEXATOL Tablets, for males only,
gland product. Reconstructive i.uuic.
increnscs metabolism and stlnwaiea a
healthy condition. 50c and (1 per bot
tle. WALMSLEY, 373 Main St.. Rock
land
144 tf

The Minnesota Agricultural Con
servation Committee co-operated
with theatres throughout Minnesota
in their showings of the March of
Time unit "Uncle Sam—the Farm
er." Fred J. Marshall, acting chair
man of tlie committee, notified all
persons working with the organiza
tion of local engagements and they
worjgmL»with theatre managers.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 9, 1940
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Interior of Central Maine Store
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ROCKPORT
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LIDA G. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent
ftftftft
Tel. 2229

This And That

Miss Chase Engaged

Mrs. Edith, North has returned to
Orrs Island after a two weeks' visit
with Mr. and Mrs. Walter Barstow.

Maynard Thomas has been ap
pointed chairman for Rockport,
West Rockport and Rockville in the
Miss Eleanor J. Hall, daughter of
By K. S. F.
Knox County infantile paralysis
Mr. and Mrs. Snow Hall, has entered
drive.
St. Joseph Academy. In Portland,
Tlie Baptist Ladles Circle will
The Phi Beta Kappa Society for
' for the winter and spring semesters.
hold an all-day session Wednesday the first time in all its years is to
at the church vestry.
have a woman president. She is
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Fuller have, Mr-. Catherine Libby is seriously
The newly elected and appointed no other than Dr Marjorie Hope
returned to Fitchburg, Mass., after (ill at her home on Union street.
officers of Fred A Norwood Wom Nicolson, dean and professor of
visiting relatives here the past few
— —
en's Relief Corps will be inducted English at Smith College.
^y,.
Tsnian Circle will meet Wednesinto office at a private installation
• • • •
_____
’ day night at the home of Mrs. Carl
Friday
night,
with
Past
Dept.
Presi

Jan.
16
is
the
date set for 500
Pereas Club met Monday with' Christoffersen,
Chestnut
street,
dent Emma L. Torrey as installing boys to arrive at Quoddy Village
Mrs. Abbie Hanscom observing the .
oificer. Members not solciited are to participate for a six months j
birthday
anniversary
of Mrs. | sisting hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Chase an
asked to furnish sandwiches or cake. period in many diffeicnt lines of I nounce thc engagement of their
Queenip Ingraham.
. .
. _
,,
The Grammar School boys bas study and work.
daughter Kathleen L. Chase to
Richard Austin of Reading. Mass,
George F. Weis, son of Mr. and Mrs.
ketball,
team
will
be
resplendent
has
returned
to
his
home
after
•
•
•
•
Mrs. Frank L. Weeks, entertained
Frank Weis of llackensark, N. J.
when
they
appear
on
the
home
floor
Many agree that "Wuthering Miss Chase graduated from Rock
members of the Contract Club Fri— spending the week with Richard
Thursday night in their new scar I Heights" was the best English lan- I land High School, class of 1938, and
day afternoon, at her home on High- J Rising
let suits which arrived Saturday. guage picture of 1939 and deserved is employed by the New England
land street.
Mrs. Bernice Hatch, who is a pa
Their contestants in this game will I the New York film critics' award. Tel. A Tel. Co. Mr. Weis graduated
from Hackensack High School, class
be Thomaston Orammar.
Opportunity Class of the First tient at Knox Hospital, is now able
of 1926. and has been employed by
Herbert
Crockett
Mervyn
Foster
to
receive
visitors.
It
seems
natural
that
tlie
sense
Baptist Church met Thursday night
Ihe Bank of Manhattan in New York
and Roland Richards compose the of waste, of emptiness, of utter fu city for the past three years. He is
at the home of Mrs. William Grady,
Mrs. Alice M Spear, who has been
general committee ln charge of the tility, must come home to us more now in the employ of the Aluminum
30 members attending. After a
party to be held at Firemen's hall keenly today than ever before, Co. of America.
business discussion reports were seriously ill at her home on Old
County
road.
Is
slowly
recovering.
Wednesday night under the auspices when we think of the wars and sink
given, 23 calls having been made
of O. F. Burgess Fire Co.
ing cf ships, of frozen corpses in
during the past month. The pro
Mrs. David Haskell, who was reTlie Garden Club will meet Tues the north lands of blown-to-atoms
gram consisted of readings by Mrs.
' covering from a long illness, has
day night at 8 o'clock at the home hospitals and schools and colleges;
Hattie Bickmore, Mrs. Edith Oreg
) suffered a relapse and Is very
'of Mrs. Maynard Ingraham. As this and for what? Human greed? No,
ory, Mrs. Frances Hall. Mrs. Chris
Following an annual custom,
at her home at Ingraham Hill.
is the planning meeting for the year not human, inhuman.
tine Dorr and Mrs. Frances Clark.
members of Rubinstein Club gath
and the election of officers a large
Refreshments were served by the
ered Friday morning at the UniverMr. and Mrs. George Adams who
“Why be so positive a man can
attendance is desired.
hostesses. Mrs. Grady, Mrs. Marion have been visiting their parents in the Daytime Wives Club Fridayrallft vestry, for the New Year'sThc death of Mrs. Mary W. Or
The date of Installation of Har do no wrong by marrying a widow?" coffee.
Lindsey and Mrs. Lorna Pendleton. this city the past fortnight, have evening. A box lunch was served
“Well, it's plain enough Isn't it
bor Light Chapter O.E.S. has been
and sewing was enjoyed. Mrs. Ruth beton, 83, widow of Elbridge Orbe
Rockland League of
Mrs. Ruth Collemer, chairman,
returned to West Hartford. Conn.
that
he isn't marrying a miss?"
Dr. and Mrs. William Ellingwood
Women
Voters
changed
to
Jan.
23.
ton
of
this
city
occurred
at
the
Huntley was special guest.
read these interesting excerpts from
a a a a
and son Herbert, were guests Sunhome of her daughter, Mrs. J. P.
Everett Pitts returned Sunday to
Albert C. Pease is spending a few
"What We Hear On Music" by
Gay of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Clement days in Boston, guest of his father
Miss Ruth deForest Lamb, chief Framingham, Mass., after spending I Tlie color of an egg shell 1s no Anne Shaw Faulkner: "The middle
Mrs. J. Charles MacDonald has Balloch in Manchester, N H., on
clue
to
the
quality
or
food
value
of
in Winterport.
educational officer of the depart a few days with his family. He was
and other relatives.
gone to Montclair, N. Jr, to visit her Jan. 3.
the egg. Some swear by the brown of the 19th century Is known as
Her body was brought here and ! ment of agriculture, food and drug accompanied as far as Boston by
daughter, Mrs. Richard W. Gray,
shell
as tlie richest in vitamins and the Romantic Period" of musical
Miss Pauline Brackett nurse at
Mrs. Nellie Follett of 11 Pollen whom a daughter was born Saturday. funeral services were held at the 1 division in Washington. D. C„ will Arnold Sturks who has been visit
food
value, while others stand pat history.
the Lincoln County Memorial Hos street. Boston, Is seriously ill at her
Russell funeral parlors Friday, Rev. be the guest speaker Thursday aft ing his aunt, Mrs. Lina Joyce, for
Beethoven Is tile connecting link
for
the
white shell, saying this
pital in Damariscotta spent the apartment, and would be pleased to
ernoon at 2 30. at a meeting of Rock several weeks and who now has em- :
Sam Pepicello of Ow l's Head, has J. Charles MacDonald officiating.
between classical and romantic
white
shell
holds
an
egg
of
finer
weekend with her parents, Mr. and hear from friends in this section.
Mrs. Orbeton had an acute sym land League of Women Voters, at ployment at Wrentham, Mass.
returned from a week's visit in Bos-schools. Mendlessohn Schumann,
Mrs. I. F Brackett, Broad street.
L. True Spear, who has employ- | flavor and richer in food value. “All
------ton, being guest, while there, of pathy for those less fortunate than the home of Mrs. Horatio Cowan.
Berlioz, Paganini, Chopin and Liszt,
applesauce"
so
say
the
scientists.
William Bicknell has been spend- Frfd SpaWlng of Mattapan
herself and loved chlldren. She 108 Talbot avenue. Miss Lamb will ment in Bath spent the weekend
• • • •
| arc among the greatest composers
Thy- opening of the new addition ing a week in Boston, visiting Mr
belonged to no orders and no church discuss "Administration of the with his family in Boston.
Marian Anderson will sing In of instrumental music during that
to the Congressional Womens Club and Mrs. Wendell Thornton in West
The G. W. Bridge Club was en Symphony hall in Boston and who
yet held a religious respect for all Food. Diug and Cosmetic Law. '
Mrs.
A.
E.
Johnson
went
today
to
rooms was celebrated Friday by a Newton and Miss Anne Thrasher in
Before Miss Lamb became chief tertained recently at the home of is there who would not enjoy this
Boston, where she will visit friends. things pertaining to life. Besides
reception and tea attended by West Hanover.
Cherubini. Rossini.
Donizetti,
Mrs. Balloch where she made her educational offic r of the Food and Mrs. John Thompson.
great musician?
nearly all members with their
Bellini Meyerbeer and Wagner, de
Miss
Marion
Weidman
was
hos

winter
home,
she
leaves
another
•
•
•
•
Drug administration, she was a
The Methebesec Club will hold its
friends, as well as by two Cabinet
veloped the operatic school.
Mite Club members enjoyed a
daughter Mrs. Berkeley D. Winslow writer of advertising for foods, cos tess Friday afternoon to the Twen
Bronzes are known to suffer very
members' wives. Mrs. Henry A. dessert-bridge yesterday afternoon, annual guest day Friday in the Uni
Wagner marks the culmination of
tieth
Century
Club.
An
interesting
with
whom
she
made
her
summer
little damage from remaining at
metics and drugs, and has
versalist vestry at 2.33. Mrs. Pauline
Wallace and Mrs. Cordell Hull. at the Copper Kettle.
the
romantic school and the be
Special
home; also two grandchildren, Mrs. thorough knowledge and intelligent
was given by Mrs. Vicla Spear | the bottom of the sea for long
Mrs. Ralph Brewster, wife of Con guests were Mrs. Caro Jones, Mrs. Graham Talbot of the Portland Lit
ginning
of the modern school."
Oscar L. Perry and James Balloch, understanding of her subject, and °n her visit to the New York World's periods of time, but marble statues
gressman Brewster, Mrs. Edward C. Almon Bird. Mrs. Maude Stover, erary Union will be guest reader.
The short musical program in
are greaty injured by corrosion or
She will give dramatic interpreta- Jr.; and three great grandchildren; is qualified to bring to the league Fair.
Moran, Jr., as well as Postmistress Miss Cora Perry and Mrs. Cheever
cluded a vocal number, "Dedication"
Dr. George Ingraham, who suf ! barnacles.
tions of the play 'Saint Joan" by ■whose love for her equalled her af- the full benefit of her knowledge
Donahue, guest of Mrs. James Oli Ames. Contract honors went to
by Franz, Mrs. Faith Brown; piano,
•
•
•
•
fered
a
broken
leg
last
week
while
Bernard Shaw Members are entitled ' fection for them.
and experience.
ver, passed down the receiving line. Mrs. Bird, Mrs. Seabrook Gregory , t(j
I playing badminton at the Camden
gucsts an(j if desired, three
An awkward ceiling height Is a "Serenade" by Schubert, Miss MaxShe was graduated from Vassar
Mrs. Clyde H. Smith, wife of Con and Mrs. Stover.
! lne Mears; vocal. “The Summer
| guests. Hostesses are Mrs. Mary
The Methodist Sunday School college and is probably best known Y.M.C.A. is at the home of Mrs. defect common to houses built in
gressman Smith and Treasurer of
Avery. Bernice Havener, Josephine board held its monthly meeting last to the public because of her not Ingrahams parents. Mr. and Mrs. the Colonial period and even later; ■Fields”; "At the Forge" by Brahms,
the Club, was one of a reception
Sally Cameron entertained 12
Rich, Jane Beach, Maude Blodgett, night at thc home of Mrs. P P able achievement as author of M. W. Spear until he has recovered and particularly are these high Mrs. Marianne Bullard; vocal, “I
committee consisting of five other young friends honoring her fifth
sufficiently to re-open his offices ceilings liard on the heating plants. Love Thee' by Grieg, "Gladness" by
Mabelle Rose. Clara Thurston. Casclub officers. All wore black formal birthday Friday. Each guest took tera Cushman, Mabel Holbrook, Bicknell. Following the business "American Chamber of Horrors," recently established in Camden.
Some persons drop the ceiling Harriet Ware, Mrs. Lillian Joyce.
meeting, a miscellaneous shower published in 1936.
gowns with flowers. Mrs. Smith's her dog by request. Games were
and place the picture molding there
Tables were set in the parlors, at
Katherine Haines. Ida Dondis, Mary was held, honoring Miss Faith LurHer work in the »pure food and
gown of black lace with corsage of played, after which a song "Happy Smith. Fern Cumming, Florence
and the effect Is excellent. But tractive decorations consisting of
SWAN'S
ISLAND
vey. who received many lovely gifts. drug act has brought many inter
gardenias with color touches of red Birthday to Sally was sung by all. Snow and Fi ances Hodgdon.
this Is no help to the furnace bills. pine and forsythia bouquets and
esting and s'range stories, and she
rose buds was most attractive and as they marched to the dining room
• • • •
yellow candles in silver candles.
Hattie
Scott
of
Thomaston
is
visit

Mrs. E. C. Keniston arrived Sun will give a full explanation of the
becoming. Mrs. M. V. de Roque- for refreshments of birthday cake,
Herrick long ago, pleaded thus; Mss Dorothy Lawry and Mrs. Orace
The W.C.T.U. New Years union
ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Nor
laine was present as guest of Mrs. ice cream and cookies. The table was service was held in the First Bap day from Campton. N. H.. where meaning of the act that has been man Stinson.
Give If thou canst in alms; If not, gtrout presided at the coffee table.
Smith. Guides were engaged to es artistically decorated, a miniature tist Church Friday night with sh? spent the Christmas holidays, supported o'. the league. Her work
Margaret Kent has returned to afford instec.d of that, a sweet and Mrs. Collemer was assisted by Mrs.
cort the ladies over the newly deco ice pond serving as centerpiece, groups from several of the churches to be guest of her daughter, Mrs. Is supplemented by the Federal Massachusetts where she Is employed gentle word "
Frances MoLoon and Mrs. Kath
• • • •
]y*.dA?Mnm?Si01’;wl.ch deaU With at
home Mervin
rated rooms, which with their lux- surrounded by snow, snow-men. and Salvation Army attending. A. B. Cooper.
leen Newman.
Turkish quake now estimates
deceptive and misleading claims for
uriuos furnishings, flowers, palms skaters and skiers. Mrs. Frank Opening exercises were conducted
Students who returned to school
Mrs. Lawrence Mills entertained products which thereby hurt a com this week were: Russell Smith and 42.000 persons killed or badly in
and flags, and with the gaily uni French. Mrs. Raymond Perry and by Mrs. Helen Hyde Carlson, evan
LULA STUDLEY MeLEOD
formed Marine Band Orchestra Diane Cameron assisted Mrs. Cam gelistic director of the W.C.T.U.; last night the Monday Niters Club, petitor and are “unfair competi Richard Rising to Rockland High jured and with winter blizzards
adding
tragic
problems
for
the
members, sending forth their lilt eron in serving. The guests were: greetings for the New Year from with Mrs. Arthur Bowly winning tion."
School; Irma Morse to Northeastern,
Mrs. Lula Studley McLeod died
ing music intermingled with thc Judith Campbell, Christol Ross- the National W.C.T.U. were extend the door prize. First prize was
Mrs. Lawrence Miller will intro Portland; Velma Morse to M.C.I., workers left in this great catas
iDsc.
31 in the Quincy iMass.i Hos
trophe.
babel of voices as friends greeted nagel, Carol Clark, Shirley Nelson, ed by Mrs. Clara Emery, local presi awarded to Mrs. William Hooper, duce the speaker.
Pitt;field; and Maxine Kent to Cas
• • • •
pital following an operation for ap
friends, was like a scene from one ! Alfredi Ferry, Barbara Boynton. dent who also gave a brief review and other winners were Mrs. O. B.
tine Normal School
We find in the Boston Transcript pendicitis. She was born in Wash
of the old stories of a Queen and Janet Stone. Anne Whalen, Sandra of Liquor Problems in the News for Brown, Miss Doris Hyler, Mrs. Cecil
The Methodist Ladies' Aid met
UNION
her Court greeting her subjects in Perry. Jeanine Leach and Caroline I 1939. and the Outlook for 1940. Murphy. Mrs. Austin Huntley and
Thursday afternoon with Mary a suggestion for tailored wool wear ington, Maine, daughter of Mr. and
Carl Newbert and family have Trask. Proceeds frem a cooked as a necessity in New England, this Mrs Frank T Studley. and was a
Senter.
a palace of the olden days.
I Hymns were sung in unison witn consolation to Mrs. John Mills. The
next meeting will be with Mrs. Mur. moved to Bath where he has em- food sale will be used toward im land of "Equimaux". We would recic'ent of Massachusetts several
' Mrs. Reta Robinson, pianist. Rev.
ployment.
Phy.
Sarah Llnnell Hat Shop. Copper
At Sarah Linncll Hat Shop. Cop
proving the church grounds. On the like the Transcript to tell us what years before her marriage.
H. I. Holt of Rockport guest speak
Miss
Nickerson
of
Belfast
was
a
Surviving beside her husband P.
Kettle,
hand
bags,
suede
and
calf,
per Kettle—20 felt hats wn? $3 and
committee were Bernice Gprague, this Equimaux is. We really did
er, gave a fine address on "Trends
net reclizc we had one or It.
N. McLeod, are two daughters Beu
Mr. and Mrs. Fred M. Kittredge ic-eent caller on Mrs. Myrtle Watts. Rachel Joyce and Mildred Kent.
4-5 , In Our National Life." Same of
$5. now $1—adv.
4-5 reduced.—adv.
• • • •
Wallace Gritfin and family have
lah, 18. and Phyllis, 14; her father,
are at Daytona Beach. Fla., for the
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Cole of Rock
the trends mentioned and enlarged
A
dinner
recently
given to Her a resident of Thomaston; lier twin
winter. They have been visiting, moved to the Newbert house,
land are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
upon were atheism, dishonest propa their son Murray in Jacksonville. ! Francis Watts lias ihstalled elecbert Hoover had this menu: hors slater, Mrs, Frank A. Tirrell; two
Everett Gross.
ganda. indifference, the greatest
doves of peace, Europe in the soup, brothers, Virgil F, and H. Pearl
-------' trie lights in his house.
Llewellyn Joyce was in Rockland
sin of America; immorality, break
bomb-proof celery', olive branches Studley of Rockland. Funeral serv
James W. Emery, an employe of I John Wyman of Brooks called on recently for medical treatment.
down of the home. The churah suf
and blackout coffee.
the city highway department, is a I friends here recently.
ices were conducted Jan. 2 at the
D • • •
fering from the indifference of its surgical patient at Knox Hospital, j A basketball game will b played
residence in Atlantic, Mass. Burial
There arc seven authenticated
members to the wrongs that are all
at Appleton Jan. 13 between the
LAST TIMES TODAY
.1
signatures of William Shakespeare was in Mt. Wollaston cemetery, At
around. While its membership has
Union and Appleton grammar
lantic.
j in existence.
increased it no longer has the place
I Wish to Nominate for 1940
i schools.
RAY MARR and His
•
•
•
•
of leadership in the community.
Fifth Annual Winter Carnival
I Mrs. Myrtle Watts and children
j A Ciiristmas card sentiment gives COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
Tire biggest task in America is not
MUSICAL REVUE
Snow Bowl Queen
i visited Sunday with Miss Maude '
this wish: “May thc joys of the
WORK WONDERS
to drive out the liquor traffic, but
Fuller at Appleton Ridge.
25—PEOPLE—23
Ciiristmas
go witli you throughout
Miss
.................................................
to culitvate the spirit of Prayer in
Guile Jameson of Waldoboro is
the year and that is our wish for
On The Stage In Person
the home. For only through prayer
Address............................................
visiting friends in town.
all
readers of Thc Courier-Gazette.
W ednesday-Thursday
can America have the power to work
This coupon good for 10 votes if
• • • •
out the problems that come before
On
The
Screen
Havana stood as a city fully 100
Mrs. Vora Bemis will entertain
cast before Saturday, Jan. 13.
"I always Syurad •
it." Next W. C. T. U. meeting will
I years before the first houses were
at a Silver Link Social tonight at
WILLIAM HENRY in
damb dame weald 'J
My
Name
Is
..................................
be Jan. 19, with Mrs. Louise Ingra
built ln what was to become the
taka awl I weadar II
her home. All Rebekahs invited.
"EMERGENCY SQUAD"
ham. topic, "Our Legislative Pro
Ibli Jam ii wtaim
greatest city. New York.
gram."
far 'Why' llbmwail'*
• • • •
“The Ould Plaid Shawl," a ballad
Wednesday-Thursday
p
of Victorian days, written in 1896
Underwear sale. Sarah LinneU
TOUR PRATER! WON T
Is still collecting royalties, and a
Hat Shop, Copper Kettle; slips,
HELP NOW, FATHER!"
music firm in London Is trying to
house coats, negligees greatly re
Cxplaafve, volcanic drama ...
find executors of thc author, the
duced.—adv.
4-5
of a lien-hearted hero In a dan
late Walter Haynes.
ot damned m<
• • • •
Florence, Italy was thc site of thc
1.
EBWAM
first impressions count. Good, bad or indiffer
first fireworks display on record,
ARNOLD
G R A P H 11 *5
KVSAll
and this thrilling event was during
ent, they’re hard to change. So it pays to make
OWEN
ONWt
the 13th century.
good first impressions.
GWENN
• • • •
•rasa
«•»
E* Imbn 1
THCAlRl
Each envelope is your personal messenger,
Thc new altitude record for land Rarttd ky Etcfcwt Tkw„
(. iroaen
I
>''
planes in thc first category Is 18,770
classified instantly by the appearance of your
feet.
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
name in the corner. Which is more impressive—
• • • •
WM. POWELL. MYRNA LOY
NOW PLAYING
three lines of black type on a government stamped
in
i Winter dust storms of Oklahoma
"GULLIVER'S
TRAVELS"
envelope, or a "private” envelope with an attract
“Another Thin Man”
and Kansas often cause brown
Feature
Color
Cartoon
MONOCRAM
snowfalls in New Hampshire and
ive design that ties in with your letterhead?
YICTURI
TODAY ONLY
Vermont.
(lARRINA
9 Let us figure on your next envelope order and
JOE PENNER
• • • •
ln
submit some "corner card” ideas. We may be
New York State has 2,000.000
“The Day the Bookies
more people than all of Canada.
able to save you some money, too.
Horses parade to the starting post at Fort Montagu Park, one of the
• • • •
Wept”
ac
social centers during the winter season at Nassau, in the Bahamas. Here
Thc coloring matter in thc oil of
gathers the international society which has made Nassau the gayest re.
SUNDAY, JAN. 14
Shorn Mat. t.H. Evg. C.M. WM
salmon and trout makes the pink
sort in the Caribbean. In between races, at the Jockey Club, are seen the
Continuous Saturday Z.M to lf.JO
Tex Fletcher in Person
and orange color In the flesh of
Sunday, Matinee 3 o’clock
smart clothes which will be, later in the year, the leading summer styles
these fish.
throughout the United Statee.

UL

Rubinstein Club

Follow The Trend

I

PLAY YOUR HUNCH

BOBIAr

COMIQUt

CHARLES BICKFORD
BARTON M LANE
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“WROTE ROCK ABYE BABY”

Bargain Scoop of the Year !

Savings In Every Department!

Death Of Effie Crockett Carleton, Who Was a
Native Of Rockland
Eternal sleep came Sunday to
Mrs. Effie I. Canning Carlton,
about 81. whose slumberous melody
to the long-loved lullaby, "Rock-abye Baby.” brought the sandman to
the bed.-ide cf millions of babies—
but never to one of her own.
In impoveri hed circumstances,
she died in Boston's City Hospitalvictim of a cerebral hemorrhage
suffered several days ago—in a
room provided by the American So
ciety of Composers, Authors and
Publishers.
A former stage actress who once
toured the country with William
Gillette, site composed the melody
to the old Mother Goose rhyme to
lull to sleep the restless baby of a
neighbor. She took her composi
tion to a Boston music publisher at
her teacher's urging. He snapped it
up as a find and popularized it bypermitting its use in a road show.
He had the song copyrighted.
Within a few months, the sales ran
to $20,090. and before he died sev
eral years later more than 300.000
copies were sold.

Sardine Industry

Twice renewed, the copyright was
allowed to lapse when the music
publishing firm changed hands In
vestigating Mrs. Carlton's finances
shortly after she went to the hospi
tal, the American Society of Com
posers found she had received few
royalties from the song. Massachu
setts Congressmen made several at
tempts to put through special legis
lation to renew the copyright for
Mrs. Carlton.
The hemorrhage attack came
shortly after she returned from a
motion picture in which her song
was used. Her husband, also an
actor, died several years ago. They
were childless
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton had a cot
tage at Northport, where they spent
their summers for several years.
Rockland has always been proud
to claim the distinction of having
been Mrs. Carlton’s birthplace. Her
maiden name was Effie I. Crockett,
and she was a daughter of the late
physician-athlete and contributor
to the Courier-Gazette, Dr. William
E. Crockett.
seiner at Orr's Island that he had
a load of fish. There was no way

i . v
_ IIn I*.
—of stepping
boat or of notifyBest. Last
Year
Its ILong
th’PCap,the
an t0
change hls des.
Existence — interest ng that on. With the radio installa
tion of the past season it was dif
Facts Concerning It
ferent. All necessary was to broadMaine r sardine pack for 1939. has cas. a can t0 the Captain to forget
been the best In all respects in the about Boothbay Harbor and go to
histo y of that industry for the 69 O;rs.«
, ..
I It also worked for the benefit of
vears of its existence.
all in another way. Two boats or
Three factors have been responfrom a fgcU)ry

First th?re was the
each designed for a different
plentiful supply of herring off the point. One scheduled to be back
Maine coast; second the thorough by 5.30 in the mcrn.ng to provide
inspection system and enforcement
for starting the day the other
to ccme in by 10 a. m. and the other
of the State's pure food law regu
later. The first boat on arriving
lations by the Maine Department of
at its destination found that there
Agriculture; third the serious co-op, were no fish The Captain got in
erat.on of the canners with the In- 1
_
touch with the other boats and the
apeetlon service in an effort to put
shif^ fQ thgt there
the finest possible product upon the WQU,d be encugh flsh gt {he plant
market.
during the day.
At this t.me there is no definite
Prior to 1929 there were no reg
information as to the size of the ulatory inspection laws, although
pack, beyond the statement that th<?
under the leaderihlp of
when all the figures have been tabu- Oeorge O Grady of Eastport, had
lated it will show that it la one of
imp;oving factory conditions
the largest in the industries his20 yearfi
That yw
tory. possibly the largest. Pot the dine ppop^ asked the Legislature
past ten years the average pack of tQ give them iOme ,>w
the mat.
the Maine plants has been approxi- Ur
,.as
naately. 12.000.000 cases.
Under the law the Department of
Pish struck in along the Maine Agriculture has authority to make
coast early last Spring, so that from any new regulations which ft finds
the opening date of the season. necessary as a result of this law
April 15, to the close. Dec 1. there and lhe ;nspectjon service there
was a steady supply, which kept
ix.en
seizures of Maine sarfactories operating constantly.
ldines by the federal food authoriThe introduction of modern tles since 1929
equipment on many of the supply,
u jubatantially. un
boa's also played an important part' changed today. Under It all canin this, for it made it possible for ning piants
required to have a
these craft to collect the catch of license to operate. The fee for this
both weirs and setna more satis- js gyj for each plant. A company
factorially than ever before. This operating three plants has to have
in turn made it possible to land the a license for each one. There is a
catch at the factories tn the prim- further tax on the canners of a
est of condition.
1 cent a case for the pack. This money
Th s sardine industry is one of js used to pay for the inspection,
Maine's big interests. Estimates which is done by the State. There
based on known figures place the ( is an inspector to each factory and
number of people dependent upon i his word is final on all questions,
it for their living at 25.000. while He is a. State official and under orthe 27 canning factories with equip ders from Augusta.
ment. represents an investment of The regulations state how many
$5,000,000. In addition to this there ' fish there must be in a can. desig
ner two can making plants in the nates the quality of the oil which
State, which add many thousands shall be used. It is interesting to
of dollars to that figure.
.note in this connection that it has
There 27 canning plants gave em-1 to be the same grade as Is used
pioyment to 6.500 persons, while the by the manufacturers of salad
two can making factories employed dressings, so that persons who are
609 more.
j of the opinion that an inferior
There were about 85 seining gangs, j grade of oil is used by the Packers
having four men to a gang, with an of Maine sardines are greatly mis
av“rag? investment of $5,000 to each taken.
gang, making a total of nearly half
But the law goes further than
a million dollars.
that. It specifies the quality of
To collect this catch and land it mustard and tomato sauce which
at the factories, for the seiners do shall be used In sardines of that
not take their catch to the plant, type, rt also designates the kind
about 100. so called, "runner'' boats of cans which can be used —Sam
were in commission. These boats Conner in the Lewiston Journal
ccst from $12,000 to $14,000, each,
when ready to go into commission.
These boa \s all carry two and three
men.
last sea son- 1939 —for the first
time these runner boats were
equ pped with both receiving and
transmitting radio sets, by means
o. which they were in constant com
munication with their home ports—
tlie owners canning plant. This
speeded up handling of the catch
greatly, which in turn resu'tcd in
landing a larger proportion of mar
ketable fish and in fewer shut downs
for the factories, all of which
worked for the success of the season.
They Are the Only Kind That Are
Prior to this installation there
Safe For Little Babies
was no way in which the factory
and Grown-ups
could get In touch with the captain
They're the Only Kind That We
Dispense
of a coat once it left port until it
That's Why We've Become a
mad? some point alone, the coast
Family Institution
and he could call on the regular
telephone. To illustrate; A boat
went cu. of Portland bound for the
Registered Druggist
Boothbay Harbor area. Before it
RANKIN BLOCK, ROCKLAND
was outside the breakwater a phone
message came to the office from a

CUTLER’S SALE
OF THE WINTER
AT PRICES THAT CALL FOR QUICK-ACTION SHOPPING !
•

We’ve gone the limit in slashing prices for this event.. . and in addition were fortunate to scoop up several sensational purchases from our manufacturers
—at ’way below regular wholesale price. All this merchandise—brand new, desirable, and of recognized quality is combined to offer the biggest value-giving
event this city has seen in months. Many items cannot be replaced after present stocks are sold—so it’s a case of first come, first served. Shop early to avoid

disappointment.

SMASHING BARGAIN OPPORTUNITY

PRICES DIVE TO AN ALL TIME LOW!

COATS

ON ALL

WINTER

WOMEN’S
MISSES’

Assortment Large, Styles Newest
A Dress Sale You’ve Been Waiting For

ON BOTH SPORT AND DRESS STYLES

d

Values from $16.50 to $22.50.

SPORT COATS and
FUR TRIMS

Silk Dresses

A Large Group of SILK DRESSES, Odds ar.d End j

H

Former Values from $4.98 to $10.75. Sizes 14-44.
$4.98 and $7.95 DRESSES, Rayons, Silks, Wool

f ble for this.

Drugs Of Quality

David L. McCarty

and All Novelty Materials. Regular and Half Sizes.

$25.00 to $29.50 Styles

Mostly Fur Trimmed

A Large Group of DRESSES. All Newest Styles,
All Latest Shades in every size. Regular $7.98 and
$10.75 Values.

All Are Lined and Interlined

ALL BETTER COATS
MARKED AS LOW AS

» t

Choice of Any Dress In the House That Is Marked
$7.95 or Over
Some Were $14.95 and $16.50

• 1

30% to 40% Reductions

1/

Every Dress
On Safe

Fur Goats

$100.00 Values

SKI

2-Piece Ski Suit
Zipper and Button
Jackets. Values to $10.95

—,. -

bUllb

C

TWO DAYS ONLY

J

89c NORTHMONT HOSIERY
AND

ClflDTC

While They Last
Values to $2.98

Ol> I O

HATS v ,ue‘to M7C&S1.47

74c

SERVICE
WOOL FLANNEL

ALL REMAINING FALL

CHIFFON

LEATHER
Some In Values
to $2.98
Choice

FULL FASHIONED

CHIFFON HOSE

ALL WOOL—SLIP-ON AND

SWEATERS

Values

47c

SWEATERS

$1.98

$1.67

59c TO 69c VALUES

SWEATERS ^a87c ^$1.671

ALL WOOL

SCARF

Values to $1.98

$2.98 SWEATERS

37
$1.50 BLOUSES

87c
BRASSIERES

19c
VALUES TO 59c

JACKETS
with hoods

CORSET DEPT.

tR On
JO-OU

IN PLAIDS
VALUES $7.95

FLANNEL CO G7
JACKETS
VALUES TO S2.98

Reversible C7 Qfl
COATS

Sale Starts
WEDNESDAY

KNITTED
CAPS

O7r
OIL

1.98 COTTON HOUSE COATS, $1.57
2.98 COTTON HOUSE COATS,
$2.67
20% Discount On All Flannel Robes

ALL SALES FINAL
NO CHARGE SALES!
NO REFUNDS!
NO MEMOS!
Money or Check Must
Accompany
All Mail Orders!

New Styles, Guaranteed Washable, New Patterns

Reg. $1.00
DRESSES

4* * ■
ed E7

Reg. $1.59
DRESSES

OI V
The$1.98
DRESSES

Included in the Well Known Makes

FLANNEL
PAJAMAS

SKI
PANTS

VALUES TO S2.9R

VALUES TO $7.95

VALUES TO $1.98

AFTERNOON FROCKS

HOUSE FROCKS

9.00 A. M.
SILK AND SATIN
HOUSE COATS

SILK
SLIPS

Cotton Dresses

JANUARY 10th

WITH HOODS
VALUES TO $14.95

20% DISCOUNT
IN OUR

REMEMBER

$2.98 VALUE

A7p

VAN RAALTE

ayon
$2.67 to $6.80 Rundies

SNUGGIES

VALUES TO 69c

alTleather pocketbooks
$1.47 and $2.47

FOLLOW US AND SAVE MONEY

369 MAIN STREET,

VALUES TO 59c

ONE LOT OF SATIN

SLIPS

47c

VALUES TO $1.00

VALUES TO $2.98

CUTLER’S

37c

inc

ROCKLAND, MAINE

NOW IS THE TIME
TO STOCK UP
FOR FUTURE NEEDS!
Shop Early for Best Choice!

Every-Other-Day
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Here’s “The Man Behind”

The Central Maine’s
Growth

Starting Wednesday and Throughout This Week

Speak of Central Maine Power
Company In Rockland and you us
ually recall the name of one per
son, "Bert Blodgett," for more than
20 years the division manager of
this Company's eastern territory.
H. P Blodgett, or "Bert." as his I
many friends know him. has seen
this important section of the sys
tem served by Central Maine Power
i

OPENING WEEK
SPECIALS

Informal Opening

USUALLY $1.20

MAPLE BRIDGE

ROCKLAND STORE

Finish, sprayed aluminum; with
trim in red enamel
USUALLY $2.00

PIN-UP LAMPS

$1.49
(with bulb)

Company grow and expand from a
handful of customers to where It
is one ol the key sections in the
wide area served- by hts Company.
Of the total of 75,000 domestic,
rural and farm customers In the
entire system, 13,981 are located in
the Eastern Division and come un
der the supervision of Blodgett.
Born In 1876 In the town of
Penobscot of humble birth, he en
tered and was graduated from the
local schools In 1894
His main onjective then, like every
young man. was to And a job. He
thought of carpentry, or painting,
and for two years was employed In
this work.
But this failed to satisfy his am
bitions so he went to Waterville to
consult a prominent business man
in regard to his future vocation.
This business man and finan
cier with whom he had rested his
case saw in the keen-eyed youth
a man who could go places and he
advised young Blodgett to take up
electrical work or become a pulltnan
car conductor.
"The electrical business," he was
advised, 'has hardly started, and
if you adopt that you are going in
on the ground floor. You stay here
until I go across the road."
Ten minutes later Blodgett was
making the acquaintance of a man
destined to loom large in the State s
industrial affairs. His name was
Walter S. Wyman.
"When do you want to go to1
work?" he asked after Interrogating
Blodgett for a few moments.
"Any time."
And in the five years which en
sued young Blodgett was on the pay
roll of the Waterville <fc Fairfield
Railway and Light Company. The
course of sprouts Included Inside
wiring, station work, reading met
ers. office work and serving as motorman on the street cars between
Waterville and Fairfield, on and
off. for a year.
Next he was transferred to the
Kennebec Light & Heat Company of
Augusta and Oardiner, working as
line foreman, for a while and as in
side foreman of wiring. These prop
erties were merged into the Cen
tral Maine Power Comp® and

ALARM

INDIRECT LAMPS

CORN POPPERS

Division Manager H. P. Blodgett. I
whose service wilh the Central
Maine has run parallel to its remark
able growth.

AT OUR NEW
ROCKLAND STORE

OF OUR NEW

79c

TELECHRON

Here’s one of the finest and best
In LaSalle Pin-Up Lamps. Has
“Stay-Straight" Hanger which
holds lamp firmly in position.
Parchment shade with embossed
design; binding in light ivory to
harmonize; bracket finished In
Antique White.
$395

TOMORROW we will open our new electrical appliance show
room and offices in the Masonic Block directly opposite our for
mer location.
We are extremely anxious to show you our new surroundings
and hope that you will step in to look them over. Starting to
morrow and continuing through this week we are holding “open
house” and extend a most cordial invitation to you to inspect
them.
In connection with the Opening Week we have some very out
standing specials that are offered at unusually attractive prices.
Special demonstrations by factory representatives and by our
own employes will be most informative and of interest to you. At
tendants will be on hand to show you throughout our new home
and to make your call a most pleasant one.

CENT
POWE
ELECTRIC

HAIR DRYERS
USUALLY $395

PIN-UP LAMPS
USUALLY $1.49

79c

Case of Black Plastic frames a

(with bulb)

4 inch Ivory Colored Dial with
Black Characters. The Bezel is

finished in Ivory.
A $3.00 Value

Opening Special
Only

$1.79
A Guaranteed Clock At a Record
Low Price

OPENING DAY
SPECIAL
REGULAR VALUE $7.95

TELECHRON
An excellent value priced espe

cially low for Opening Week.
Shop early for this number.
They'll go fast and the quantity
Is limited.

USUALLY $149.50

HEATING PAD

$1.49

TOASTERS

$2.49

STERLING

USUALLY $2.0#

(without bulb)

USUALLY $4.00

It’s the indirect lighting type
with reflector; has 'harmonizing
shade in homespun.

MPAMY

SPECIAL GROUP

$2.95

SANDWICH

INE

NOW

$129.50
WESTINGHOUSE
6 Cu. Ft

tet

$2.95

REFRIGERATORS
While they last, we are closing

out these new S cubic foot, flve
year protected refrigerators at a
new low price of $129.50 cash.

ELECTRIC HEATISG PAD
Dries hair quickly and evenly,

Modern design, walnut handle.
Makes two or three decker sand
wiches. Grills, fries, makes hotcakes as well. Equipped with
heat indicator. An unusual value
at $2.95.

Blodgett was sent to Belfast as su
perintendent of the Penobscot Bay
A Electric Company. He was there
for a short time, and in 1920 came
to Rocklad as superintendent of the
Knox County Electric Company.
Belfast was added to his territory,
together with the Lincoln County
property and he was promoted to
division manager A portion of Han
cock County is also included in his
territory.
While working tn Waterville
Blodgett became intimately ac
quainted with Ned Meader, book
keeper of the Waterville Light &
Heat Company, and from him re

leasing it soft and fluffy.

An excellent value. Every fam

for traveling. Attractive natural

An unusual opening week num. ily should have one for emergency
grip handle in walnut. Finish in ber—ideal for any room. Has re
lustrous chromium plate and Hector giving indirect lighting. purposes. Fully approved by Un
Comes in red, brown and ivory
derwriters' Laboratory.
with harmonizing shades.
black moire.

ceived the valuable advice to take I
an electrical course in the Inter- j
national Correspondence School of
Scranton, Penn. "It was hard work
but extremely valuable," said Mr. 1
Blodgett.
The method of electrification has
changed radically since the subject
of this skekteh began his connection
with it. Rural communities have
been electrified about 95 percent
, and there is little more rural work
, to do. Within Division Manager
Blodgett's territory about 125 per
sons are employed.
Mr. Blodgett's duties are mani
fold, and find him pretty much on

Budget terms as low as $5 down

—$4.40 monthly.

Ideal

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
ELECTRICIANS
442 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Co-contractors with Francis E. Havener on

It’s far cry from the small steam
plant located at Spear's wharf In
the 90s which used to turn out
kilowatt-hours when darkness set
In and the grist mill shut down,
to the present 33,000 volt high ten
sion line transmission system of
Central Maine Power Company's
bringing lr. electricity from such re
mote point/, as Wyman Station at

(Only 5 avail

able at this price).

refrigerator.

Bingham, but It remains within the
memory of one of Rockland's eateemed citizens, Herbert W. Keep,
to recall this transition.
Mr. Keep started working, when
he was 25 years old, for the Rock
land. Thomaston and Camden
Street Railway Oct. 2, 1897, being
employed as conductor and motorman. In December of the same
year, he was transferred to freight
agent and conductor Three years
later he went Into the office of the
freight department as general
freight agent. In 1910 he was called
to the office of the R. T. A C. at
Rockland in the capacity of book
keeper.
The year 1915 found him elected
to the office of treasurer with this
| same organization. He became as| sistant auditor and went to the Au
A very beautiful glass mantel gusta office to work when Central
Maine Power Company took over
clock, finished in black. Reg'i
the R T. A C. In 1930 This same
larly sells for $7.95, but during year, in the fall, he returned M
Rockland and became office man
Opening Days at special price of ager of Central Maine Power Com
pany For eight years he serve
$4.95.
! In this same capacity, but in 192
due to sickness he was forced t
| retire.

CLOCKS

$4.95

The above gives a brief sum
mary of Mr. Keep's experiences an
it was to him that the writer wen
for information as to historic!
rOWlSzCOMPXMT
data concerning the present an
previous power companies servin
Rockland. Thomaston and Camdei
| From inventory records to whic
Keep
followin
............ ......... - Mr. Kee
P referred, the followit
his Company's honor society, “The '<laLa was found which is believt
__ . __ _
A.
__ a ---- —
to be QlifhontiA.
authentic;
Old
Timers'. Club'
in .AAR
1937 and
wears fn
Original Charter Was to Rockland
a 35-year service pin.
Gas Light Company
In all undertakings for the city’s
To get the complete history
advancement he has never failed to
sacrifice time or money, and Rock- i *las lo 8° back to the year 1853 wh<
..
. fkrx DaaI.1-_ J « _ ....
land numbers him among Its most the Rockland Gas Light Cotnpan
was chartered and probably becam
public spirited citizens.
actively engaged in the gas btislnes
as there is evidence of certain pot
A natural regret was apparent In
the faces of tlie employes of the tions of the. present street mair
Central Maine employed »n removal having been laid as early as 1854
operations for the old stand had and furthermore, the deed to or
been "home" for many years, yet of the lots comprising the fornw
pride was also apparent In the gan plant property was written 1
splendid new modem quarters, ab the name of this company.
The next step in this transltio
solutely the last word in such an
(Continued on Page 12)
office.

:NTRA^«UaINE

Save $20 now on this big, roomy
Afoot

Herbert W. Keep, many years a
member of the Central Maine staff,
provided much of the history which
appears herewith.

Quantity

limited. Shop early.

the move, but the civic, social and
fraternal sides of life have not been
neglected.
He Is a director of the Knox
County General Hospital, president
of Rockland Public Library, a mem
ber of the Rockland and Camden
Chambers of Commerce and has
been a valued worker for the Ameri
can Red Cross and Community
Chest.
He belongs to the Rockland Ro
tary Club, the Masonic lodge In
Orland, the Chapter In Waterville,
the Council In Rockland, the ComI mandery in Oardiner, and the Scot
tish Rite in Rockland—a 32d degree
Mason. He served as president of

the wiring of the new plant of the Central
Maine Power Co.

BUNKER & SAVAGE

STEWART S WILLIAMS, INC.
ENGINEERING AND GENERAL CONTRACTING

ARCHITECTS

FRANCIS E. HAVENER

AUGUSTA, MAINE
f

AUGUSTA, MAINE

ELECTRICIAN

Builders of the new Central Maine Power Co. Store, the

*
I

.

'

'

■

305 BROADWAY,

ROCKLAND,

TEL 370

■

Designers for the new Central Maine Power Co. Store

“YOU RING ME—I WIRE YOU"

Co-contractor with House-Sherman, Inc., on
the wiring of the new plant of the Central

Maine Power Co.

■dab

Van Baalen Heilbrun Factory, and the new State Police

Barracks.

Down In St. Pete

WEARY DESPONDENT
A1QI
Rpelta, Irritable
HlK
lQ
3b a Crying
nerves due to functional
VIIIIrPi “monthly" pain should find
• real "woman's friend" in Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. Try ilt

Lydia L Pinkham's compowd

.1

NEW COLBY TAKES SHAPE IN 1939

Taunted With Not Writing
New# “G.H.R.” Tunis
Like Proverbial Worm
St. Petersburg, Fla , Jan. 5.
Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
• About these letters you're writ
ing to tlie pajjer back home" ob
served Saralt to Sam one fine morn
ing when Sam was laboring hard at
his desk "They might be inter- i
esting reading for some folks, bin
it doesn't seem to me there's much
news In 'em"
Sam straightened the kinks from |
hls humped up shoulders and ■
glared at his wife in surprised re
sentment.
"You seen any men biting do :s .
around here lately?" he asked
Sarah didn't even deign to reply.
Slie had said what she wanted to
say and now she was prepared to j
listen.
•'Some folks don't seem to under- I
stand that in order to write about !
tilings that happen, lliey got to I
happen first. What do you want
me to do, start another Civil War. '
or Just go Jump ip the lake?"
"Well," said Sarah, "You might!
get tlie names of a few more Rock
land people into your correspon
dence"
“Who. for Instance?
I cant
write about A W Gregory because
he Isn't here. I can't write about
A. J. Bird for thc same reason. '
Neither can 1 mention C. W. Hop- i
kins, Dr. Popplestone or Billy Spear
for they are all at home minding
their own business. Frank Winslow
has already accused me of using a
couple of book ends for a story,
though he knows mighty well that's
what bock ends are for.
"If John Snow would come down
here and salvage tlie German snip
they've got interned at Fort Lau
derdale, I'd be glad to describe tlie
operation in detail and with the
proper trimmings
Also if Rev.
Corwin Olds should suddenly de
cide to purchase the St. Petersburg
dog racing concession or Gilford
B. Butler drive down here and
marry a Seminole Indian, I'd be de
lighted to chronicle such events for
as long as I could keep out of Jail.
However, as these things aren't
likely to happen. I shall continue
Io write about tilings which are
more sensible and less cataclysmic."
"Land Sakes” said Sarah, "you
shouldn't talk like that about res
pectable people."
•*Why net," demanded Sam.
"everybody knows ’taint so. That's
what I'm talking about
I can't
write news when there isn't any.”
"If Commander Carl Snow would
only get thc U. S Government to
underwrite an expedition to the
Florida Everglades to hunt for
German Spies it would be fully as
interesting as Admiral Byrd's trip
to claim icebergs. Thc Commander
could fit up the Kickapoo with
beach umbrellas, mosquito netting
and a couple of land cruising mow
ing machines, and be in the head
lines for months.
"That's foolishness" said Sarah
disgustedly.
"Well, it's my personal opinion
that the one Is no more foolish than

Every-Other-Day
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THE LYRIC MUSE

Courier-Gazette Cross-Word Puzzle

$

PtdMicaUon liflitsc to Brief
Poems
of Original Composition
By Subscribers

0—Local Poet Wins Place
Mrs John H Andrew s of Rockport
m one of the authors whose poems
are included ln Tlie Yearbook of
Modern Poetry, 1939. a 700-page
volume just published. More than
11,000 poets living in every part cf
the United States and Canada
competed for a place ln this Import
ant volume; only a few hundred of
these were found to write poetry of
sufficient merit to be accorded a
place ln the book.
The volume contains the work of
little-known authors as well as that
of writers who have been publislied
in many magazines and books A
similar volume ls now being com
piled and poets who are Interested
in having thetr work considered for
tiie new book should write to the
publishers for information: Avon
House. 1107 Broadway, New York
City
itatHK
TO MUSK
O Music come and light my heart s dark
places
Arouse to Me my spirits inmost ear.
Awake In me such love no time elJace*.
O voice divine, speak on and I shall
hear

CMSE UP

Qf tVEGTdEK t-ME

*

MlkkEQ.

UBRPHZ'/

<

O Music Make me strong to conquer
sorrow.
My soul with love of noble things
fulfil.
Then fear I not the silence of deaths
morrow.
For Death himself my music shah
not etill

Knox County citizens and summer residents who are assisting Colby College to establish its new campus on Mayflower Hill will be inter
ested in the appearance of the four new buildings which are standing as the year ends. The weather vane on the Miller Library depicts the
sloop "Hero" in which the first presi dent and seven students sailed from Boston to found the college in 1818.

the other, but I'm not supposed to
know about such things.”
"Why don't you write about the
Maine Club then, asked Sarah
"Gosh." replied Sam "they elected
Henry Howard to represent the
Knox County members at tlie Maine
club last week and Henry Howard
has represented the Knox county
tourists in 8t. Petersburg for thc
last 17 years . That's hardly news."
"Well.” sighed Sarah resignedly.
"There doesn't appear to be anything left but the lake you spoke about—Maybe that would be as j
welcome news to Rockland readers
as anything else—
G H R.

A MAID CALLED MILLS
Whom You Will Take To Your Heart When She Talks
About Household Matters
BROADCAST BY MARJORIE MILLS
(Monday. Wednesday, Thursday and Friday at 1.30 p. m. over Stations
WNAC, Boston; WTAG. Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WTIC. Hartford;
WICC Bridgeport; WEAN, Providence; and WLBZ, Bangor,.

Any housekeeping column worth. en who didn t plan for the lean
its salt shculd print a nice, stern years when they had ample funds
orderly piece about budgeting at' But even tlie "margin of safety"
tlie beginning of every new year, fund needn't be an unhappy, dulladvise its readers how to spend their j ful chore.
money to best advantage and ap- Ij Gather the whole family around
lmrtion income to a split farthing, I the
some 11-B1.1
night «in>
and talk
over
wv table owtin.
w—. •».
—
MATINICUS
We always mull over the thought cf what you want to accomplish as a
Word has been received ol thc such a column and then give it up. family this coming year. It's esserious illness ol Oeorge Belcher at Budgcts are such personal matters pecially important for the "young
the home of his daughter Mrs. Er- I One woman's way of getting the 1 fry to know how a family is run
most out of the family income i taxes. insurance, clothes, churcn
nest Perkins in Melrose Mass.
Among the "returns" after the I would yield 12 miserable months , and chanty and food costs. It's
holidays are: Mrs. Velma Teel from tor another. One of our reader 'part of their education and too
Cranberry Isle where she spent the friends who shall be nameless, ex- many fathers and mothers never
holidays with lier family; Virginia pressed it beautifully in a recent | let them in on the family planning
Thompson to Friendship after I letter.
j Make up a fairly concrete family
spending the holidays with her j "Budgets are noble and all that." ! spending and saving plan and. as
parents; Mrs. Esther Ames and :
son Richard from Somerville, Mass ;
Mrs. Dorian Ames from Middle
Haddam. Conn.; Julia Young to
her school in Braintree, Mass;
Roberta Young, to Hyde Park,
Ma's ; and Clayton Young to
Waterville, after spending the holidays with their parents Mr. and
Mrs Horace Young

Training a military pilot takes
from l'i to 2 years, although dur
ing wartime, students are usually
pushed through their courses, morc
quickly.

iicn

she wrote, "but don't you think it j a family, cooperate to carry it out.
takes all the juice out of house- Or, if you've found a good budget keeping if you budget too fiercely? ! ing system, tell us about it and
I cannct seem to thrill at those well share it with the rest of the
marvels who can tell to the fraction sisterhood.
j
of a mill what they spent for yeast Spicy Welch Grape Juice Tapioca
cakes on the first day of February
One-third cup quick-ccoking tapi
in tlie year of our Lord. 1898 So oca, H cup sugar, % teaspoon salt,
what? They even look crossly at a
teaspoon cinnamon, '» teaspoon
guest who nibbles tlie fruit decora each allspice and nutmeg, l’i cups
tion on the dining table It was to water, 1 cup Welch's Grape Juice.
have served for breakfast the next '» teaspoon each grated lemon and
day and all noses carefully counted. orange rind.
"I have house money and some
Combine tapioca, .sugar, salt,
times tlie family live in luxury and spices and water ln saucepan and
sometimes wc enjoy beans and stew mix well. Bring mixture quickly to
and canned hash and finnan haddie a full boinl over direct heat, stirring
in cream. When the house money constantly.
Remove from fire.
runs low I do morc home cooking (Mixture will be thin; do not over
and that evens it up. I do like to cook.) Add grape juice and fruit
economize at the beginning of the rinds. Cool. Mixture thickens as
week and splurge at thc end.
it cools. Chill. Pile in sherbet
"I buy all tlie milk and butter glasses and top with whipped cream
and necessities first to be safe and j Yield: Six portions
then let my conscience be my guide,
Red and White Fruit Cocktail
if any, come the weekend. My
(Sent in by Inez Emerson of
Home Economics teacher of yes Lowell)
teryear would have a case of chills
Two cups crushed pineapple, 1
and fever if she knew my method grapefruit, 3 tablespoons lemon
and I do know better. But it's dull juice, 20 or 30 U-AU-No pillowto be so darned exact and Heaven mints, 1 bottle Maraschino cheries
knows, housekeeping can be dull
Dissolve mints with fruit and
enough unless you struggle against chill. Add sugar to taste Add
j that boredom."
water to make desired strength.
Now there's one woman's philoso Serve cold.
phy of the budget. Wc do think
Prudence Roast Beef Roll
I the family ship should be sailed by
Fill scooped out halves of finger
: some sort of chart with a definite rolls with Prudence Roast Beef
| plan for savings, ]>erhaps because
I we've read so many walls from wom. -......... ■ ----------------------------- —

SPECIAL OFFER!
First impressions count. Good, bad or indiffer
ent, they’re hard to change. So it pays to make
good first impressions.
Each envelope is your personal messenger,
classified instantly by the appearance of your
name in the corner. Which is more impressive—
three lines of black type on a government stamped
envelope, or a "private” envelope with an attract
ive design that ties in with your letterhead?
e Let us figure on your next envelope order and
submit some "corner card” ideas. We may be
able to save you some money, too.

For a Limited Time Only

VINALHAVEN AND
ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

500 Sheets 8* 2x11
Yellow Second
Sheets

Service To:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle Au Haul, Swan’s
Island and Frenchboro

A clean, smooth sheet, for busi
ness—for school—for typewriter.

WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change w ithout notice

Only 37c

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Read Down
Read I'p
A. M.
P. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island, Ar. 6.00
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
7.30 Lv. North Haven, Ar. 3.30
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30
117-tf

FOR 300 SHEET PACKAGE
Wc Do Not Break Packages

Mail Orders Filled—15c Extra

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Hash. Top with buttered crumbs.
Bake in a hot oven 1400 degrees F.l
30 minutes Serve with hot roast
beef gravy
Good Luck Chocolate Filling
For Eclairs
One package Good Luck Choco
late. 2‘> cups milk. 4 tablespoons
sugar, 2 tablespoons Land O’ Lakes
Sweet Cream Butter, pinch of salt.
Put contents of Good Luck Choc
olate package into cooking vessel;
| „dd
a„d sugar Stir in slowly
| ,s cup coj,j
To y,^ add j
and , cups scalded milk and cook
i untu thick, stirring coustantiy;
I then add butter.

The Courier-Gazette
ROCKLAND, MAINE

kHHH
NEfi YEAR'S RESOLUTION
| For Thc Courtar-Gazcttr I
Here's a New Year's revolution
Every loyal reader should make
"D»rln» the course of 1940
The Courier-Gazette I shall take

"And send as many more
As my purse wiu allow
To other friends and neighbor.
Who cannot afford It now "
Every

robimn
contain,
worth while—

something

To all who receive It 154 times each
year

MSB

Camden

flUM
SKATING UN THE MARSH
(For The Courler-Oazette|
I have skated tn
And upon the
I have done It tn
I have tried It

Aroostook
Kennebec;
New Hampshire;
In Quebec

And the lee of Massachusetts
I have tested with my skates
And Vcmonts smooth frozen waters
From among the oth-r states.
Of the skating I’ve found elsewhere
I would utti. nothing harsh
But there's no place under heaven
Where It's like that on "The Marsh
AU Ison M Watts
Jamaica. Vt.

Mercedes Calderwood is in Rock
dale. Mass, with her sister, Mrs. Erect tney stand and proudly—
Tall and majsatte. strong
Edna Butman for a few weeks, Mrs Ready to meet lbe ebgry windAnd wrestle with the storm
Butman has recently returned from
Oft encased In Icy armsr.
a hospital
Thev shine like jewels rare;
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Carver who And oft a snow-white blanket
Covers limbs now brown and bare
were called here by thc death of Mr
Carver's father, returned Saturday In bud. ln leaf, in frt gr,
Ern naked though It ,«e;
to New Jersey.
There l» alwr -s use and beauty
And glory In a tree
Constance Carver left Saturday to
Eltrobeth O Marsh
spend the winter with her sister,
Rockland
Mrs. Rose Tilley of Ashland
To avert a loss in weight in
Finnish relief starts Jan. 8-14 and
contributions may be passed to thc traveling long distances on foot,
cattle will be taken to Uruguay's
Town Chairman, Irven Simpson.
Mr and Mrs. Leon Stone spent new stockyards by railway.
the week-end on the mainland.
Mr. and Mrs Stanley Quinn and
WHAT CAUSES EPILEPSY?
family have returned from Rock
IS THERE A CURE?
land and are to occupy the houac
A booklet containing the opinions of
owned by E S. Piper.
READ ALL THE NEWS
THEN READ ALL THE ADS

VERTICAL
1- Uneven
2- Bard
3- Vigilant
5- A flower
6- Shepherdt' pipe
7- Obaerve
8- Freely
10-Exhibitions
1,-Within

VERTICAL (Cont.)
12- Apportlon
13- Walk
14- Navlgate
15- A serpent (pi.)
17-Sacred bull of Egypt
19-Hlgh
21-Shooting etaro
23-A marginal note
25-Retcues
27-A metal
29-The (Fr.)
30- SpeclM of vetch
33-Weakens
35-A vegetable
37-Corner
39- Contends with
40- A measuring rod
41- Blacken with soot
43-Finiahes
45-Crow-like bird
46- Gaze
49- Existed
50- Slight
53-Greek goddess of
the dawn
56-UnH

(Answer To Previous Puizle)

Those Southenders

Spoors KMHErinaE

To Story Of the Mechanic
Street Cement Plant

nngQD an saara@
aniBB □tian
a (SDtrnna shu

Portland, Jan. 8.
Euitor of The Courier-Gazette —
Tlie article on the old cement
plant brought a reply to me from
Edgar P Guptill of Whitinsville,
Mass, who wrote:
"I remember very well the old
barque. J. M WisweU. She be
longed to the Olover brothers. Capt.
Tom. William and Kent. Thc liti
gation you referred to was between
these three owners and resulted in
her being taken off the sea and tied
up where you spoke of Slie finally
burned one night and the wreckage
drifted to Coopers' Point where it
lay for a number of years."
He is probably right about it, but
It does not seem to me she could
have either burned or floated, she
was so water logged
The brig. Jennie Cheney, caught
fire loaded with lime and was towed
over inside Seal Ledges on the
Coopers Beach shore, was sunk and

bo

OBE SlHEPan onra
QB E@3S1 B0I3D
SSE BP 30000

BQBHli0E«B
completely burned and her timbers
were visible for many years. Still,
Mr Guptill probably knows. I
don't.
W. A. Holman.

I Wish to Nominate for 1940
Fifth Annual Winter Carnival
Snow Bowl Queen

Mias ...... ............................
Address ...................................... .
This coupon good for 10 votes if
cast before Saturday, Jan 13.

My Name is ........................... ......
I

MINTER ntfcts
(For Tbe Courier-Gazette|
The lovely trees, now leafless.
Lift bare, brown branches high.
Their graceful outlines plainly etched
Against the (background of the «kv

NORTH HAVEN

HORIZONTAL (C4»it.)
42-Metrie meaaurtiof
capacity
44- Fastens
45- Wandert
47- Row
48- Aatign
49- A nut (pi.)
51- Lyric poem
52- Part of a coat
54-Claws
56- Old time (Poet.)
57- Small streami
5#-Diepatched
59-1n this place

From Shubert's song. Translated
by A H Fox-Strangwavs
This lovely poem comes to us and
we wish to share it with all who
read Thc Courier-Gazette whose
page.; are never without some And How They Do React
thoughts of musk

r.casant memories, new thoughts,
MENT
htstorv, a smile;
Breakfast
tf read thoroughly It will bring much
cheer
fd Prunfs w,th r)orlda Oran|e

Wheaties
Pancakes with Syrup
Coffee
Lunch
Broiled Friend’s Bake Bean
and Bacon Sandwiches
Pickles
-Good Luck Chocolate Eclairs
Tetley Tea
Dinner
Red and White Fruit Cocktail
'Prudence Roast Beef Roll
Turnip Puff
Cabbage Salad
"Spicy Welch's Orapc Juice Tapioca
Coffee
’Recipes given.

HORIZONTAL
1-A gem
4- Hindera
5- Image
•-Percolate
11-ln fact
13- Guidet
15- Con junction
16- Gave pleaaure to
18-Coneume
2O-Hold back, at a
current
22-Small candle
28-A continent
24-Bilhopa of Rome
26- Part of the mouth
27- lncantetion
28- And others (Latin
abbr.)
30- Short jacket
31- Not at apy time
32- Crown
14- Aeeompliehea
JS-Briatle (Sot.)
J#-Affirm a
40-Foot-like organ

famou, doctor, on thtx Interesting sub
ject will be sent FREE, while they last,
to any reader writing to the Education
at Division. 535 Fifth Avenue. New
York. N Y. Dept JB-32

Every l>o<
’Cause ’Everybody’s Wirin
Our home glut*# with cheerful warmth - our

family and friends are happy since we hega
heating our home with D&ll Anthracite. And
we’ve found that D&H Anthracite hes’ makes

our homc happier - healthier — more livable.

CALL 487

SJn

‘
//i

THREE
n

SHUTTERED HOUSES
BY BEN AMES WILLIAMS

TANDING by themselves on Kene*
sew Hill, three dilapidated man
sions cast en evil shadow of gloom over
the surrounding countryside. Sprawling
old houses, they were sinister and darkly
foreboding.
*

S

Inside one of them lived pretty June
Leaford, surrounded by taciturn, close
mouthed relatives, one of whom was e
maniacal murderer, cleverly striking at
those who stood in the way.
e
The ultimate solving of the mystery
by two of fiction's best known charac
ters, Inspector Tope and Miss Moss, is
one of Ben Ames Williams' most thrill
ing stories. How they ere helped in the
solution of the crime by Clint Jervies,
in love with June, is one of the heart
warming features of the detective tale.

You'll be completely engrossed by
"Three Shuttered Houses."

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
519 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND

SERIALLY IN THIS PAPER

THE FAVORITE PENK8YLVANIA HARD COAL

Please Turn Ta-Page Four

1
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THOMASTON SEA CAPTAINS .

Seeks Third Term
Franz U. Burkett, Formerly
Of Union, Would Be At
torney General Again
Attorney General Franz
Bur
kett, (R) a former state legislator
and one time House speaker, lias
announced he will seek a third term
as attorney general. The office is
filled) hy legislative vote. , State
Senator H. C. Marden, (R) an
nounced he also would seek tlie Job.
During Mr. Burkv.t's service as
Attorney General he has been a
member of the Interstate Confer
ence on Crime and is now chairman
of a committee of that organization
which is preparing legislation to
make a uniform law of arrest for
tlie various states. He has drafted
various pieces of legislation includ
ing Maine's fingerprinting law.
While a member of thc Maine
Senate, Burkett's father, Fred E.
Burkett of Union, was also ft mem
ber of the upper branch, represent
ing Knox County.

Hears The Baby Now
Sonatone User At North
Haven Finds a New Inter
est In Life
North Haven, Jan. 3.
Editor of Tlte Courier-Gazette:—
About a year ago I wrote an
article concerning my experience
with Sonotone Bone Conduction
Hearing Aid. It should be said right
here and now that The CourierGazette is not only ready*—but
anxious to "throw out the lifeline"
for any worthy cause.
I wish to say that I am getting the
best of good service from my Sono
tone, and can really hear better than
I could at the time I wrote my last
article. And I can only hope that a
great many deaf folks have profited
by the article I wrote, and arc enjoy
ing the blessedness of hearing quite
naturally again, as I do.
It is of course an accepted fact
that no hearing aid however good,
will ever perform as well as your own
perfectly good normal ear. But like
a set of dentures ( false teeth) it feels
positively foreign at the offset, and
only patience and perseverance will
finally effect perfect harmony But
it can be done, and much more
quickly than getting used to a set
of dentures.
It is a curious fact that while I
hear very well with my supposedly
"deaf car.” I never wear the midget
oscillator over the mastoid bone of
my right car. I hear so well with
my left ear that I never really think
of changing, and using my right one.
However, I did this very’ thing last
evening, and all sounds sounded
very strange indeed, as that bone
behind my right ear has not had
"any practice" so it does not know
how to receive and distribute" the
sounds. I would have to begin at
the beginning again If I were to use
my right ear to hear with now. So
It ls the same with a new Sonotone
user. He must be very patient until
his ear becomes "educated" to the
new hearing route.
Another fact which will prove how
natural your hearing may become, is
that I get so used to hearing all
sounds, even paper "rattling," that
after I have entertained a caller, or
have come homc from visiting; I
forget entirely to turn the switch off
(thereby conserving on thc battery
power), but never'notice that I am
hearing all of the small every-day
noises; And they used to irritate me
so when I first began hearing them
again!
Since becoming a Sonotone user I
have also become 'Grandrqa." and
if I did not have this blessed hearing
aid I could not hear what my now
lO-months'-old grandson "has to
say"—and he says plenty! . I would
not be able to hear him make a
sound. Except perhaps when he
cries the loudest. So I hear perfect
ly. all thc adorable baby sopnds all
babies make, and I am doubly, yea
many, many more times as thankful
that I have a wonderful aid for my
hearing.
I understand that at an earlv
date there is to be another Service

Capt. Lewis Shute Names The Morse’s Crew

HAPPY HOPE FARM

Tliis is a beautiful day here and
I thought I would write a few lines,
though I think my husband does
better than I at composing letters.
I wish you all a Happy New Year
and may it be prosperous and happy.
We have had so many kind
friends to remember us, but I wish
' Alfred w«tts
Rons Wilson
some kind friend had told me that
Thos C. Williams
Edwin Watts
Artetntr Watts
cs Williams
I was a conceited person, and I do
Herbert Williams
Robert Wattwant to ask forgiveness of anyone
Leander Watts
Leander Whitmore
Francis Wallace
Chas H Whitmore
who has in any way been hurt by'
(.<• w w.v
Fred Waldo
Walter Willey
John Wallace
anything in iny letters.
James Young
Wm Willey
I again thank you ail and can
Ichabod Willey
Gleason Young
Jc.w Wilson
Enoch P. Young
only
say that my health grows
Wilbur Wilson
poorer and I scarcely know what
to do at times, but Mr. S. and
SOUTH WARREN
friends do all that is physically pos
Good Will Grange held its an sible.
Nancy M. Savage.
nual installation of officers Thurs
day preceded by a supper in charge
“Tlie Hunchback of Notre Dame"
of Rachel Overlock. Lula Libby and .stalling Charles Laughton, Sir
Nettie Copeland.
Past Master ' Cedric Hardwicke, Aureen O'Hara,
James Dorman of East Union per Thomas Mitchell, and Edmund
formed thc duties of installing offi OBrien ls a fine picture and will
cer in hls usual able manner. His please many theatre-goers. But
aides were Mrs. Amelia Dorman, to us who can still remember Lon
Mrs. Howard Brooks and Mrs. Chancy in tire original role—well
Maud Payson of Pioneer Grange we just couldn't help make compari
and Mrs. Eva Perry as chaplain of sons and finally left thc theatre
Good Will Grange. A short pro with tlie thought that tills picture
gram was presented by the retiring was not as good as tlie original
lecturer Lillian Thurston.
made many years ago.

A Long List Of Men Who Sailed Out Of the
Neighboring Port
In recent years this paper has
j
.. i *
u *
m
.
had much to say about sailing vessets /which had Knox County towns
as their hailing ports. And now thc
captains, deceased or living, have
their day in the sun. The CourierGazette is indebted to Mrs. Eliza
beth T. Lermond of 31 Green street,
Thomaston, for the following amaz
ing list of Thomaston sea captains.
Mrs. Lermoqd, whose telephone call
is Thomaston 144. asks that correc
tions and additions be made by any
body who is in a position to do so.
•

Ra-mus B Anders'n Hovey Kolleran
Harris Kalloch
Dtls Averill
I E. Archibald
Ken Kalloch
Obed Andrews
Caleb Levcnsaler
Joseph Levcnsaler
Dennis Andrews
John Brown
Wm J Lermond
John M Brown
Parker Lermond
Earl Brown
Perry lermond
William Brown
Fred Lowry
John Bentley
Oscar Mero
Edw Bradford
Francis Mchan
Saunders Curling
Oeorge Masters
Prank Curling
William Masters
Jaa. A.Crelghtun
Ernest Montgonioi-y
Oliver Morse
J as E Creighton
Samuel Creighton Cornelius Morse
William Creighton John Malonev
William Colley
’ Timothy Murphy
Harvey Mills
Edw Colley
Warren Mills
Lewis CoUey
William Copeland Rob't McFarland
John McFarland
John Crawford
Oeorge CamayIsaac McLellan
Simon McLellan
Front row, left to right: George lliggins; (in the two empty chairs should In-) Harry Shute. pilot; Lewis Shute. quartermaster; John Marshall, Alton Chadwick
Jas B McLellan
Jas
F
Chapman
chief engineer; Bill Freeman, mate: Addison W, Shute, master: Charles Lewis, assistant engineer; Byron Wood, second mate; Charles McIntosh of Isaac Darby
David Oliver
Boston, quartermaster; unknown. Second row: Charles
■■; Nattie Odion. deck hand; Jake
; Parker Weed; unknown; ——( hapman; John Dtzer
Bdw.P Oliver
John O'Brien
Pearl Warren; .Albert Wilson; Pedro--------: Arthur Hall; Arthur McArtthur: Arthur Connors; -------- Williams; Dan Cronin; --------- Witham. Ou John Dlzer Jr.
Joseph
O'Brien
John
Dunn
the step: Ernest Flsette; Jim Bernadino;-------- Reddington of Boston.
William OBrien
Watson Dunn
Herbert O'Brien
Robert Dunn
Arthur Prince
Dow
Michael Driscoll, a son—Adelbert Vinalhaven. Jan. 2 Gustav B. Amos
George DowWilliam Pressey
I Rcckland, Jan. 1. to Mr. and Mr*. Magnuson and Addie L Philbrook. Arthur Elliot
Jacob Poland
David Robinson
J Emerson
George W. Grover, a son.
Union, Jan. 1, Ralph A. Calder- William Ellens
Geo W Robinson
Simon Robinson
O. Harvey Fales
Rockland. Jan. 1, to Mr. and Mrs wood and Alberta A. Collins.
James Fales
Richard Robinson
William Robinson
Cornelius I. McAuliffe a son.
Belfast. Dec. 26, Oliver L. Knight John Fitzgerald
James Robinson
Samuel Fuller
Stonington, Dec. 21, to Mr. and I of Lincolnville and Alta E. Jack- Caleb Glllchrest,
Edw A Robinson
Frank Robinson
Levi Glllchrest
Mrs. Charles E Bye, a daughter.
son of Belfast.
Oliver Robinson
Ward Othehreat
A review from The Coui irr-Gazetle of happenings which interested
Oliver Robinson
Joseph Olllchrest
Raymond GlilchrestEdward Robinson
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1914
The marriages for this period Christmas tree at Glen Cove with James Olllchrest
Reddlngt'n Robbins
Roney John
Edw Gates
were:
the temperature 15 below zero.
Frank Russell
Barnabas C Gates
CharlesERanlett
Tenants Harbor. Dec 22, Perley Dr ElLsha H- Vford, 74 formerly Miles Gates
David Rivers
Rev. Gilbert E Edgctt, pastor oftion as a registered druggist,
GerryL. Nash and Letha F. Miller, both! of Vinalhaven. died in Dover. Flags George
Jno Strong
Walter Glllchrest
the Methodist Church accepted a
i l. Snow & Co. were planning
Allen Strong
Lewis W Gilley
were at half mast on the island.
Dunbar Henderson Littleton Strong
call to Vineyard Haven.
Ito build a machine shop at their of Thomaston.
Joseph
Strong
James
Henderson
Miss Tena McCallum was elected
South Thomaston, Dec. 24, Paul
Harris Stackpole
Wm Henderson
Sheriff J. Crosby Hobbs appointed plant,
matron of Ivy Chapter, OES. in Halvah HyleT
Fred Stackpole
William Singer
Haunce R Hyler
these deputies: Charles A CarleKenneth Spear suffered a frac- V. Roundy of Washington. D. C. Warren.
William J Singer
Dodge Hyler
ton. Rockport; John S. Smalley, St. tured collarbone while skatc-sail- and Miss Jessie F. Hayden of South
Arthur Spear
Alden
B
Hyler
Frank B Hills was appointed
E'dw Smalley
Thomaston; Arthur E Wocdhead
Wm Mac Hyler
George; Eugene S Sprague, Vinal- ing at Chickawaukie Lake,
i postmaster at Thomaston.
William SmalleyJ Burnham lb •
Earl Starrett
haven; Aubrey S Heal, Camden
Thomas J. Foley resigned as day of Succasunna, N. J, and Miss I Schooner E. Marie Brown. Capt. Ballard G Hyler
John O Sprague
Hall
(turnkey); Will C. Perry. Union; jcterk at lhe Thorndike Hotel, took Ethel A. Hayden of South Thomas-1 John Brown, was in passage from Robert
James Speed
John B Henry
Daviq H. Sumner
ton.
John C Henry
William H Kalloch Rockland.
charge of the Pendleton drug store
Charles Stlmpsou
: Brunswick. Ga , for a South African Fred Henry
William Smith
Rockland, Dec. 31, Hervey C. Allen IJ port.
Joseph Henry
Edwin O Heald, 64. who had at the northend.
BartholomewlHonry William Tobey
been elected register of deeds in
Havener
William J Tobcy
Pat McAuliffe was about to open of Camden and Beuiah H Lawry of
The State Prison had five women Edw
Albert Havener
t* rael Thorndike Sr
Rockland.
September, died in a Brockton, a cigar store.
i inmates.
Alexander Hathorn I»rael Thorndike Jr1.
Horace Thorndike
Hathorn
Mass , hospital.
The St. Nicholas Hotel was to be ' Rockland, Dec 30, Owen C , Dr. Eastman of Weeks Mills suc Halsey
Leander Thorndike
Reuel Hallowell
j Staples of Camden and Ethel H
Adelbert
Jameson
William Hallowell John Turner
succeeded remodelled and enlarged.
ceeded Dr. Larrabee at Warren.
Frank
Upham
Frank
Hallcwell
Cyrus L. Gahan as janitor at the
Albert W. Benner former city | Thurlow cf Stonington.
Janies Vose
J. Herbert Gould was elected Wm Harrington
Enos
Verge
Liberty. Dec 24, Albert Fuller I master of Megunticook Grange, Hollis Harrington
Methodist Church.
• clerk, died at his home on Oak
Peter Vesper
William Hewes
of Searsmont and Agnes Brown of Calnciell
Frank B Miller was elected chief street, aged 52.
Alton Vesper
David Hodgman
Ambrose Vesper
Oliver
Jordan
j
____________
patriarch of Rockland Encamp
Ralph U Clark of the UBS Liberty.
Barnabas Webb
Ephrtam Jordan
Edmund
Webb
George
Jordan
Liberty,
Dec.
25,
Lincoln
Black
ofi
ment, I.OOF.
Washington, was home on a fur
W ANTS SPECIAL SESSION
Jas Watts Sr
JOshuft Jordan
Dr. Wyvem A. Coombs went to lough and told of seeing the revolu- Knox and Katherine Ryan of1
Jas. Watts Jr.
Samuel C Jordan
Wm Henry Watts
Jordan
Liberty.
Westbrook to engage in medical. tion in Hayti.
Winterport Chamber of Commerce Newton
Wm Watts
William Jordan
Samuel
Watts
Edward
Kelleran
Friendship.
Dec.
25,
Tolman
H
Wants Repeal of Auto Title Bartholm’w KclleranEdw Brown
practice.
Mrs. Maude Cables was electad
Watts
James Kelleran
Frank Watts
Law
Oeorge W. Drake. 79. hardware j noble grand of Miriam Rebekah Fernald of Belfast and Miss Abbie

WITH OUR CARTOONIST
SU

25 YEARS AGO

dealer at The Brook, died in a hos- Lodge.
Pitai.
j Berkley D. Winslow was manuGeorge E. Horton was elected facturing Popcorn Crispettes in
noble grand of Knox Lodge. I.OOF.! Crockett block.
Cyrus W. Hills passed examinaSchooner Mary Brewer was 52
—
-■
—
== days in passage from Bangor to
Center held in Rockland (probably Boston, Bad weather caused her
at Hotel Rockland where the last 1 to sink,
one was held) and I urge every deaf
• a • •
person to go, whether he can afford I The following births were rccorda Sonotone or not. You will be Jed:
thrilled, uplifted, and amazed, to 1 Rcckland. Jan. 1 to Mr. and Mrs.
hear what is being said.
' Crosby F. French, a daughter—
-One lady asked me: "What do they Lucy Katherine"'”^
do, put wires through the passages
Rockland. Jan 3. to Mr. and Mrs
and examine your throat and ears?" Osmond A. Palmer, a daughter.
Oh my land no! All you have to do
Camden. Jan. 2, to Mr. and Mrs.
is sit comfortably and listen, with Colburn Arnold, a daughter.
cither a very small object placed
Spruce Head, Dec. 28, to RCv. and
behind your ear, for the bone con Mrs. John Gibson a daughter—
duction method of hearing, or a re Esther.
ceiver exactly like the kind we used
Vinalhaven. Dec. 31. to Mr. and
to use when radio was new, only
Mrs. W. A. Murray, a daughter.
much, much smaller. The latter is
Rockport, Jan. 2, to Mr. and Mrs.
tlie air conduction method, and Is
Claude Harrington, a son—Sumner
much more conspicuous than thc
Cochran.
very tiny midget oscillator which is
Rockland, Jan. 3. to Mr. and Mrs.
used for thc bone conduction. I hope
this will help, and allay the fears, of Leroy Cook, a son.
Rcckland. Jan. 7. to Mr. and Mrs.
any or all -who would like to find
out what a hearing aid will do for Robert B. Magunc. a son—John
Frank.
them.
Rockland, Dee. 31, to Mr. and
I was not requested to write this
article by any body, but I thought it Mrs Benjamin B Staples, a daugh
might assure some person who was ter.
Rockland. Dec. 30. to Mr and Mrs
in doubt, as witness the question
Eugene Perry, a son.
above which was asked me.
Helen B. Marden.
Rockport, Jan. 2, to Mr. and Mrs.

K. Simmons of Waldoboro.
Warren. Dec. 28. George E. Ste
vens and Mrs. Adelaide Ladd.
Brunswick, Dec 26, Anne L. John
son and Warren E. Robinson of
Arlington, Mass,
Thomaston, Dec. 29, Bertha E.
Robbins nad Edward F. Keefe.
Vinalhaven, pec. 26. Elijah M.
York and Bessie B Philbrook.
Stonington, Dec. 25, Theodore E
Boyce of Deer Isle and Lavonia M.
Harriman of Stonington.
Gardiner, Dec. 24, Norman W.
Gray of Hallowell and Louise K
Achom of Warren.
Stonington. Dec. 24, George E.
Pitts of Rockport and Mildred N.
Thurlow of Stonington.
Camden, Dec. 19, Aubrey S. Heal
and Abbie M. Payson.
Camden, Jan. 2. Homer A. Roach
of Camden and Cordelia L. Young
of Searsmont.
Isle au Haut. Dee. 25. Walter J.
Gilbert of Calais and Miss Hattiie
H. Snell of Isle au Haut.
Tenants Harbor. Jan. 3, Frank S.
Barter of Tenants Harbor and Alice
Stockbridge of Stonington.
Tenants Harbor Jan. 5. Gustaf
Swanson and Mary Ahlquist.

Roy L. Fernald, president of the
Winterport Chamber of Commerce,
has written to Gov. Lewis O. Barrows advising him of an action
taken by the Winterport organiza
tion urging a special session of thc
legislature to repeal the automo
bile title law. His letter says:
"The Winterport Chamber of
Commerce at Its January meeting
voted to urge you to use your good
offices to call a special session of
the Maine Legislature for among
other things to repeal the so-called
automobile title law. Thc cost to
the State of a special session for
this purpose should not exceed $8000 whereas the saving to the people
would be about $200,000 besides thc
elimination of a great deal of con
fusion and public inconvenience.
"We in Waldo county arc proud
of our legislators who unanimously
opposed this legislation at Augusta
at thc time of its passage. Wc arc
sure that they would gladly return
to Augusta for thc -short time re
quired to repeal this obnoxious and
unnecessary law at their own per
sonal expense and without any ex
pense to the state."

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
‘EARL OF CHICAGO”
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Engineers Buy
4061 ENGINEERS BOUGHT DODGE CARS IN TNE LAST 11 MONTHS!*
Men Who Know A Groat Car Say Dodge
Gives Most For Your Money
F you ever had any doubt about what car gives
you most for your money, this fact should help
you decide; 4,061 engineers bought Dodge in the

I

last 12 months!*

Think of it! Men who know a great car when
they see it not only praise Dodge, but buy it for
their own use in preference to other cars!
And remember, Dodge engineering costs nothing
extra! It is part and parcel of today’s new Dodge,
with its smart new lines, its gorgeous interiors, its
host of new ideas. See your Dodge dealer today!
★October, 1938, throuHh September, 1939. Latest figures available.

Wednesday and Thursday At Park Theatre

OlUR(H

Tune in Major Bowes. C. B. S. Network. Thursdays, 9 te 10 P.

98 YEARS

of experience in building better motorcars!
That’s the combined record of Fred M Zeder. Vice-Chairman
and Head of Engineering.Chrysler Corporation, and hia associ
ate* who designed the new 1940 Dodge. Left to right: Carl
Breer, Fred M. Zeder and Owen R. Skelton.
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STATIONERY

>

r«..oes 9755 and UPtaxes included. Thea<

M

deliver^

rt»nd.ed

JU Tto towwt Mew le

MO paneled card*. choice of 4
etzM and 90 etylee rf enqiwrlnq,
PLATE INCLUDED, only ... 41.11

Wedding AnnouncenMti
or Imrltatloas
On whlta or Ivory gtock—■wad
ding or plate finlah. Inside and
outside envelopes, and PLATE IN
CLUDED
___________
Sodal Stationery

Spedal styles for men and women.
A choice ol lovely colors, monoqrams and stylet of engraving,
PLATE INCLUDE©......................
SS .25, SS-SS and up.

BusUms Stationery

600 bustnese aarde er Hamnwffc'Jl

Bond

letterhead*, PLATE IN-

CLUDED, only----------------- S7JB

The Courier-Gazette

Barton MaeLnnr is seen as the eruel, merciless leader of rioting convtcts in “Mutiny in the Big House," a Monogram picture, at the Park Wed- _ ,
, .
,,
.D ,
nesday and Thursday. Charles Bickford plays the heroic priest who quells, tdward Arnold and Robert Montgomery in The Earl of Chicago
the revolt at the risk of his own life.—adv,
—adv.

DODGE ENGINEERING COSTS NOTHING EXTRA!
phone

124.W

DYER’S GARAGE, INC.

park street

Wh

Every-Other-Day
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Realm of
Music
by Gladyi Si. Clair Heistad

The December issue of Overtones, j of William Harm’s Kekland conpublished by The Curtis Institute of, cert, and of the Bar Harbor conMusic, is in my hands, and is brim- J certs by The Curtis String Quartet,

THE CENTRAL MAINE GREETS YOU
The Central Maine’s
Growth
(Continued from Page 9)
was in 1863 when the Rockland &
Thomaston Gas Light Company was
organized and, while no official
record has been found of its taking
over the business of the first com
pany, this must have occurred, to
reconcile the facts just noted.

ior large domestic kitchens It is
j an entirely new venture for the com
pany ar.d attests to the fast grow
ing interest in electric commercial
kitchens.
This kitchen will be used by the
various Masonic bodies for prepar

minimum expenditure of nervous home service demonstrator with a
minimum of eye-strain.
As constant looking ahead is a
first essential in the successful con
duct of any business, so, too, is it
equally essential for those who de
sign and create our work-world
structures to look ahead and plan
for the future. Architects, Bunker
and Savage and Engineers Ralph S.
Chase and Robert W. Hudson, who
planned and supervised the con
struction, wiring, and lighting of
the new building, have certainly
done this, for not only is additional
space provided but provision has al
so been made for a 50 percent in
crease in the lighting when higher
levels ate required.

energy.
To the left at the rear is the
divtsion sales managers office which
Is lighted by means of cove equip
27 feet wide and is uniformly lighted ment and an indirect trough run
to an intensity of 40 foot-candles. ning lengthwise of the room. There
Lighting For New Store
General illumination is provided by is a total of 21 40-watt white fluor(Provision made for 50 percent single prismatic lens units built in escent lamps employed in the three
flush with the ceiling line. The, lighting units which provide an
increase in lighting.)
Dedicated to the service of the units are spaced approximately six I average of 55 foot-candles of cool
people of Rockland and adjoining feet and 6 inches on centers and are even illumination.
At the extreme left rear of the
communities, the newly remodeled ; equipped with 300 watt lamps.
Two
large
display
stands
are
lo[main
floor is the division manager's
and relighted Central Marne Power
Company office and salesroom u ; cated in the center of the salesroom | office which, is approximately 1(
14
These stands are equipped with | feet square. Two systems of light
modem in concept and equipped

ing their banquets and suppers, as
ful of interest, as has been true Many familiar names appear—
well as demonstration purposes to
of all previous issues. The open Samuel Barber and nis many ac
the commercial restaurant operator
ing article is by the new director. tivities: Eirem Zimbalis*. and Vladi
Sales ol commercial equipment are
I V4M1K1
Uiapuij >i«V4K3>
waaavu
aaav || _
Introduction of Electricity
Dr. Randall Thompson, who ex mir Sokoioff in a series ot sonata
handled by Elmer E. Joyce widely with every facility for the com- , ^g^ted from each side with 20 watt of three 500 watt indirect wall urns
In 1881, an apparently indepen
presses his ever present amazement recitals in New York: I/a L.ibofort and convenience of customers, white fluorescent lamps.
I provide about 20 foot candles for
known throughout this territory.
that the Institute in the short space shutz and Edith Evans Brpun in dent company was charteded undeT
On
one
side
of
the
main
entrance
1 general work or consultation. For!
Designed
to
be
the
Company
s
j
of 15 years has become full grown, violin and piano sona’a recitals; the name of the Rockland Light The equipment, known to the
is a Pin-It-Up lamp display and difficult seeing tasks a louver-dome, Is Paid To Knox Hospital By
Eastern
Division
Home
”
for
the
known from coast to coast and in Felix Salmond as a member of the and Gas Company. This company trade as the Hotpoint units, was
future it is equipped with the lat-’a Light Conditioning Service Cen- ,type of unit equipped with a 500
One Who Has Seen Its
foreign lands. When Dr. Thomp-,^^
New york: Carlos Salzedo probably entered the electrical busi- manufactured by tne Edison Oen- est lighting developments. Direct- ter A complete selection of light- 1 watt lamp will provide an additional
son assumed the position of direc- ' and Marjorle call salzedo concert- ness, for in 1891 the Rockland & eral Electric Appliance Company. lighting, indirect lighting, cove \ ing adaptors are cleverly arrayed 20 foot-candles on the desk.
Workings
tor last October, succeeding Josef; iz,ng together; WUliam Harms in Thomaston Oas Light Company, by a-ho^e products are found in prac- . lighting, louver controlled lighting against a maroon and white display I At the center rear of the store
special
charter,
was
authorized
to
ticaUy
all
of
i
arge
hot<ls
clubs,
Hofmann, resigned, he found a | pianQ
in January; Nadia
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
school "200 strong, with exceptional i r6soloist in Alfred Wal- take over its business and enter the restaurants, tea rooms, schools, col- I
If the suffering and distress of
department.
Several
different
types
tor
units
and
white
fluorescent
.
, Mazda Lampe", have been used
leges and institutions throughout j in many places to demonstrate the 1 lamps tend to brighten up this dis of lighting have been installed here humanity anywhere is the problem
musical ability on all sides, and a i lenstein s presentation, in weekly electrical field.
During the same year (1891) the'the counlry several of the allied
startling range in age to one used
evening broadcasts, of all
which may be used for demonstra- of humanity everywhere then the
part this new light | play.
to college students in their late the piano concertos of Mozartl Rockland. Thomaston and Camden unlts were supplied by the Me- lmportant
source will play In the future of , At the right comer of this room tlon purposes as well as for seeing Knox County General Hospital is
’teens."
Leonard Rose, the new first cellist Street Railway was chartered and Qraw Electric Company, Amcoin i ... .
is an all-electric kitchen display, j These units will be changed from doing its full share ln the solution
authorized
take overrailway
the charters
pnmnmtton and O S Blakeslee I' The show windows provide a mass Here again local lighting from conAn article by Otto E. Albrecht of the Cleveland Orchestra; Samuel of
several toprevious
com- 2X
time to time as new developments of this problem.
sets forth information about music Maves. alternating first cellist of i
vumpaii?.
lighting effect that has real sales cealed sources lights up the counter in lighting are brought out.
How many has it put back on the
librar.es in Philadelphia, the three the
Philadelphia
Orchestra; Boris learned
[ ^ *on
hlch
apparently
— ---------.--- --------------mv had
irti.nl
miiwiv h.wt I
principal cooking
appeal. The main window is lighted and sink area, and lamps concealed
In the basement is located a gen highway of life, able again to ren
most important of these being The Goldovsky who becomes increasing- lCarFled on any af,ual raiIway bu^‘ consists of a small commercial range
#
Qf
f00t.candles at the in the cupboards come on when eral sales room, storage space, and
der a service?
Library of the University of Penn ly active: conductor of the Singers'
___ _______ ________
_ with oven automatically controlled
]lne This large open window doors are opened.
the electrical service board for the
The writer of this tribute has been
In 1892. the Rockland. Thomaston
three heats and applicable to J
sylvania. The Five Library of Phila Club and the Philharmonic Chorus,
a witness to the efficiency and value
j has a single row of 500 watt lamps * On the sales floor diagonally op- building.
delphia. and the library of The member of the faculties of the & Camden Street Railway built its, auy and all demands; a large two
The general sales room has a very of its service to the community
jin X-ray reflectors recessed in the posite the main entrance is the
Curtis Institute of Music. Of the Cleveland Institute of Music and power plant at Glen Cove and
automatic oven and a commerTlie service Is not cool and per
! ceiling and spaced approximately (cashiers counter Lighting for this low ceiling and .the lighting units
latter Mr. Albrecht says that its Western Reserve University, and K>uipped il with tw° bollers' a 250 cial type fry kettle
necessarily had to be very closely functory but warm with human
■
16"
apart.
■
;
is
provided
by
two
30
watt
daylight
treasures are so rich and varied that piano and chamber music recitalist. I horse power Corliss engine and two One of the outstanding features
The luminous type sign Is a re- flourescent lamps concealed in a spaced. A 200 watt lamp in each sympathy and a devotion to duty
even a scholar with no classes to | Among new members of the music 100 Kw railway generators. The - is the elimination of waste of heat,
unit is shielded from direct view so that tlie patient has the utmost
cent
development by Libby-Owens- trough above the counter.
attend or practicing to do w<«W fa^^'7t Cti^p’p^r Jow Bdlet . I f°n°wing year the pUnt was en keeping the kitchen comfortable
The upper part of this trough is by means of a pattern louvre which confidence in the efficacy of the
Ford Glass Company called "vitrorequire a long time to investigate j Ezra •Rachlin Marian HeMi, and ’"ged by the addition of another under all types of working condl-!
open on the store side and a sil also tends to reduce the general efforts made for his recovery.
lite" and “vltrolux ’.
them adequately.
! Orlando Cole, all Cunts graduate, !boller' a 500 horse P°wer Hamilton tions. Working in this kitchen is |
Nurses add to the dignity of serv
The maroon border and letters houette type sign has been inserted brightness of the unit.
The library was opened at the be-,
s^off and Ralph englne' two 5°-llght
Senators much more comfortable than with
are opaque while the field is trans in the opening. Two 30 watt gold | On the second floor is located the ice the charm of a pleasing per
ginning of the 1926-27 term, some '
were sc^uuled for a
' and one 120 kwh 125 cycle generator other types of fuel equipment.
lucent material. Concealed below fluorescent lamps are blended with j general auditorium which will be sonality. They wear a smile.
hi this same year this company
two years after the first classes’' cital of music for four hands to be
The commercial range, known to the opaque border is a single row of the spill light from the day light used for cooking schools as well as
I hope this brief appreciation will
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fundamental to the work of the the assistance of Joseph Levine and ment' a *cond extenslon to the high speed and economy of opera
trim, streamlined modernity. The force to perform their seeing task proximately 50 foot-candles of light
music scholar—the series of critical Vladimir Sokoioff using virtually P°wer plant
built in 1902 and 3 tion and eliminating the necessity
main sales area is 60 feet long and , with maximum efficiency and a enables the audience to follow the
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editions of the compositions of the entire student resources of the 200 horse P°w*r englne and 120
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various national schools through school with some graduates, and walt- 125 cycle generator were in-, the occasional order.
the 18th Century. It has the com drawing upon material found in I stalled, both of which have since 2. The French type Cast-In-Calplete works of many composers the school library.
■ been discarded.
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such as Johann Seorstian Bach,
In 1907 a third extension to the for long heavy cooking operations
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Beethoven. Brahms. Handel. Mozart,
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so on.
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